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A bstract
We want to describe the dynamics of magnetic vortices in type-II supercon-
/
ductors using the Gor’kov-Eliashberg equations. To solve this system is very 
difficult so we want to use an approximation, called Slow-Motion Approxi­
mation. This approximation is used quite a lot in physics and for our system 
of nonlinear partial differential equations we want to show, using rigorous 
mathematical arguments, that it is in fact an approximation to the exact
solution. For the Abelian-Higgs model which shares the same time indepen-
/
dent equations with the Gor’kov- Eliashberg system, such a mathematically 
rigorous proof was given by Stuart (1994).
The mathematical discussion starts with an ansatz for the solution that 
involves the exact solution of the static problem and a small correction. It 
is well-known that the static solution is a 2N real-parameter family. Let us 
denote the parameters by q. In the Slow-Motion Approximation we assume 
that the parameters are time dependent. In our case we want to find the 
trajectory in the space of static solutions which is the closest, in some sense, 
to the exact solution.
v
As in many approximation techniques we need a small parameter such that 
the approximation gets better and better the smaller the parameter becomes. 
The small parameter, denoted by e, is given by the Higgs self-coupling con­
stant k2 =  (1 +  e ) /2.
Guided by S tuart’s proof we assume that the time derivative of the parame­
ters q is 0 (e).
So the problem of proving the validity of the approximation is now turned 
into proving the existence and smallness of the corrections, which are the 
solutions of a parabolic linear partial differential equations system on M2. In 
order to prove this we try to imitate the techniques for finding solutions of 
the same class of equations in a bounded domain. We need also an iterative 
method that provide us with certain estimates in suitable Sobolev spaces. 
We get a system of equations for the parameters q(t) that is a Cauchy prob­
lem as soon as we fix initial conditions for q. Imposing initial conditions as 
well on the corrections of the static solution we simplify the equations for q 
and solve them.
Substituting these q(tys into the static solution we obtain a good approxi-
/
mation for the exact solution of Gor’kov-Eliashberg equations.
N otation
detA =  determinant of A.
Rn =  n-dimensional real Euclidean space, 
e* — (0 , . . . ,  0 , 1, 0 , . . . ,  0) =  ith standard coordinate vector. 
dU =  boundary of U .
B(x,r) =  closed ball with centre £, radius r  > 0 .
For numbers a, b £ C we use the usual inner product
A vector of the form ¡3 — (/?i,. . . ,  /?n), where each component /% is a nonneg­
ative integer, is called a multiindex of order
In particular
D efin ition  1 Let a =  (ai, 02) a vector potential for the magnetic field H. 
We define the covariant derivative with respect to the background field a of a 
complex field f  as
■= d j f — a,jf
for j  =  1, 2 .
|/3| — Pi 4 H Ai-
vii
(re) :=  df1 . . .d ^ u (x ) .
Given a scalar function u : U — > R and a multiindex /3, we define
d ^ u
dx[ l . . .  d x t
We will use the same definition for the covariant derivative instead of the 
normal derivative.
D efin ition  2 A function u : U — > R is called Holderian if a multiindex 
and 7  > 0 exist such that
\d\ 1 • • • dnnu(x) -  d f1. . .  d£nu(y)\ < C\x -  y\*
for some constant C > 0 and all x ,y  £ U.
The Laplacian of a scalar function u is defined as
n
Au(x) =  J 2 duu(x )- 
1=1
The gradient of a scalar function u is defined as
Vu(x) =  (di u ( x ) , . . . , d nu(x)).
If now m =  2,3 and U C Rm, the divergence of a vector-valued function 
u : U — > Rm, u{x) =  (^ i(:r),. . . ,  um(x)) is defined as
m
V • u(x) =  'Y^ Jdlui(x).
1=1
Ck{U) =  [u :U  — > R | u is k-times continuously differentiable}.
viii
C°°(U) =  {u : U — » R | u is infinitely differentiable}.
C%°(U) =  {u G C°°(U) | =  0 outside a compact subset of U}.
LP(U) =  {u : U — > R | u is Lebesgue measurable, < +°o},
where
xJu '
L°°(U) =  {u : U — > R | n is Lebesgue measurable, \u \l°°(u) < +°°}> 
where
M L°°(U) =  SUp \u(x)\.
xeu
Fix 1 <  p <  + 00  and let H e  a nonnegative integer. We define now cer­
tain function spaces, whose elements have weak derivatives of various orders 
lying in various IP spaces.
D efin ition  3 The Sobolev space
W k*(U)
consists of all locally summable functions u : U — > R such that for each 
multiindex ¡3 with \/3\ < k, d f1.. -d^ u  exists in the distributions sense and 
belongs to 1/(17).
R em ark . If p =  2, we usually write
H k(U) =  W k'2(U) (k =  0 ,1 , . . . ) .
ix
I  ( E m K k f u ^ 1 ■■■d n n u ( x ) \p d x ) p ( l < p < + 0 0 )\u\wt,P{u) :=  ^ V >
£ | 0l<jfc suPxec; l^f1 • • • dnnu(x )I (i» =  + 00)-
a(x, t)
D efin ition  5 Let a  a multiindex. := I _ I G M2 x C, then
D efin ition  4 I f  u G W k,p(U), we define its norm to be
we call
4>{x,t)
H r'a('q(°))(R2) =  : R2 x [0 ,T] — >R2 x C | Vi € [0,T]
IV’i'i i)|r,a(-,g(0)) < +Oo},
where
r  2
I # ,  *)|r,a(.,«(<))) := A (l^T1 - -
\0\=O 1=1 R2
\(D [a^ q{0))))^ . . .  ( ^ a(-’9(0)))) ^ ^ ( x , t ) |2)d 2x.
I0M
+
C au ch y ’s inequality . Let a, b > 0 and 77 > 0. Then
2 *>2ab < r\a +  — .
4 7 7
H o ld e r’s inequality . Assume 1 < p,q < + 00 ,^  +   ^ =  1. Then if u G
# (£ /) , v G L«(£/), we have
<  \ u \ l p { U ) \ v \ l < i ( u ) -  
M inkow ski’s inequality . Assume 1 < p < + 0 0  and u, v G 1/(11).
\u  +  v \l p (U) <  \u \l p {U) +  M LP(U)-
C auchy-S chw artz’s inequality . For every x, y 6  W1
I ( x , y )  | < WM-
D efin ition  6 If dU is C l , then along dU the outward pointing unit normal 
vector field
is defined at any point x £ dU.
Let u € C l {U). We call
—  (x) := v(x) ■ Vu(ar) 
the outward normal derivative of u.
T h eo rem  (G ree n ’s fo rm ulas). Let u, v € C2(U). Then
D efin ition  7 We define the inner product for functions exponentially decay­
ing at infinity as
Throughout this work we use an arbitrary positive constant T. Also a 
constant k is used. It is related to the material in which the equations 
describe the vortex motion. The parameters the real and
imaginary parts of the zeros of the static Higgs field. They are made time 
dependent. A short time scale r  := et is introduced. The derivative with 
respect to r  is indicated with q. Finally the functions a , </> and a0 represent 




1.1 Phenom enology of Superconductivity
An explanation of the microscopical understanding of superconductivity has 
been given by Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (B-C-S) in [BCS57]. In their 
theory, the onset of superconductivity is due to the formation of bound elec­
tron pairs, the so called Cooper pairs. With respect to small applied forces, 
the electron pairs interact as single entities, particles with twice the charge of 
a single electron. Furthermore this effective particle is a boson of spin zero, 
since the spins of the single particles of the pairs are supposed antiparallel. 
Large external forces and the temperature of the materials, usually near 0°K 
for metals and about 100°K for ceramics, disrupt the pairing and force the 
superconductor to change to the normal state.
The supeconducting state is characterized by an ensemble of Cooper pairs 
and these in turn are described by a scalar field <£ for charged, spinless
1
particles. As usual, such a field is a complex-valued function of position. 
The density |^ (5 ) |2 is proportional to the number density of Cooper pairs in 
x. The field <i> is called the order parameter. The state where 3> ~  0 has a few 
pairs and behaves as a normal conductor. The case in which |<£| is bounded 
away from zero describes the state of condensed pairs and superconductivity.
The order parameter provides a macroscopic description of the system de­
scribed microscopically by the B-C-S theory. While this macroscopic theory 
can be obtained as an approximate consequence of the more general B-C-S 
theory, it was proposed well before the justification of a microscopic theory 
existed. A system of equations for <i> and its interaction with the electromag­
netic potential A was proposed by Ginzburg and Landau [GL50].
In this system a parameter A appears, called Higgs self-coupling constant, 
which is related to the material and describes different physical properties. 
When A is smaller than 1 in a certain normalization, the material, called 
type-I superconductor, once embedded in an external magnetic field H , ex­
pels utterly this field. If sufficient intensity has been achieved, the external 
field will penetrate uniformly the material and the superconducting prop­
erties vanish. When A is greater than 1 the material, now called type-II 
superconductor, once subjected to an external magnetic field H, can exist in 
one of three phases:
• If \H\ is smaller than a certain value, say |i?o|> the external field is 
pushed out of the sample. The material is in a fully superconducting 
phase.
2
• If \H\ is between |if0| and another value, say \Hi\, the external field 
penetrates the sample only partially. W hat one detects physically is 
that the total flux of the magnetic field through the sample is quantized 
and every single quantum of flux, called fluxon, can be regarded as a 
lump of magnetic field lines or vortex. In the centre of the vortex $  ~  0.
• If \H\ is greater than \H\\, the external magnetic field gets through the 
material uniformly with consequent total break-down of superconduc­
tivity.
1.2 The Ginzburg-Landau M odel
The macroscopic model for superconductivity presented by Ginzburg and 
Landau in [GL50] is based on thermodynamic considerations and is an ex­
tension of Landau’s theory of second order phase transitions. The time- 
independent Ginzburg-Landau equations are given by the following second- 
order system:
A A h(x) -  dhV  • A(x)
=  ^(ii> (£)(dft$(£) -  L4ft(£)$(£)) +  *$(£) (dh<l(£) +  ^  (£ )$ (£ ))),
-  (dl ~  ^ ¡ ( z ) ) 2$(£) =  ^ $ (£ ) ( i  -  |$ (£ )|2) ( l.l)
¿=1
where $  is the Higgs field or the order parameter, A is the vector poten-
—*tial and A is the so-called Higgs self-coupling constant. The term V — iA is 
called covariant derivative and makes the equations invariant under a par­
ticular class of transformations, the so-called gauge transformations. The
3
invariance of the solutions of the Ginzburg-Landau equations under such 
transformations allows us to consider several mathematical solutions with­
out altering the physical measurable quantities which are the electrical and 
magnetic fields.
A generalization of the Ginzburg-Landau system to the time-dependent 
case was given by Gor’kov and Éliashberg in [GE68] for the case of type- 
II superconductors. They found out, using the Feynman technique for the 
Green functions at finite temperatures, that the generalization to the non- 
stationary case of the Ginzburg-Landau equations is still gauge invariant and 
is given by
dt® '+ y  [ ( _  ~ T) + ^ " )  ^  ~ v~ rr  +
-b 2ze^4o^ == 0)
3 =  c r ( - d t A - V A o )  +  [*e($V$ -  <£V$) -  — 1$ | 2A
\ c  /  2 m  L c
/ =  V x (V x A). (1.2)
/ —+
Here $  is the Higgs field, A is the vector potential, A q is the scalar potential,
j  is the current, v 2T\ is a constant proportional to the diffusion coefficient, r s 
is a parameter which has the meaning of a free flight time between collisions 
associated with the electron spin flip in a material with paramagnetic impu­
rities, Tc is the critical temperature at which the superconducting behaviour 
starts, T  is the actual temperature of the material, a is the conductivity of 
the electrons in the material, e is the electron charge, c is the speed of light 
and N  and m  are other coefficients.
4
The motion of the vortex structure was investigated on the basis of the B- 
C-S microscopy theory of superconductivity only in the vicinity of the upper 
critical field Hi. The model proposed by Gor’kov and Eliashberg enabled 
Gor’kov and Kopnin [GK71] to find an approximate solution for any value, 
of | between \H0\ and |i?i|, provided that the parameter of the Ginzburg- 
Landau theory A is much bigger than 1. Their reasoning was based on the 
idea that the solution is formed by the solution of the corresponding static 
Ginzburg-Landau system and a correction which must solve another set of 
equations. We point out that, as many experiments have shown, supercon­
ductors of the second type (alloys, ceramics, etc.) have a finite resistance in 
a magnetic field exceeding the lower critical value |i?o|- The nature of these 
dissipative effects is due to the motion of the Abrikosov vortex structure 
under the influence of the Lorentz force resulting from the flow of current 
[Abr57]. For \H\ «  |i?i|, however, the resistance is very small.
1.3 The M ultivortex Static Solution
A feature of the Ginzburg-Landau model is the existence of a Lagrangian from 
which the Ginzburg-Landau equations are derived as its equations of motion. 
In [Bog76] it was shown that, for the case A =  1 in (1.1), a lower bound 
on the action associated to the lagrangian of Ginzburg-Landau exists, and 
minimizing such an action means solving the so-called Bogomol’nyi equations
di7Ze $(x)  +  A i ( x ) l m  $(x) — 82^171 $ ( £ )  +  A 2(x)'7Ze $(x) =  0,
<927£e $(x)  +  A 2 (x)Xm $(x)  +  d\ 1 m  ^>(f) -  Ai{x)lZe  <!>(£) =  0,
5
d1 A 2 ( x ) - d 2A l (x) + \ { m x ) \ 2 - l ) = 0  
with and A =  (^4i, A2, 0) &s above.
In [Wei79] it is shown that, assuming the existence of an arbitrary solution 
of minimal energy, for every integer N  there is a 2Af-real parameter family of 
N-vortex solutions satisfying the Bogomol’nyi bound, the lowest static energy 
state. It can be proven that the number N  has the meaning of counting how 
many times the Higgs field at infinity rotates in the complex plane, hence it 
is called winding number. Furthermore, every solution satisfying this bound 
must belong to such a family. Weinberg conjectured that these parameters 
may be chosen to be the 2N co-ordinates specifying the positions of the 
vortices.
In 1980 Jaffe and Taubes made great improvements to the understanding of 
the static Ginzburg-Landau model. They proved that a finite action solution 
to the Bogomol’nyi equations exists, called multi-vortex solution, such that:
• The solution is globally smooth.
• A finite number of zeros for the Higgs field exists.
Identifying these zeros of $  with the parameters discussed by Weinberg, one 
can refer to them as the centres of the vortices. According to the interpre­
tation of the modulus of $  as the density of the Cooper pairs, the centre of 
the vortices represent the points of the material where the superconducting 
properties vanish.
6
To prove the existence theorem, Taubes and Jaffe defined
$  = : eHu+i9\  A : = ^ ( A i - i A 2), dz :=  i ( d i  -  id2)
with { Z i,. . . ,  Zn } the zeros of They noticed that away from the zeros of 
$  the Bogomol’nyi equations turn into
A =  idz ln<J,
N




lim u(z) =  0
| ^ | —> -+ -0 0
lim |$(z)| -  1.
|z|—^+00
A more explicit static solution of the Ginzburg-Landau equations for a 
general A is given by the radially symmetric functions
A(x) =  Na(r)(smO, -  cos#, 0), $(£) =  f (r )e lN9
where a(r), f(r)  G C°°(]0,+oo[) satisfy an O.D.E. system and r, 6 are polar 
co-ordinates in R2. Such a solution represents N  vortices sitting on top of 
each other.
7
1.4 The Idea of the Slow-M otion Approxima­
tion.
Another generalization of the static Ginzburg-Landau model to the time-
/
dependent case but from the Gor’kov-Eliashberg equation is given by the 
gauge invariant Abelian-Higgs model, i.e.
- A A0(x,t) +  dhV • A(x,t)  =  -  <§(£,t ) t )
-  iA0(x , t )$(x , t ))  +  $ (x , t ) (d t$(x , t )  +  L4o(£,i)3,(£ ,i) ) ) ,
dttAh(x, t ) -  A Ah(x, t) -  dtdhA0(x, t) +  dh V • A(x, t)
=  ^ ( -  !»(£, t ) (dh${x, t) -  iAh(x, i)$ (£ , t))
+  $(x , t ) (dh$(x,t )  +  iAh(x,t)$(x,t))^),
2
(dt -  iA0(x,t ) )2$(x,t )  iAi(x,t ))2$(x , t )
1= 1
= £$(#»*) ( l -  l$ (z ,i) |2)
with the notation as above. Even if this model does not describe the dynam­
ics of the vortices in the superconductors, it will be useful to cite some its 
mathematical characteristics in order to develop our method applied to the 
present work.
As for the static Ginzburg-Landau equations, this system admits a La- 
grangian, which allows to define an action or energy. A global existence of 
time-dependent solutions of this system has been proven in [BM85]. The
8
next step would be to find an explicit expression for these solutions. Since 
this aim appears over ambitious, for some applications it might be enough 
to exhibit an approximate solution. A fruitful idea emerged in 1982 from 
a remark by Manton on the scattering of monopoles evolving according to 
the second-order field equations of the Yang-Mills-Higgs theory, [Man82]. 
At large separations monopoles move freely in straight lines, because there 
are no forces. But what happens in a collision? Manton pointed out that 
it should be possible to study the scattering of B-P-S (Bogomol’nyi-Prasad- 
Sommerfield) monopoles, i.e. the static solutions of the B-P-S equations, 
moving at slow velocities. At best his idea would give approximate results, 
becoming exact as the velocities tended to zero.
Like in the case of vortices, Taubes and Jaffe proved the existence of the 
static multimonopole solution dependent on a family of parameters denoted 
collectively by 7 , say (^4(x,7 ), <£(£,7 )). Consider now a smooth trajectory 
7 (t) in the parameter space, [Man82]. Then (v4(f, 7 (2)), $(£, does 
not in general satisfy the field equations, but it might provide a good ap­
proximation if the velocities are small. Since some of the parameters of 
the multimonopole solutions represent positions, at least for well-separated 
monopoles, such motion would describe well-separated monopoles in relative 
motion. Although the evolution of the fields does not exactly follow a trajec­
tory in the set of exact static solutions, it was shown that it does to a good 
approximation for a specific 7 (t). As ^ ( ¿ 0) tends to zero, the approximation 
becomes better and better.
9
A rigorous proof of Manton’s idea was given by Stuart for the Abelian- 
Higgs model [Stu94,I] as well as for the three-dimensional Yang-Mills-Higgs 
model [Stu94,II]. Since the Slow-Motion Approximation idea depends on 
slowly moving vortices or monopoles given by static solutions, which only 
exist for À =  1, one would expect that the perturbative forces should be 
small, in other words, the system should be near the Bogomol’nyi regime. 
The small parameter e introduced to describe the order of deviation from 
À =  1 allowed Stuart to estimate also the time scale for which the Slow- 
Motion Approximation furnishes a good approximation of the exact solution 
of the Abelian-Higgs model. He found analogous results for the solution of the 
Yang-Mills-Higgs model. In both models it turns out that the approximation 
is valid for a O (-) time scale.
1.5 Solutions of the Tim e-Dependent 
Ginzburg-Landau System
The existence of a continuous solution of the time-dependent Ginzburg- 
Landau system for a short time defined on the whole of M2 is the first result 
arising from this work.
The existence of global weak solutions was already proven in the more 
physical case of a bounded domain, [WZ97]. In particular, when the spatial 
dimension equals 3, the existence of global (in time) weak solutions of the 
time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations for arbitrary LP (p >  4) initial 
data has been proven by these authors. When the space dimension n =
10
2 , first existence of global weak solution was obtained in [TW95]. Other 
properties as uniqueness and asymptotic behaviour of the solution for large 
time were found in [LQ93] and [RWW99].
Secondly we seek a solution which is a 0(e)  perturbation of the static con­
figuration when we perturb the Bogomol’nyi regime to the same order in e .
/
Our aim is to follow S tuart’s reasoning, since both the Gor’kov-Eliashberg 
equations and the Abelian-Higgs equations reduce to the Ginzburg-Landau 
equations once all the fields are time-independent. While the space deriva­
tives of all the fields are supposed to be 0 (1 ), we will define a slow-time 
variable such that the velocities of the centres of the vortices and the veloci­
ties of the perturbative components of the static fields are O(e).
In [CDGP95] the case with Higgs self-coupling constant À —> + 00  and 
critical external magnetic field Hi =  0 ( A) is examined. Making a formal 
expansion in powers of A-2 in the Ginzburg-Landau equations, the authors 
derive a sequence of recursive linear equations. The main result show that, 
in a suitable sense when A —> + 00 , the energy-minimizing solutions of the 
full Ginzburg-Landau equations approach the solutions of the leading order 
equations in the recursive system both in a bounded-domain setting and in 
a periodic-lattice setting.
1.6 Summary
In chapter 2 we introduce the Time Dependent Ginzburg-Landau model along 
with an ansatz for the candidate solution that brings a small parameter into
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the equations. This parameter represent the intensity of perturbation of the 
static solution of the time independent Ginzburg-Landau equations. Since 
the system of equations is gauge invariant a gauge condition will be imposed. 
Then an additional equation for the electric scalar potential is derived. In 
section 2.4 the idea of the Slow-Motion Approximation is made explicit: a 
2Af-parameter family associated with the static solution is made time de­
pendent and moves in a manifold, called the moduli space, provided with 
a metric. The invertibility of such metric is discussed in section 2.5. From 
here it follows that the 2A/’-parameter family is the solution of a particular
O.D.E. system.
In chapter 3 we start describing some decay properties at spatial infinity for 
the static solution of the Ginzburg-Landau equations, and a recursive method 
to prove the existence of solution to the Gor’kov-Eliashberg equations is 
applied. A new system of linear elliptic and parabolic equations is obtained 
and general results are exhibited, such as existence in particular Sobolev 
spaces and behaviour at infinity of their solutions. This method produces 
then iterated functions and they are shown to satisfy firstly certain estimates 
using the Sobolev norms.
In chapter 4 these estimates are improved in order to show that, under 
certain initial conditions, the iterated functions remain bounded for a small 
time. Using these fact and defining a new complete space, in chapters 5 
and 6 we prove that the sequences of the iterated functions are Cauchy and 
then convergent in a Sobolev norm. The way to show this is based on a 
contraction of certain functions. We firstly use the mean value theorem
12
to bound the difference between two successive iterates through the partial 
derivatives of those functions. Then we establish that the bounds on their 
partial derivatives are dependent on time and a parameter e. By choosing 
a short interval of time and small e it can then be said that the iterates do 
form a contracting sequence.
Finally, in section 6.2 we show that the sums of these sequences define
/
the solution of the Gor’kov-Eliashberg system for a short time and for small 
perturbation of the static configuration. Within the short time this solution 
is continuous in t along with the 2N  parameters. Notice that this result is 
only local in time and it is valid when the static configuration of the vortices 






2.1 The M odel
The model describing the time dependent physical quantities is displayed. 
The cylindrical symmetry of the fields enables us to represent the vector 
potential as a 2-dimensional field defined on the complex plane. Also the 
Higgs field is defined on the complex plane. This amounts to considering the 
cross section of the vortices on a plane perpendicular to the magnetic field 
within the material. A further equation, which we will use later on to study 
the behaviour of the scalar potential, is derived from the time-dependent 
Ginzburg-Landau model. All the equations are gauge invariant. Considering 
cylindrical symmetry here amounts to imposing the conditions
A (x , t )  =  ( A i ( x , y , t ) ,A 2{x ,y , t ) ) ,  $ ( £ , * )  =  $ ( x , y , t ) .
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The Gor’kov-Eliashberg system describing the dynamics of the magnetic 
vortices in type-II superconductors given in section 1.2 can be rewritten in 
the dimensionless form
(dt -  ikA0{x , t ) )$ ( x , t )
+  fc2$ ( f , i ) ( | $ ( f , i ) | 2 - l )  -  (V  -  ik A {x , t ) ) 2$ {x , t )  = 0 ,
(2 .1)
—V x (V x  A {x , t ) )  =  a (d tA(x , t)  — V^4o0?, t))
+  ^  (<§(£, i ) V $ ( £ , i )  -  9(2 ,  t ) V f ( f ,  t)) +  | $ ( f , i ) | 2i ( f , < ) .
(2 .2)
Here $  is the complex Higgs field, A is the vector potential, A0 is the electric 
scalar potential, and k and a are constants depending on the material.
The equations (2 .1) and (2.2) are gauge invariant. Gauge invariance means 
that when a solution of certain equations is transformed by a gauge trans­
formation, it is still a solution of the same equations. Here the gauge trans­
formation is
A^ i— tA n  + dpX, Aft =  0,1 ,2  
$  i— > $eix
where \  — xO^M) is a function sufficiently regular in the spatial variable. 
The equations (2.1) and (2.2) are 4 real equations for 5 real functions. Due 
to the fact that the solution is gauge invariant, an additional condition, a 
so called gauge condition, may be imposed, e.g. o A* =  so a
15
system of 5 real equations for 5 real functions is obtained. It turns out that 
to obtain certain estimates later on, a different gauge condition has to be 
imposed.
If we let
do  •— d t i  .— k A D ,  : =
for fjt =  0 , 1, 2 , then (2 .1) and (2 .2) can be written in the following way:
2
Da$ (x ,i)  -  £>?$(£,f) =  k2( 1 -  |$ (£ ,f ) |2)$ (x ,i) ,  (2.3)
/=1
adtXh(x, t) -  AA!h(x, t) -  crdhA'0(x, t )
+  dh( V - A ' ( x , t ) )  =  ( i 0 ( Z , t ) , D h$ ( £ , t ) )  (2 .4)
for h =  1,2. Here
To obtain certain estimates we also need an equation for A '0 which follows 
from (2.2). We obtain
0 =  V • (V x V x A) =  - a V  ■ E  — V  • J,
=  - V  • (crE) -  V • Ja =  - V  • Jc -  V • Js,
with
E  : =  —d t A  +  V A q ,  J s ■= t  ( ^ ,  — i k A & ) , Jc : =  o E .
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Since
— V  * Js =  V - J c =  V - c r £
=  crV • ( ~ d t A  +  V j4 0) =  —<t9*(V  • A )  +  ctA A q ,
one obtains
2
-ctAA'q +  adt (V -A') =  k J 2 d i (**, A ® )- (2-5)
i = l
R em ark  2.1.1 Notice that, supposing A'0(x, 0) =  0 and considering the time 
independent solution of (2.3) and (2.4), the equation (2.5) turns into
Therefore
V • Jc =  - V  • Js.
( a - * 4 )* )  =  o
¿=1
for any static configuration ( A (¿?), $(£))•
From here on, /10 and j4' will be replaced by A0 and A, respectively, in (2.3), 
(2.4) and (2.5).
2.2 The Ansatz and the Gauge Conditions
The ansatz for the candidate solution of the Gor’kov-Eliashberg system is 
presented here. As is the case in a gauge theory, the solution is not defined 
uniquely since it can be transformed by a gauge transformation. At different 
orders in a small parameters, two conditions are imposed for such a solution 
and it is shown that they are equivalent to fixing the gauge, i.e., these two 
conditions eliminate the gauge freedom.
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Let us use the ansatz:
Ah(x, t ) =  ah(x, y, q(t)) +  eah(x, y, t),
$ (x ,t )  =  <t>(i:,y,q(t)) +  £<j>{x,y,t) (2 .6)
for h =  1, 2 , with e > 0 ,
k 2 =  ( l  +  e ) / 2 ,
(a, 0) a static solution of (2.3) and (2.4) and q a family of 2N real parameters.
The integer number N  is the winding number. If \<j>\ approaches a constant, 
7 , at infinity, then a winding number can be defined in the following way: if
^ — > (¡>oo (0) =  7 eia^  as r  +oo
then
0oo/7: 5 1 —  ^ C/(l)
<9 > ei<7(0)
i.e. 0oo/7 maps the circle at infinity, S 1, to the unit circle in the complex 
plane, U( 1). To each continuous </>00 we can therefore associate a winding 
number
18
Two gauge transformations are now defined as follows: the first one is
Ao i— ¥ A 0 := Aq +  £dt£,
A h  i— ¥ A h  :=  4^/t +  %(££) =  % +  +  ¿W)
$  $  :=  =  (0 +
in terms of £ =  £(x, y, t). The second, in terms of S =  E(x, y, </(£)), reads 
4^o 1—  ^ :=
i— » A/j := A h  +  9/iS =  Qf/j +  Edh  
5> i— > $  :=  |>eiS =  (0 +  £(j))el£^ elE
= (j)eiEei£t +  # V s e ^
=  <^ eiE +  g (e^  ~  V iE +  <fr'e'Ee,£i) ,
£
with
a/. :=  «ft +  dhS, <P :=
: =  a h +  <t> : =  — ~— <AeI~  +  $  e l~ e %£^ .
The functions £ and E are chosen such that the following conditions are 
satisfied:
V • 5(ar, y, t) -  e(i<p(a;, j/, ?(*)), 0(z,y , i)) =  0 (2.7)
and
<jV • dta(x, y, q(t)) -  (i<p(x, y, q(t)), dt<p(x, y, q(t))) =  0. (2.8)
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To show that £ and S can be found to satisfy the conditions (2.7) and (2.8) 
we rewrite (2.7) and (2.8) as follows:
2 p ie £  _  i
+  <9/£) -  --------- <^ e'~ +  </>V“e'ei) =  0 ,
i=i £
2
^  dt(at +  d{E) -  (i(f>elE, dt(<j>etE)) =  0. (2.9)
i=x
The above system admits solutions. In fact, (2.9) is equivalent to
_  1
+  V • a -  e(i<t>, — - — <$) -  e(i<t>, =  0,
adt(V • a) +  aAdtE — (#e*=, +  iel~4>dt=-) =  0,
which in turn is equivalent to 
A£ =  - V  • a + g CQS^ ^ — -(¿</>, </>) +  gsin(g^  {i(j), i^) +e(i<l>,<l>etet )1
aAdtS -  |</>|2<9tE =  - a d t ( y  • a) +  (^,<9*0),
or,
A£ =  - V  • a +  |0 |2 sin(s^) +  e(i<j>, ^ V ^ ) ,  (2.10)
AdtE -  ^ dtE =  - d t ( V  ■ a) +  — (i<t>, dt4>)■ (2.11)
CT <7
The equation (2.10) is a nonlinear Poisson equation. The existence of solution 
is proven using the method of variations, [Eva98, chapter 8].
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To solve the equation (2.11) it is necessary to examine the properties of 
the static solution of the Ginzburg-Landau equations. Let
Z f . =  { z e  C  I (¡>{z) =  0 } =  { z h . . . ,  Z N }
where Z i , . . . ,  ZN have f t , . . . ,  q2N as the real and the imaginary parts. Ac­
cording to [JT80], let the fields be represented using u and 0, two real 
functions of x , y and f t , , q^ N such that
u+ id
:= e 2
From the Bogomol’nyi equations it follows that
ai =  ^{d2u +di9) ,  a2 = - ^ { d i u - d 20),
in R2 \  Zff,. For any fi G { l , . . . ,  27V}, the equations
.  dE da | , | 2  9 S  , d(p v
A — =  and \<f>2—  =  - (* 0 , — )
dq„ dq^ dq^ d q /
are satisfied in R2 \  Z# by E =  -0 /2 .  This amounts to satisfying
v ~  =  0 and ( v p A =0  (2 .12)
dq^ d q /
in R2 \  Zff) for any /i G {l , . . . ,2JV}.  Knowing that the static solution is
globally C°° in the variables and in the parameters, [JT80] and [Stu94,I],
V • j p -  — 0 and (tip, ^ - )  -  0
dq„ d q /
hold on the whole of R2. Then (2.11) admits a solution on R2.
N .B . The same arguments as those used to prove the validity of condition 
(2 .8) enable us to prove the condition
v " i — (x > v>(¡(t)) ~  (M x - y-?(*))> P ~ ( x ’ V’?(*))) =  °- (2-13)oq^ oq^
We will need (2.13) to justify certain results later on.
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After fixing the gauge transformations in the way just presented, the initial 
ansatz turns into:
Ah(x, t) := a h(x, y, q(t)) +  sah(x, y, t),
$(x, t) := <p(x, y, q(t)) +  e4>(x, y, t), 
with a, (p, a and 0 satisfying the conditions (2.7), (2.8) and (2.13).
2.3 The Equations for A q, a  and (j)
The ansatz is substituted into the equation for the scalar potential and into 
the Gor’kov-Eliashberg equations. Also the conditions (2.7) and (2.8) are 
taken into account in order to rewrite the original equations as a new system. 
Using that new system, an operator is defined and some of its properties are 
pointed out. A slow-time variable r  := et is introduced. This procedure will 
allow us to apply the Slow-Motion Approximation to the new system in the 
next section.
In the following we will adopt the notation q := ^  Putting the
ansatz into the equation (2.5), one obtains
~ 2 
- A A 0 =  - d t ^ 2  di(a i +  £ i^)
i=i
k 2+ -  di ( i( ip +  e$) ,  (dt -  i (a i  +  eai))(<p +  e $ ) \  ■
G 1=1
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Using Remark 2.1.1 and the conditions (2.7) and (2.8), this is equivalent to
1 2N a u 2
- A l o  =  e (  -  -  5 3  (i<P, +  - 1 3  D ;(0V )
v a  „=1 a  ¡=i
+ - 53 (*^> d‘Di°](fi) + -  53 (*^> d‘D<i0)<t>)
a  (=1 a  i=l
- —53  « i ( ^>+ -  53 (idi^  a(°V))
a  ¿=1 a  Z=1
2
+  £2((i<^,ôi0) +  ^|<£|2(zp,ÿ) -  ^ 5 3 à i(0 ,Ô i¥ > )
- —53 drf>) + - 5Z (*^ a(0)^ ) + - 53 (*^> d‘D<i0)^ ))
°  i=i °  i=i °  i=i
2N  2
+ e3(53 - — (¥»>0)(*¥»>0) - — ¿ô|(0,cM>))
vM=i aq» °  a 1=1
with
D<0) := Ô, -  îq ,
for l =  1,2. Therefore, without loss of generality, A0 can be 0(£), i.e., one
/ v /
can write := (x ,y , t ) .
Using this definition for >lo, one obtains




+  “  5 ^  (*9/¥>(-, ?)> A (0)^ ) +  “  ¿  (*?> q))
G  1=1 1=1
2 2
+  (iip{-,q),diDlj0)4>) -  ^ ¿ o , ( p ( - , g ) , % > (• ,? ) )
^ ¿=1 ^ ¿=1
+  -  5 Z  (idl^’ A (0V (->  9 »  + e ( ( M - » 9 ) > f t ^ )
^ /=1
+  ^ | 2(i<^(-,tf),<6) -  ^ 5 3  a,(<£,%>(•,?))
2 2 2
 ^  0,1 q), di$) +  -  5 3  ( - D f ^ )  +  -  5 3  (®^’
°  i=i a  i=i ¡=1
+  e 2 ( 5 3
v p=i 
2
- — 5 3  a ,(0 ,9 ;^ )) -  e3^ |0 |2(*<£(•, g),«^). (2.15)
^  ¿=1 ^
Putting the ansatz into (2.3), one obtains
dt (<p +  e$) -  ieaoiv +  £0)
2 i  ,





fo (a , (f, drf>, q, q) :=  - - 5 3  M ' > «)»
n = l
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After eliminating the terms involved in the static Ginzburg-Landau equation 





2  ^  ^ ~  
iifi 5 3  =  - d Ttfi +  -<p{ 1 -  \<j>\2) +  iao<p +  e j3 (2.17)
¿=1
with
h(a,<j>,a0,q) := -  i2 ^ o ;£>;(0)^  -  ¿y>(-,g) ¿ a ?^r2
/=1 Z=1 Z=1
1
- ¿ £ ^ 5 3 ^  +  o ^ 1 -  l^(‘>9)l2) -  ( i +  ^ n v O » « ) .^ )
/=1
-  ¥>(-,9)(^(-,9),?) -  ^ y ^I0 |V ( ',9 )  -  |( 1  + e ) l0 |2?
idQ(f). (2.18)
Putting the ansatz into (2.4), one obtains
adt (ah +  eah) -  A (ah +  eah) -  £adhCLo 
2
+ 5 3  d2^ a i+ e “' ) =  + e^ ’ (dh ~ ioih ~  + £<t>)) ■
i=i
(2.19)
Again eliminating the terms involved in the static Ginzburg-Landau equation 
for the vector potential and using condition (2.7), (2.19) becomes
adtah -  A ah +  \<t>\2ah -  2 (i<t>, D ^ tp)
-  (idhip, 4>) -  (iip, dh4>) =  - a d Ta h +  adha0 +  ejh (2 .20)
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with
jh{a,<j>,q) :=  - 2 ah(<p(-,q),<i>) +  D^^p)
- e \ 4 >\2ah -  (idhip(-,q),<j>) -  (:i<p{-,q),dh<j>)







a := a :■
+ £3
(  • \  
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¿2 
V j s )
-A a i  +  |</>|2ai 
—Aa2 +  |0 |2a2
{ - z U D \ o)n + m )
2 ( i4 > ,D f )tp) -  di (i<p,<j>)
2 -  d2(itp,




Now two important properties of the operator are pointed out.
P ro p e r ty  2.3.1 The operator is self-adjoint on a domain V x D V 2,
where
V x := {(a, ?) G ij3>*(->9(o))(M2) | V • a -  e(i<p, 0) =  0}
and
V 2 : = { { a J ) e H 3'a^ ° » { R2) |  |a(x, -)|, -)l <  Ce~m^  3 C ,m > 0 } .
In particular 
w/zere










are the 2N so-called zero modes.





G n P 2, once we prove (2.23), the self-adjointness
of L(aw) is proven on V\  D V 2. In fact
“ ¿ /  ((A (0W ( M ) , 4 r ( z , 9 ) K z
t l i  ^R2 ^
+  í  \<t>{x,q)\2(4>(x,t), ^ - { x , q ) ) d 2x 
J  m2 oqn
+ 2X3 /  á¡(x,í)(íD¡(0)^ (a;,g),|^-(a;,9))d2a;
7 7 7  * / r 2 a %
-  Í  ^ ( ! - | <t>{x,q)\2)Q>{x , t ) ,^ - (x ,q ) )d2x 
J]R2 ¿  C'Ç/i
-  /  (¿<^(ar,ç),0(a;,i))(î<y3(a:,g),^-(a;,g))ci2a:
J r 2  oq ß
2
= ¿ /  SK M ) ( - A |^ ( z ,ç )  + |<£(x,ç)|2|^ (x ,ç ) )d 2:r
+  2 J 2  Í  ^ - {x ,q ) { iD ¡ 0)fp{x,q),^(x,t))d2x 
7 1 7  7 r 2  oqV
2
+  ¿  i  {i 'f{x,q),4>{x,t))di^:-{x,q)d2x
I  ^ «/IR2 y.f-1
2
“ ¿ /  d/2( 0 ( M ) , - ^ M K x
^_1 JK 2  
2
+  2 ¿  [  di{D<ì°]^ ( x ’<i ) M x ’t) )d2x
I  ^ «/R2
2
- ¿  /  ((A (0V ^ ( z ,9),<M M ))o!2z
;= 1  . /R 2 C 'í /i
+  í  \<t>{x,q)\2{ ^ - { x i q),4>{x,t))d2x 
J R2 
2
_2¿  Í  S¡(M )(í- |^ (z > ? ),
Í=1
-  /  ^ (!  -  l ^ , 9 ) | 2) (^ - (^ » 9 ) > 0 (^ í ) )^
7 r 2 z
2
 ^ I «/R2
2
, _ .................................  x
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where the last equality is obtained by noticing that from (2 .12) it follows
and by using the exponential decay at infinity of the zero modes and their
spatial partial derivatives.
P ro p e r ty  2.3.2 The operator vanishes on the zero modes.
In fact, differentiating the Ginzburg-Landau equations with respect to and 
knowing that
for any fi G { 1 , . . . ,  2A^}, one obtains
for h =  1, 2 , namely
(2.24)
for any n G {1, . . . ,  2iV}. Also note the following:
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Rem ark 2.3.1 The operator can written as follows
=  L (<*.¥>)









1  -¿A (orSi) +  ¿ |0 |2(o-ai) ^ 
- ± A ( a a 2) +  i |^ |2(cro2)
- e L i (a (0))v + i^ i v  /
(2.26)
- 2 { i4 > ,D f \ )  -  9i(î<p,ÿ) 
- 2 { i4 > ,D f \ )  -  d2(i<p,(j>)
ELii«7««)A(0V -  |<Ki -  I0I2) -  *¥>(*¥>, 4>) )
(2.27)
2.4 The Slow-M otion Approximation
The idea of the Slow-Motion Approximation is presented by using a particular 
distance in the space of the solutions. The idea is to minimize the distance 
between the solution of the Gor’kov-Eliashberg equations and a certain 2N- 
parameter family of static solutions of the Ginzburg-Landau equations. It is 
shown that this is equivalent to imposing another condition on (a, </>) in the 
ansatz. Also a condition for a0 is derived. Finally, a system of O.D.E.s for 
the parameters is obtained.
Given the static solution of the Ginzburg-Landau equations (a, (/?), the 
Slow-Motion Approximation amounts to finding the solution of the Gor’kov-
30
Éliashberg equations (À, $) which minimizes the distance
[  (o\À(x,t) -  a (x ,q) I2 +  I$(x , t )  -  ip{x,q)\2)d  
J  R2
2:r
in the moduli space of the parameters q. The choice of this distance is 
inspired by the Abelian-Higgs case, [Stu94,I]. Since a constant a appears in 
(2.1) and (2.2), we need to give this definition of distance in order to be able 
to find an approximate O.D.E. system for q. At the minimum
_d_
dq.
— f  (cr\A(x,t) -  a(x ,q)\2 +  |$(a;,i) -  ip(x,q)\2)d2x =  0
Ifi J R 2
must hold for any fi G { 1 , . . . ,  2N},  which is equivalent to
) =  0 (2.28)
for any /iG  { 1 , . . . ,  2A/r}.
Moreover, for any // G { 1 , . . . ,  2AT}, we have
2
JR2 V
(ia0(x , t ) ip (x ,q ( t ) ) ,^ -(x ,q ( t ) ) ) )d2x 
2
=  -  l ^ a 0(x, t ) ( ^ Y ^ d i^ { x , q ( t ) )  -  (iip{x,q(t)),^-{x,q(t)))^jd2x. 
Then, using condition (2.8), one obtains
<jVa0(-, t) \  ( nj,(-,q(t))
ia0(-,t)<p(-,q(t)) J y n2(-,q(t))
+  ' ~  ' •' / / »\ \ dip
for any ¡jl G { l , . . . ,  2iV}. Also, differentiating (2.28) with respect to t , one 
obtains
«(“MiM'iMi)' "
Now a system of O.D.E.s for the parameter q is derived from the equations, 
using the conditions mentioned so far. In fact, from (2.22)
(dt
era
n#i h  +  1 a2
n l







\  2k>( 1  -  \(¡>\
+  (
}
2  ] ) + £U’nu.)
dT( p
aVao \ I n:
ia0(p j  y n ;
follows. Then, using (2.23), (2.24), (2.29) and (2.30), one obtains











£ (• .« (* ))
=  \  [  ?(i ))(1 -  \HX, ?(i))|2) ,n2(x,q(t)))d:
Z Jr2
4- s ( j ( a ( - 5t),  0 ( - ,  i ) ,  2 o 0 ,  t ) ,  g ( i ) ) ,  q(t)))






«£(->0(*))V £< •.« (< »
=  \  í  {‘P f a l Ü W  -  \'P{x,q(t))\2), ii2(x ,g ( t ) ) )é  
¿  J u 2
(2.31)
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for any fi e  { 1 , . . . ,  2TV}.
2.5 The M etric
The matrix in the left-hand side of the O.D.E. system (2.31) for q is the sum
e. The first part is associated with the metric in the moduli space of the 
parameters q and it is shown to be invertible. The metric is examined away 
from the zeros of the Higgs field. All the results will extend by continuity 
to all the points of the moduli space. The entire procedure in studying this 
metric is based on work by Samols, [Sam92]. The invertibility of the first 
part and the small correction given by the second part to the determinant of 
the first matrix guarantee the invertibility of the complete matrix.
The invertibility of the matrix
of a part depending only on the static solution and another part of order
A(a,4>,q) -  (<v(o, (/), q))
with
0) *  (
must be proven. First of all the metric associated with
-»2  N}
is examined for q £ R2N \  Z#.
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After defining
a* := i ( a i  -  ia2) and 77 := dty,  
the first Bogomol’nyi equation can be rewritten as
a* =  idz In <p, 
with dz := \(di -  id2) [JT80, p. 61], and then
dta* =  idzf).
From u =  In \<p\2 one obtains
dtu — 21Ze 77.
Moreover
dta* =  -  (d{Zm 77 +  d21Ze rj 4- i(d2Xm rj -  di lle  77)) 
and then, because of
dta\ =  d\Lm 77 +  d2He rj and dta 2 =  d2Xm rj -  dilZe 77,
we have
V • dta — AXm 77.
Therefore equation (2.8) can be written
a A i m  77 — euXm rj =  0. (2.32)
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After differentiating with respect to t the second Bogomol’nyi equation for u 
on R2N \  Z#
- A u +  eu -  1 =  0 (2.33)
yields
A1Ze r] — eU/JZe rj =  0. (2.34)
We now define SQ as a set of nonoverlapping discs of radius g centred at
z e Z #  and use it in the following calculation:
^  i p v d(i" d(i» ’
=  [  (4adta*{x,q)dta*{x,q) +  \dt(p{x,q)\2)d2x 
J R2
=  /  (4crdz f j ( x ,q )d i r](x,q) +  \ tp(x ,q)\2T](x ,q) f i ( x ,q ))d2:
J R2\S e
+  f  (4adta*(x,q)dta*{x,q) +  \dtip(x,q)\2)d2x
Jsi
=  4aUe /  dz (fj{x,q)diri{x,q))d2x 
J R2\ s c
/  ( -  aArj(x,q) +  \ip(x,q)\2t](x,q))fj{x,q)d2x,
JR2\Se
[  (4adta*(x,q)dta*{x,q) +  \dt(p{x,q)\2)d2x
J Sn
2^  dqn dqu 
dt  dt
-b He
with dz defined above in this section and
&z := +  ^ 2)'
(2.35)
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Since the integrand of T  is smooth the last part of (2.35) is 0 ( N g 2), which 
vanishes as q —> 0. For
He / dz (j](x,q)dzr](x, q))d2x 
Jr2\sc
the same arguments as those in [Sam92, section 4.2] are applied. There it 
was shown that, by using the divergence theorem only the contributions from
the neighbourhoods of the zeros S6 are left so that
f  dz { f f{x ,q )d ï 'n{x ,q ))d2x  =  [  f j ( x ,q )d gT)(x ,q)dz .  (2.36)
J R 2\ S e Z JdSg
We assume that the zeros of the Higgs field { Z i,. . . ,  Zjy} are distinct, so all
have multiplicity one. In a neighbourhood of Zr from ip(z) =  (z — Zr)hr(z),
[JT80], it follows that
u(z) =  In |<^(z) |2 =  In — Zr|2 +  smooth (2.37)
and, using the definition of 77, that
*•>  - - j h r f -  ( 2 ' 3 8 )
Writing u =  In \(p\2 (2.13) becomes
A i m  r) -  euXm r\ — 0. (2.39)
Adding (2.34) to (2.39) it turns out that, for z ^  ZT,
Ar] -  eurj =  0 
which, extended to all points of R2, becomes
Equation (2.33) extended to all points of R2 becomes
N
- A u  +  eu - 1 = 4 ttJ 2 s (z ~ z r)- (2-41)
r= l
Note that (2.41) is the equation analysed by Taubes in his proof of the 
existence of vortex solutions.
The solutions of (2.40) and (2.41) may be related in a simple way. Differ­
entiating (2.41) with respect to Zr gives
Turning now to the boundary conditions on u and 77, we note that the finite­
ness of the static energy requires
and the fact that a metric on the moduli space of the parameters Z \ , . . . ,  Zjy 
has to be well-defined everywhere, [Wei79], requires
Thus by the linearity of (2.40), and for the boundary conditions on u and 7/ 
just mentioned,
Using successively (2.38) and (2.43), and neglecting terms of G(g), the 
right-hand side of (2.36) can be rewritten as
(2.42)
lim u(z) =  0
\z\—>+oo





where for each s the integration is around the circle \z — Zs\ =  g. Now, near 
Zs, a Taylor expansion of the smooth part of u in (2.37) gives
u(z) =  ln |z  -  Z„|2 +  as +  _  %») +  &«(* -  %*)}
+  cs(z — Zs)2 +  ds(z — Zs){z — Zs) +  cs(z — Zs)2 +  0 (^ 3),
(2.45)
where to satisfy (2.41) we require
d s =  - j -
Hence for z near but not equal to Zs, it follows that
du 1 dbs 1 N
dsdZr =  2dZ r +  l 5ra +  ° {e)- 
Substituting into (2.44) we obtain finally
L \ s ,  q)d” l ix ' q))d2x
For a single vortex (N =  1), u is rotationally symmetric and the coefficient 
bi of the linear term in (2.45) vanishes. When there is more than one vortex, 
the br in the Taylor expansion are non-zero; they describe the leading local 
change in the fields at each vortex due to the presence of the rest. Since (see 
[Sam92, Appendix A]) a system of well-separated vortices is approximated 
by the superposition of 1-vortex solutions with an error exponentially small 
in the separation, the br will then be small of the same order and then
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Tie /  ( -a A r j ( x ,q )  +  \(p(x,q)\2r](x,q))fj(x,q)(fx
J R 2\ S e
one notices that, for (2.32,)
1Ze { ( -a A r j  +  \(p\2r])fj} =  (-crAHe 77 +  \p\21Ze rj)He 77 (2.47)
and, by invoking (2.34), one obtains
-oA lZe  r] +  \y\2He rj =  (1 -  a)AHe  77. (2.48)
As discussed in the introduction, we restrict our attention to a =  1 +  0(e). 
Therefore, using (2.48) in (2.47), one obtains
For
7Ze /  °& 'n {x ,q )  +  \‘p ( x , q ) \ 2'q{x ,q ))r )(x ,q )d2x  =  0 { e ) .
j R 2\ s e
(2.49)
Using now (2.46) and (2.49) in (2.35) it turns out that at leading order T
7T dZr dZr
£4 “  dt dt
r = 1
and then the matrix associated with the kinetic metric T  is proportional 
to the identity matrix, which is trivially invertible. Then detA'(q) ^  0 is 
invertible and consequently, for e > 0 small enough, even detA(q) /  0 for 
q £ R2N \  Zfj,. Extending this result by continuity to Z^  the invertibility of 




In this chapter the original coupled P.D.E.s associated with the Gor’kov- 
Eliashberg system are used to define a system of elliptic equations, parabolic 
equations and a set of O.D.E.s. The existence of a solution to this new system 
is shown in sections 3.3 and 3.4. The exponential decay of the solutions 
at infinity in space is discussed as well. The iterative method allows us 
to find certain estimates for the solutions in terms of the initial data and 
the functions on the right-hand side of the system. The first section aims 
to describe the exponential decay at infinity of the static solutions of the 
Ginzburg-Landau model.
3.1 Higher Derivatives of the Static Solution
As given in section 2.5, the second Bogomol’nyi equation can be written
- A u  +  eu - 1  =  0 (3.1)
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on R2 \  Z .^ Differentiating (3.1) with respect to Xj yields
—A djU +  eudjU =  0 (3.2)
on R2\ B (0, R), where B(0, R ) is a closed ball with regular boundary contain­
ing all the zeros of (p, which are the singularities of u. Given the definition
of u, u =  In \<p\2, it turns out that
eudjU  =  dj(\<p\2) =  2 ( ( p , D f )<p) (3.3)
holds. Then, using (3.3) and the fact that the covariant derivative of the
static Higgs field is exponentially decaying at infinity and that u vanishes at 
infinity, [JT80], one obtains that
lim \dju(x, q)\ <  2 lim \Df^(p(x, q)\ =  0
|aî|—>+oo |x |—>+oo
uniformly in x.
We now invoke the following,
P ro p o sitio n  3.1.1 Let u G C°°(Rd), v G C°(Rd). Suppose that for |rc| >  R, 
Au(x) -  2b(x) • Vu(x) -  m2( 1 — v(x))i4(x) =  q(x)
and
lim |w(a;)| =  0, lim |i>(:c)|=0
|x |—>+oo |x |—>+oo
uniformly in arg(x). Suppose that b is bounded and
\q{x)\ <  M ie- ff|x|
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for Mi > 0 and 0 < a < + 00 , and define b0 :=  sup|x|>ie \b(x)\. Then given 
0 < e < I, there exists M(e) < + 00  such that
\ u ( x ) \ < M ( e ) e ~ ^ m^
with fn := min{(m2 +  bo)1/2 — bo, cr}.
Proof See [JT80, I I I , Proposition 7.4].
From Proposition 3.1.1 it follows that a solution of (3.2) is such that
(3.4)
with constants Ci,mi > 0 depending only on q.
Now the definition of u is used to define a new smooth function u on the
whole plane as follows:
u(x,q) if x G K2 \  £ (0 , Ri)
0 if x e  B(0, R2)
smooth interpolation between u and 0
i î x e B { 0 , R 1) \ B { 0 , R 2) 
with R2 < R i . Then, it follows from (3.2) that u solves on M2 the equation
- A  dju +  e*dju =  f  (3.5)
with /  smooth and different from zero only in B (0, Ri) \  B (0, R2). Since djU 
has the same behaviour at infinity as djU G L2(R2), and since eu is bounded, 
the Fourier transform may be taken. Thus d j U  G L2(M2) and
u(x,q) := <
One of the properties of the Fourier transform on L2(R2) [Eva98, IV,  theo­
rem 2] tells us that, since AdjU G L2(R2),
Adju(£) =  - \ £ \ 2 d j U  G L2(R2).
Thus (1 +  |f  12 ) d j U  is in L2(R2), which is equivalent to
d j U  G H 2(R2)
as shown in [Kes98, page 52]. Differentiating (3.5) with respect to Xk one 
obtains
-  A d2ku +  eu82ku =  dkf  -  e % u d ku. (3.6)
Since d j U , dku and dkf  are exponentially decaying at infinity and eu is bounded, 
the right-hand side of (3.6) is exponentially decaying at infinity. Moreover it 
has just been proven that d2ku is in L2(R2). Iterating the previous procedure 
one obtains
d % u e H \ R 2).
Now we recall two results:
P ro p o sitio n  3.1.2 (Sobolev Im bedd ings) There exists a constant c =  
c(m,p , q, d) such that for all f  G W^+rn,q(Rd) and for p d / (d +  pm) < q < p ,
\ f \wi’P(Rd) ^  c|/|wJ+m-9(Md)j
W j+rn'q(Rd) C W j'p(Rd).
i.e.,
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Proof. See [JT80, V I , Proposition 2.5].
P ro p o s itio n  3.1.3 Suppose u G VK1,p(Md) for some p > d. Then u satisfies
lim sup \u(x)\ =  0.
Æ->+°° \X\=R
Proof. See [JT80, III ,  Proposition 7.5].
In particular, from Proposition 3.1.2 it follows that
and from Proposition 3.1.3 it turns out that
lim sup \d]ku(x,q)\ =  0
holds. Thus, all the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1.1 are satisfied and a solu­
tion of (3.6) exists for which
with constants C2,m 2 > 0 depending only on q. Differentiating (3.6) with 
respect to xi and repeating the previous arguments one obtains
H 2(R2) := W 2’2(R2) Ç w 1'3^ 2)
|d%u(x,q)\ < C2e- m*'xI (3.7)
\d]klu{x,q)\ < C3e~m^ (3.8)
and so on for the higher derivatives.
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As a consequence of our choice of gauge in section 2.2, in M2 \  £?(0, R) the 
fields may be written
(p = e%, ai = ^d 2u, a 2 = - ^ d i u .
Now all these results are used to prove,
R em ark  3.1.1 The following quantities:
sup \djdkdt...<p(x9q)\
xGM2 s   '
and
sup | djdkd i . . .  a h(x, q)\ with h =  1,2
r
are bounded by a constant dependent on q and r. Moreover, if q is within a 
compact set of R2N, say II, there exists a constant M  > 0 independent of x 
and q and dependent only on II, r and s such that
d d d
sup I djdkdi.. . .  . . .< p {x ,q ) \< M
{x,q)eR2xn N   'dq^dqvdqT




sup | djdkdi. . .  —— ———— . . .  (*h(x, q)\ < M  with h =  1,2
(x,q)£R2x n  s -
for r ,s  =  0,1,2, 
In fact
dq» dqv dqT
sup \dj (p{x,</)| =  m ax { max \dj<p(x,q)\,  sup \dj ip{x ,q) \ }
x e R 2  x £ B (0 ,R ) x m 2\B {0 ,R )
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This supremum is shown to be bounded because maxxeB(o,R) \dj<p(x,q)\  is 
finite since dj(p is a continuous function on a compact domain and because, 
from the definition of the static Higgs field and from what has been proven 
at the beginning of this section, we know that
sup \djcp(x,q)\= sup \ d j { e ^ x’q])\
x m 2\B{0,R ) x£R2\B{0,R)
< -e^u(x'q} sup \d ju (x ,  q)\ < + 00 ,2 x£ R 2\B(0,R)
where x yields a maximum of u. Analogously
sup |&k<p(x, q)| =  max { max |&jk(p(x, q)|, sup |d?kip{x, g)|}
x£ R 2 xeB{0,R) x £R2\B(0,R)
is shown to be bounded because maxxGjB(0,#) 19jk(f{x, q) \ is finite since d2k p^ is 
a continuous function on a compact domain and because, from the definition 
of the static Higgs field and from what has been proven at the beginning of 
this section, we have
sup sup \ d % ( e ^ ) \
x £R2\B(0 ,R ) xe R 2\B{0,R)
<  1 i  u(x,q)  sup | & u{x,q)\
* x e R 2\B(0,R)
+  sup |dju(x, q) \ \dku(x, q) \ < + 00 ,
4  x e R 2\B(0,R)
with x as above. The same method can be used for the higher derivatives.
One proceeds analogously for c^. For example,
sup |ai(x , ^)| =  max { max \oti(x,q)\, sup \ai(x,q)\}.  
x e R 2 xeB{0,R) xE.R2\B(0,R)
This supremum is shown to be bounded because maxxeB(o,R) q)\ is finite
since is a continuous function on a compact domain and because, from
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the definition of the static vector potential and from what has been proven 
at the beginning of this section, we have
sup \a1(x,q)\ =  \  sup \d2u(x,q)\ < + 00.
xeS.2\B{0,R) Z i e R 2\B (0 ,R )
Analogously
sup \djai(x,q)\ =  max { max \djai(x, q)\, sup \djQii(x, g)|}xm2 X6B(0,R) xeR2\B{0,R)
is shown to be bounded. The same method can be used for the higher 
derivatives. For the derivatives with respect to q we proceed in the same 
way as for the derivatives with respect to x. We notice that from (3.1) an 
equation like (3.2) for the holds. Since
du
i ,1™ ls r ( * > f l ) l= 0»|x|-»+00 oq¿4
from proposition 3.1.1 it follows that they are exponentially decaying. Then 
we iterate this method for the higher derivatives and the exponential fall-off 
is proven for all the derivatives with respect to x as well as q of the static 
solution (a, <p).
3.2 The Iteration System
The new system for the fields is still coupled. An iterative system is defined 
in order to uncouple it. This system consists of an elliptic equation, two 
parabolic equations and a set of O.D.E.s.
Putting together (2.14), (2.22) and (2.31), the aim becomes to prove that 
the system
q =  f 2(a,<j>,a0,q) (3.9)
with
/o(a, <t>,a0, dt(j), q, q) := /„ (a, <p, dt(j), q, q) +  ea0, (3.10)
for /o like in (2.15),
f[{a,4>,a0,q,q) := - ¿ 2
2N (  „  da (
a w S '’q>
v=\
+  | ° ] +  ( ~ V a° | + d(a> '?!,,ao!9)
(3.11)
f2{ a , ^ a 0,q) := A 1 («> 0, tf) ( 7; /  (</>(z,?)(l -  |0 (x ,9 )|2) ,n 2(a;,9))d2a;J]R2
+  e(j(a,<£,a0,i7),n(-,g)))) (3.12)
has solutions bounded in some normed space. An iterative method will be 
used to show this.
The following system of linear partial differential equations is defined: 
- A a „ +1) +  £^0+1) =  /o (a W, 4>(t\  Oq\ dt4>(%), q{l\  q{l)),
(3.13)
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dt I WWT!) =
(3.14)
«<‘+1> =  (3.i5)
with




and, for the initial data, choose
a o \ x , t )  := Oo(x,0) =  0, ip{0)( x , t )  := ip(x,  0), ç(0)(i) := ç(0).
Below we will use the following notation: 
fo( i ,  x ,  t )  : =  / o ( a w ( x ,  t ) ,  <t>M (x,  t ) , c i ^ \ x ,  t ),  d t4>(l){x, t),  qM (t), q M (t)),
fi(i,  x, t) := h  (aw (x,t), 4>{l)(x,t), ao+1) (x,t), gw (f ), qw (*))
and
f2( i ,x, t )  := f 2(aM( x , t ) , ^ )(x ,t ) ,ao+1\ x , t ) , q (t)(t)).
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3.3 The Elliptic Equation
The existence of a solution to (3.13) is now shown. We outline a possible 
proof based on the knowledge of a fundamental solution of the equation. 
For a complete proof two theorems about the equation (3.13) are displayed. 
These theorems also establish the regularity of the solution.
T h eorem  3.3.1 A solution of (3.13) exists on the whole o fR 2 and has the 
following form:
Oo+1\ x , t )  =  f  f o ( i , y , t ) K o ( ^ \ x - y \ ) d ? y  (3.16)
¿7T Jr2
where is the first K-Bessel function.
Proof. It is known that u(x) := ^Ko(y/e\x\)  is a solution of
—A u(x) +  eu(x) =  0
for i e M 2 \  {0}, where K q is the first if-Bessel function [ES92, 2.9, example 
2.116]. (For a complete discussion of the if-Bessel functions see [Abr57, 9.6]). 
Now we prove that (3.16) solves (3.13):
-ASq ^(x,t)+£:ao \ x , t )
=  — r —A* f  f 0( i , x - y , t ) K 0(Ve\y\)d2y
JR 2
+  T - f  -  y,t)Ko{Ve\y\)d2y
^  JR2
=  - 7T  f  Ay/ 0(i,x  — y , t ) K 0(y/s\y\)d2y 
^  J R2
+ 7T  [  fo(i ,x ~ y , t ) K 0(Vs\y\)d2y 
JR2
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=  -  lim [  A yfo(i,x — y , t ) K 0( ^ \ y \ ) d 2y
2 tt y->o JR2\B(0fV)
+  ~  lim /  f0(i, x - y ,  t )K0{\/e\y\)d2y
¿1r ri^O J R2 \B (0)77)
=  —J — lim [  f0( i , x - y , t ) A y K 0(y/e\y\)d2y
Z7T 7?->0 JR2 \ B (0>r?)
+ f o { h x - y , t ) ^ r r - ( V £ \ y \ ) d 2y2 t t  v^oJdB(0ri) dn
- ^ - l i m i  ^ - ( i , x  -  y , t ) K 0(y/e\y\)d2y
2 t t  »7-^0 J d B ( 0>7?) on
+  lim /  / 0(i, x - y ,  i)-ft'o(v/e|y|)<i2y
Z7T t?-*0  J R 2 \ B ( o ^ )
=  ^ - lim  [  f o ( i , x - y , t ) ( -  A yKo(V£\y\) +  £Ko{Ve\y\))d2y
zn v^o yR2\B(0fl)
+ f o ( i , x - y , t ) ^ - ( V e \ y \ ) d 2y
2 ?r  *?->o y a B { 0 f l )  o n
-  lim [  ^ - { i , x -  y, t )K0(y/e\y\)d2y
27T »7—>0 JdB(0,ri)
1 /*2?r / B K  \
= ~ 2^ ?SSI  ^  X ~ t] ( ^ T (v & )) lr=/
=  - l im j7 /0( * , a : - i j 5 , i ) ( ^ ( V e r ) )
r?->0 \  CT /  |r=?7
+  l i m 7 j ( ^ ( j , a r  -  r u , * ) )  K^s/Ir j )
rj-*0 \  Or  /  |r=77
=  - fo ( i ,x , t )  lim v i ^ - i V e r ) )  +  ^ - ( i , x , t )  limr]Ko(,/er]).
\  a r  /  |r=77 a r  v -*o
According to [Abr57, 9.6.13, 9.6.12] a constant 7  exists such that
i» ( v i , / 2 ) ( i  +  ^  +  ^  +  . . - )  
- 7 + ( - T  +  l ) ^  +  ( - 7  +  3 /2 ) < S g l£  +  . . .
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and
-  j ^ v H V s v / 2 ) -  ^ i ? 3ln(v^r//2)
+  ( l ! ^  + 7(2!)2// +  ' '  ‘ ‘
Therefore
d Kl
Y\mr]Ko(y/eri) =  0 and lim m  —— (%/ir)) = - 1 ,
77->0 i?—>0 \  o r  / \r=rj
which allows us to conclude that
- A S q +1) +  eSo+1) =  fo {a{l\ f t t\ a Q ) , d t (j>M , q {t), q {l)).
The aim is now to discuss the regularity of a solution of (3.13). We recall 
the following results:
P ro p o s itio n  3.3.1 Let f  G L2(Rn) and let uj be a positive real constant. 
The problem
—A u(x) +  uju(x) =  f(x),  i e r
lim u(x) =  0 (3.17)
|rr|—>+oo
has a solution u G H l (Wl) in the distributional sense. This solution is 
unique.
Proof. See [Kes98, 3.2.6].
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Proposition  3.3.2 Let u G H 1(Rn) such that
—A u(x) +  u j u ( x )  =  f ( x ), x G l n
m the distributional sense, with f  G Hm(Rn) and where m >  0 is an integer. 
Then u G H m+2(Rn) and
|^ |i/m+2(Rn) < (3.18)
w/iere C > 0 is a constant independent of f .
Proof. See [Kes98, 3.3, theorem 3.3.1.].
Finally a result about the regularity of the solution of (3.13) will be used 
later on:
P ro p o s itio n  3.3.3 Let u G i/^ M 2) be a solution in the distributional sense 
of the elliptic equation —Au +  o ju  =  f  in R2 and suppose that the function 
f  is in H k(R2) for any k G N with k > k. Then u G C°°(R2).
Proof. From Proposition 3.3.2 it follows that u is in H k+2(R2) for any k G N 
with k > k. Moreover from Proposition 3.1.2 it turns out that
H k+2(R2) C W l'p{R2)
for p >  3. Knowing that, if p > 2 then every u G VF1,P(R2) is Holderian. In 
fact, from [JT80, 6, corollary 2.7, (6)],
\u(x) -  u(x0)| <  C\dju\wo,P(R2)\x -  x0\13 
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with /? := 1 -  2/p, for any x,rc0 € R2. Since u G W 1,P(R2)
|u(x) -  u(x0)| <  (3.19)
yields. Thus, for every e > 0 exists ¿(5) := ^  > 0 such that, if \x — x0\ <  
5(e) , then, using (3.19),
\u(x) — u(xo)| <  e.
So the continuity of u on R2 follows. Iterate the same method for the higher 
derivatives of u with respect to x in order to prove the smoothness of u.
3.4 The Parabolic Equation
The existence of a solution of (3.14) is proven by induction. Such an equation 
can be split into two parabolic equations, one for a and the other for 0. The 
general theory about the parabolic equations is used to prove the existence 
of solutions and to study their behaviour as |rr| tends to infinity.
Consider a second-order parabolic operator:
n
LXitu(x, t) := - d tu(x,t) +  5 3  aij(x ,t )dij u(x,t)
i,j=1
n
+  bi(x, t)diu(x, t) +  c(x, t)u(x , t) =  f ( x , t). (3.20)
¿=1
Assume that the functions bi and c are continuous on Rn x [0 ,T] and 
that A > 0 exists such that
n
X ) o y ( i T , t ) & f c >  A |£ |2 (3.21)
h j= 1
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for any f  E Rn and for any (x,t) E l n x [0,T]. Condition (3.21) is called the 
ellipticity condition.
It is possible to find a solution of the Cauchy problem (3.20) using Green’s 
functions. A fundamental solution of (3.20) is a function t, r) defined
for t > t  and x, f  E Rn such that for each continuous bounded function g on 
Rn the integral
u ( x , t ) =  [  c (0 r(* ,f ,* ,o )d " f
JRri
converges, LXitu(x, t) =  0 for t > r  and
lim u(x, t) =  g(x).
£-►0+
The existence of such a fundamental solution has been shown in [Fri64, 
chapter 9].
Now we want to discuss the existence of a solution of (3.20) and to analyze 
the behaviour of that solution and its derivatives with respect to x, as |x| 
tends to infinity.
P ro p o sitio n  3.4.1 Let the function g be continuous on Rn and, given H := 
Rn x]0, T], let f  be continuous on H and satisfy a Holder condition on x. Let
\e(x)\ +  |/0 M ) | < CeClW2~ \  r) > 0, 0 < t < T  (3.22)
for some constants C and C\. Then for 0 < t < T the function
u{x,t)  =  [  g(£)r(x ,£ , t ,0)dn£ +  [  [  / (£ ,r ) r (a ; ,£ ,t ,r ) i in^ r
i t "  Jo JRn
(3.23)
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lim u(x, t) =  q ( x ) .  (3.24)
£->0+
Here \u(x,t)\ <  C2eCl^ 2~v f for some constant C2 and for 0 < t < T.
Proof. See [ES92, 2.5.7, theorem 2.82] for references.
A regularity result for the solution of (3.20) is given by
P ro p o s itio n  3.4.2 Given H  := Rn x]0,T], if the coefficients of Lxj  and f  
are infinitely often differentiable with respect to x in H, then every solution 
u of (3.20) is infinitely often differentiable with respect to x in H.
Proof See [Fri64, 9.6, theorem 10].
The uniqueness of the solution of (3.14) is established in the following
T h eo rem  3.4.1 Suppose that H := Rnx]0,T] and that the coefficients of 
the operator LXit are bounded in H. Then the Cauchy problem for (3.20) can 
have at most one solution in H in the class of functions of C(H) satisfying 
condition
K M ) |  < CeaW2 in H ,  (3.25)
for positive constants C and a.
Proof. See [ES92, 2, corollary 2.75].
satisfies (3.20) and
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In particular, since Lq*( satisfies the ellipticity condition and all its
coefficients are continuous and bounded functions in H , the solutions 
and exist satisfying (3.25).
It is possible to extend the outcome about the behaviour at infinity of u 
in Proposition 3.4.1 to its derivatives with respect to x :
P ro p o s itio n  3.4.3 Let all the hypotheses of Proposition 3.4-1 and Proposi­
tion 3.4-2 hold, with aij  andbi independent of x and  ^ 0-  (x, t ) bounded
in x on H for all 0 < \P\ <  r, with r an arbitrary positive integer. Further­
more, let us suppose that the functions a &n (x) are continuous on Rn, 
0n (x, t) are continuous on H, satisfy a Holder condition on x and
o x j ••.dX fJ1
\— r ^ — r ( x )\ + 1 — r ^ — r M \  <  c e c^ ~ "d x { 1 . . . d x t  d x { 1 . . . d x i n
(3.26)
in the interval 0 < t < T ,  for rj > 0 and for all 0 < \/3\ < r. Then
h x { 1 . . . d x t ( x ' t ] \ - C z e C M  (3 -2 7 )
for some constant C3 and for 0 < t < T.
Proof. From Proposition 3.4.2 and using the hypothesis on the differentiabil­
ity of g, f  and the coefficients of LXft, by differentiating (3.20) with respect
to Xj, it turns out that djU is the only solution of
Lxj v Or, t) =  d j f  (x, t) -  djc(x, t)u(x, t) (3.28)
satisfying the condition
v(x, 0) =  dju(x, 0) (3.29)
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on H. By using the conditions on g, /  and applying Proposition 3.4.1, it 
follows that |dju(x, ¿)| <  C^e0^ 2 \  for some constant C3 and for 0 <  t <  T. 
An iteration of the previous method for the higher derivatives with respect 
to x allows us to prove (3.27) for all 0 < \/3\ < r.
~(i)  ~ n
3.5 Exponential Decay of a0 and
In the sections 3.3 and 3.4 the existence of solutions to (3.13) and for (3.14) 
has been shown. Now we want to discuss the behaviour at infinity of the
~ (z )  ...
functions a0 and for all i G N. Let us suppose that the first iterates, i.e. 
the initial data ao(-, 0), a(-, 0) and </>(•, 0) are C£° in x. During the proof we 
will need the following:
L em m a 3.5.1 Let f  : R2 — » E such that d j f  G L°°(R2) exists, for j  =  1,2. 
Then f  is Holderian.
Proof Let us start with
If (x ,y )  -  f{x',y')\ =  | f (x ,y )  -  f{x ',y) +  f{x ' ,y )  -  f{x',y')\
<  I f(x, y) -  f(x', y)\ +  | fix',  y) -  fix',  y')\.
From the mean value theorem
1 f (x ,y )  -  fjx ' ,y)  | 
\x — x'\
follows for some t) £ } x ' , x [ and also
l / ^ '. y )  — fjx',y')\ 
I y -  y'\
\d \ f {r i ,y )[
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for some f  €]y',y[- Therefore
I f (x ,y )  -  f(x ',y)  |
<  sup \ d i f ( v , w ) \ < C
% X  | (v,w)£R2
and
If{x',y) -  f{x',y')\
< sup \d2f (v ,w) \  < C,
I v -  y'\ (ti,m)eK2
where such a constant C  > 0 exists by hypothesis.
Under the previous hypothesis we can show the following
T h eo rem  3.5.1 Let us suppose that the initial data ao(-,0) =  0, a(*,0) and 
</>(-, 0) are in C™ in R2. Then Oq  ^ and which are the solutions of
(3.13) and (3.14) respectively, are in C°° in R2 for any i G N and their partial 
derivatives with respect to x are exponentially decaying as x tends to infinity.
Proof. The results will be proven by induction on i. For i =  0, using 
the hypothesis on the initial data, the definition of (j)  ^ given at the end of 
section 3.2 and the fact that the zero modes decay exponentially at infinity 
with respect to x, it follows that
| / o ( 0 , * , t ) | < C < ° > e - mW)W
for some constants > 0. Then, since / 0(0, *,t) G L2(R2), from
~ (i)Proposition 3.3.1 it turns out that a0 (•, t) is the unique solution in the sense 
of distributions of (3.13) such that
lim Sq \ x , t) =  0
|a:|—>+oo
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~ ( 1) ~ ~  ~ 
and a0 (-,t) G i f ^ R 2). Actually, since a(-,0), </>(•, 0), ao(*,0) and ^ ^ (-,0 )
are C°° functions in x identically zero outside a certain compact subset of R2,
since the zero modes are also C°° in x and all their partial derivatives with
respect to x are exponentially decaying when x tends to infinity, it follows
that / 0(0, •, ¿) G C°°(R2) for any 0 < t < T  and, for any positive integer r,
~  cWe_mW|x| (3-3°)
for some constants C ^ \ m ^  > 0, for all 0 < \/3\ <  r, and 0 <  t < T. 
Therefore / 0(0, -,t) G Hm(R2), with an arbitrary large integer m  >  0. Thus, 
applying Proposition 3.3.2, one obtains a ^ ^ t )  G # m+2(R2). Now, using 
Proposition 3.3.3, one obtains that ao^(*,i) G C°°(R2) when 0 < t < T. 
From Proposition 3.1.2 it follows that, by choosing d =  2, j  =  1, p =  3 
and q =  2, Hm+2(R2) C  W^ 1,3(R2). Then, for any positive integer r, another 
positive integer m big enough can be chosen such that
^ S ('',,sh,u(r2)
for all 0 < \/3| <  r, when 0 < t < T .  Thus, Proposition 3.1.3 allows us to 
conclude that
lim — „----- -— ~-(x > t) =  0 (3.31)
M -*+oo d x { 1 . . .  8 x t
uniformly in x for all 0 <  \/3\ <  r, and 0 < t < T. By differentiating
(3.13) with respect to x on R2 and recalling (3.30) and (3.31) one can apply 
Proposition 3.1.1 so that
1 d W a ° {x , t ) \  <  c f
dx l1. . .  d x t
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with constants > 0, for all 0 < |/?| <  r, when 0 <  t < T.
Now, since a(-, 0), </>(•, 0), Sq t) and the zero modes are C°° on E 2, it turns
out that also / i (0, •, t) G ^ ( E 2) for any t G [0,T]. Now, using Proposition
I  \
3.4.2, one finds that I , the solution of (3.14), is C°° on E 2 for
V )
any t G [0,T]. Furthermore, since the derivatives with respect to x of a(-,0),
~  ~(i)
0(*,O), a0 (-,£) and of the zero modes up to any order are exponentially 
decaying as |x| tends to infinity, one obtains that the derivatives of /i(0 , *,£) 
with respect to x up to any order are exponentially decaying as |x| tends to 
infinity, for any t G [0,T]. In particular, from
with constants C ^ \ m ^  > 0, for all 0 < \/3\ <  r, when 0 < t < T, it follows 
immediately that
(0,-,f) GL°°(E2)
d x i 1 . . .  dxnn
for all 0 < |/3| <  r, when 0 < t < T. Thus, using Lemma 3.5.1, one obtains 
that _ (q ? is Hôlderian on x, for all 0 <  \fî\ < r — 1 and 0 < t < T .
Now, by using Proposition 3.4.3, we find that two constants m f  > 0 
exist such that
~(0for all 0 < \/3\ < r — 1, when 0 < t < T. We now assume that a0 , 
and (f)  ^ are C°° on E 2 and that, for any positive integer r, constants 
B [ ^ , , B^ , k[ ^ , > 0 exist for which
dx{1 . . .d x fr
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(x , t )I <
dXi1 . . . dXn
and
(x,t)  I < Bf-'e
ld x ^ * d x f r {X ' t ) l - B *i>)e~k3 1X1 
for all 0 < |jS| <  r, when 0 < t <  T, for I < i. The aim is to prove that the 
same inequalities hold for clq \  a^ l+1  ^ and (j)^ +l\
Using (3.14) and the induction hypothesis one obtains that dt(j)  ^ and all 
its derivatives with respect to x are exponentially decaying, as x tends to 
infinity. Using this result, again the induction hypothesis on aQ , afi and 
</>W and the fact that the zero modes decay exponentially at infinity with 
respect to x, it follows that
|/o (* ,* ,i) |< l? (0)e -m(0>W
for some constants > 0. Then, since fo(i, •, t) € L2(E2), from
Proposition 3.3.1 it turns out that a0 (-,t) is the unique solution in the 
distributional sense of (3.13) such that
lim al \ x , t )  =  0
|* |-H -o o
an d a |,+ \ - , t )  6 H 1(E2). Actually, since 0W(-,£ ) , ¿), dt(j)W(-,t)
and the zero modes are C°° functions in x and all their derivatives with 
respect to x are exponentially decaying when x tends to infinity, it follows 
that /o(v>  ¿) £ C°°(M2) for any 0 < t <  T, and for any positive integer r,
| . (i ,x,t)\  <  c w e ~ ^ )|x| (3.32)
' d x ^ . - . d x i ^
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for some constants > 0, for all 0 <  |/?| <  r, when 0 < t < T.
Therefore / 0(z, -,t) G # m(R2), with an arbitrary large integer m >  0. Thus, 
applying Proposition 3.3.2, one obtains 5q \ ' , t )  G H m+2{R2). Now, using 
Proposition 3.3.3, one obtains that ûq \* ,t )  G C 00^ 2) when 0 <  t < T. 
From Proposition 3.1.2 it follows that, by choosing d =  2, j  =  1, p =  3 and 
q =  2, 77m+2(M2) Ç W^ 1,3(R2) and then, for any positive integer r, another
positive integer m big enough can be chosen such that
a° ■(•,*) e W 1,3(R2)
d X i 1 . . . dXn
for all 0 < |/3| <  r, when 0 < t < T. Thus, Proposition 3.1.3 allows us to 
conclude that
d^a'n+1)
lim — â— -— fi-(x,t) =  0 (3.33)
M->+oo dxf1 . . .dx fc  
uniformly in x for all 0 < \/3\ <  r, when 0 <  t < T. By differentiating
(3.13) with respect to x on K2 and recalling (3.32) and (3.33) one can apply 
Proposition 3.1.1 so that
d X i 1 . . . dxnn
with constants > 0, for all 0 < |/3| <  r, when 0 <  t <  T.
Since a^(*, i), <^(*, t ) , a Q (*, t) and the zero modes are C°° on M2, it turns 
out that also fi(i , -,t) G C°°(M2) for any t G [0, T]. Now, using Proposition
(• t) \
_ I , the solution of (3.14), is C°° on M2
for any t G [0, T]. Furthermore, since every derivative with respect to x of 
a ^ (- ,t) ,  0^(* ,t), Sq+ \ ' , t )  and the zero modes are exponentially decaying
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as |a: | tends to infinity, one obtains that also any derivative with respect to x 
of fi(i, *,i) is exponentially decaying as x tends to infinity, for any t G [0,T]. 
In particular, from
' d x ^ . - . d x t
with constants > 0, for all 0 < |/3| <  r, when 0 < t <  T, it follows
immediately that
0 W / l  f ,  r  r o o / p 2 \
for all 0 < |/?| < r, when 0 < t < T. Thus, using Lemma 3.5.1, one obtains 
that —37- Jk^-(î, m,t) is Hôlderian on x, for all 0 < \/3\ < r -  1 and when 
0 < t < T. Now, by using Proposition 3.4.3, we see that two constants 
> 0 exist such that
1 ( M ) l  +  L f l ,  „  a . ( M I < C 3° V W 3  w
f trf1 . . . dXnn ’ Sxf1 . . . dxn
for all 0 < |/31 < r — 1, when 0 < t < T. So we conclude that all the 
derivatives with respect to x of and <^ l+1) are exponentially decaying 
at infinity.
~(z)
3.6 Estim ates for a0 and
Estimates in certain Sobolev spaces are derived from the equations of the
iterative system. First of all the norms for those spaces are defined. Then 
estimates for the fiel< 
of (3.13) and (3.14).
ields a0 and are given in terms of the right-hand sides
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From Theorem 3.5.1 one knows that all the iterates a0 (•, t) are in H 3(R2), 
and are in E 2). This allows us to define
I l i V .  OH •'= max | i ( - ,  s) |^ 3(r2)
and
I I ^ M H  :=  “ f x  | # ( - , s ) | 3ia(.,,(0)).
For the 2Ar-real parameter family the following norm is defined:
2 N
l®w ( i ) h = E l ^ W I .
n=l
Firstly we state
L em m a 3.6.1 Let the initial data a0(-,0) =  0, a(-,0) and 0(-,O) be in 
C £ ° (E 2). T /ien ; for any 5 q + \  ¿/¿e solution of (3.13), a constant C  > 0 
independent of i exists such that
lao (‘^ ) I f 3(r2) < C\fo{h *> )^l//i(]R2)* (3.34)
Proof. From the hypothesis, using Theorem 3.5.1, it turns out that the 
quantities in (3.34) are all well-defined. Thus the inequality in (3.34) follows 
directly from (3.18) for m =  1 and with the constant C  > 0 independent of 
/(¿, -,£), i.e. independent of i.
Furthermore, an estimate for 'ip  ^ is given by the following
L em m a 3.6.2 Let the initial data a0(-,0) =  0, a(*,0) and </>(•, 0) be in 
C™(R2). Then, for any the solution of (3.14), constants C, K  > 0
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independent of i exist, where K  := 2 (H - R i +  R2 +  R3)2 > 2 with constants 
R i ,R 2,Rs > 0 independent ofi,  such that
< K \ ^ i+1\ ; 0 ) \ 3M.MO)) +  C  f  I/i(i, .,a ) |2>a{.m ) ds. (3.35)
Jo
Proof. The inequality (3.35) will be proven for any component of 
Multiplying the real component of (3.15) by a a ^ l\  noticing that
a Z ^ d t a a ^  = ^ d t{\aa^+l)\2)
and integrating on E 2, one obtains
^ d t \a a ^ +l](- , t ) \2L2m  + ( a a (‘+1)(- , t ) ,  ( - A  +  |0 W (-, t ) \2) a a ^ +1)(-, t ) )
< W 4 +1)( ; t ) f l h(h- , t )Ul(R2)-
(3.36)
From [Stu94,I, lemma 9.1] it is known that a constant c > 1 independent of 
i exists such that
c - > 4 t+1)( - , i) |2w  <  (a 4 i+1)( - , i ) , ( - A  +  | # ) ( - >i ) | 2)aSii+1)( - , i) ) .
(3.37)
By means of the Holder inequality,
lcr« k + 1 )(*. * ) /i* (* »  • . i ) k 1(R2) ^  k a i t+ 1 )(->i ) U 2(R2) l / i / 1(*> •>i ) U 2(R2)
(3.38)
holds, and using the Cauchy inequality,
\ a a ^ +1\ - , t ) \ L2(^2)\flh{i,  •,t)|i,2(R3)
^  i/la a i + ^('i^)li2(R2) +  ^l/ift(*> '>^)li2(R2) (3.39)
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with 77 > 0 small. From (3.36), (3.37), (3.38), (3.39) one obtains
^tla a i*+1 (^*>^ )lL2(R2) +  (c 1 _  277)|cra^+1 (^*, )^|fl-i(R2) <  — \flhih 
and then, as c~l — 2r] > 0 ,
^(*^)Il2(R2) < 2^|/ifc(t, *^)lif2(R2)- 
Integrating the last inequality with respect to £, one obtains
k4Z+1)(*^ )li2(R2) < k 4 +1)('5°)lL2(R2} + — J  *, 5)|ff2(R2)^ 5‘
(3.40)
We now use exactly the same arguments for the higher derivatives. Differ­
entiating with respect to Xj the real component of (3.14), multiplying it by 
dj(aa^+1 )^, noticing that
¿ ^ 4 i+1)m ^ i+l)) =
and integrating on M2, we obtain
\dt\dj{ffà^+1) {-,t))\2L2m
+  0'2( ^ 4 I+1)(-> i), (~ A +  t)\2)djâ^+1){-, t))
<  \dj(aa^+1){-, t ) )d jf lh(i, -, t)\L^ )
+  \ d j ( \ ^ i , t ) \ 2)aa^+1\ - , t ) d j (aa^+1\ - , t ) ) \ Lim . (3.41)
From [Stu94,I, lemma 9.1] it is known that a constant c > 1 independent of 
i exists such that
c_1|^ j((7®h+1)(‘) t ) ) lif*(R2) < a2(dj a{'+1\ - , t ) , { - A  +  |0(O(-,i) |2)0 j4 ‘+1) (•»*))•
(3.42)
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By means of the Holder inequality and Remark 3.1.1 we get 
Idi ( cr« h + 1 ) (-> t ) ) djf ih(h  •> O I l H R 2)
+ m W ;  t)\2)aat1](; *))
<  (fffi4*+ 1 ) ( - ,  i ) )  U 2 ( R 2 ) | ^ / l h (* ,  i ) | i 2 ( R 2 )
+  A fk«h+1)(*. *)Uj(r»)I^ 7 K +1)(-, *)) U2(r2)
and, using the Cauchy inequality, one obtains
\dj ( o - S f t+ 1)  (■, i ) )  | l 2( r 2) | ^ j / i / i ( * !  •> i ) U » ( R 2 )
+  M\aa%+1\ - , t)\L2(R2)\dj (aa%+1\ - , t)) | l 2(r2)
< 7?|9j(<Ja^+1)( - , i ) ) | |2(R2) +  ~^\9jflhih *5^ )Il2(]R2)
+  —  | € T a ^ + 1 )  ( - ,  i )  l i a c R 2 ) +  ^ 7? l ^ ( c r a i +  ) ( - , < ) ) l i * ( R » )  
with 7] >  0 small. From (3.41), (3.42), (3.43), (3.44), (3.45)
dt\dj{aa[+ ^(-,£))Il2(k2)
+  (2c-1 -  2rj(M +  l))|9 j(ixa^+1)(*,i))|^i(R2)
~  2 r j^ j ^ h^ '  ’^ )I^2(R2) +  ^ l a2 if+1)(,»°)li2(R2)
+ 4^2 J  \ f ih (^ ^ s)\2H2{R2)^s
follows and then, as 2c-1 — 2r](M +  1) > 0,





Integrating the last inequality with respect to t, one obtains 
\dj{cra%+l\ - , t ) ) \ l 2m  <  |dj(aa^+ ^(-,0))||2(R2)
+ 2^  J  \djfih{irjs)\2L2^2)ds + — J  ^ k4,+1)(“»0)li2(R*)*
+ ^r? Io  lo  ^ “ ^ ’ ■’T^ W * ) dTd®
<  |c>j (CT«A+1) (■> 0 )) |i,2(R2) +  —  \ d j f l h (i,  - , s ) |i2 (R2)C?S





+  £  M ^ M ) ) ! ^  +  ( -  +  ^ 2 ) \ f L ( i , - , s ) \ h m ds.
(3.46)
Differentiating with respect to xj,xk the real component of (3.14), multiply­
ing it by djk(aaf£+1 )^, noticing that
and integrating on R2,
\ d t \d%(craZ+1\ - , t ) ) \ l * m
+  a 2( d % 4 +1\ ; t ) ,  ( - A  +  |^ ) ( - , i ) |2) ^ 4 i+1)(-,i))
<  f yd jk f ih fa  •> OUkk2)
+  i ^ ( i ^ w ( ^ i ) i V 4 <+1)(* ,< )^ (^ 4 i+1)(*.i))u*(«*)
+  2|afc( | ^ ( , i ) | 2)ai K i+1H ^ ) ) ^ ( a a i i+1)(-,i))U i(R2) (3.47)
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follows. From [Stu94,I, lemma 9.1] it is known that a constant c > 1 
independent of i exists such that
c l \djk{aah+1 \ '>t))\2H1(R2)
< a2(d%a<i+l\ ; t ) ,  ( -A  +  |# ) ( . , i ) |2)d%cK+1\ ; t ) ) .  (3.48)
By means of the Holder inequality and Remark 3.1.1 one obtains
19%  (CT«ii+1) ( '.  t ) ) d%fih.  (* . ' - <) U 1 (R2)
+  i )^fc(crSh+1)(-» *)) Ul(Ra)
+  2|dfc(|^i)(-, i) |2)dj (o'5jl!+1) (•, f ) ) ^ 4.(cra|(*+1) (•, t)) |n(R2)
<  \d]k { a a (t +1\ - ,  t ) ) |i2(R2)\d2kf l h(i, - ,t ) \L2m  
+  M \( ja ^ + ^  (•, t)  |z,2(k2) | ^  ( a a i i+1)(-, t ) )  |x,2(ir2)
+2M\8j  ( a 4 i+1)(-, t)) |L2(R2)\d% {aZl+1){; t j)  |£2(R2) (3.49)
and, using the Cauchy inequality,
\d%  (tr«/l‘+1) (•: ¿)) U 2(R2) I t f k f t h i h  *) U 2(R2)
+  M|<7a£+1) (•) t) U2(R2)\djk (aajf+1) (•, t)) |£2{R2)
+  2 M \ d ,  (o-Hh+1)(-, i ) )  U 2(R»)|^fc ( ^ 4 i+1)('> *)) U 2(R2)
<  \d2k ( a a ^ +1\ - ,  t ) )  | £ 2(R2) +  —  1 / / / , ( ? ,  •, i ) l l 2(R2)
+  ^ l cr«ft+1)(‘; i )lL2(B2) +  i?^l^|fc(cr“it+1)(-!i ) ) l l2(R2)
+  ^ | 0 i K +1)(-,i)) |2£2(R2) +  2r]M\djk(aa!'h+ )( - ,i)) |£2(R2)
(3.50)
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follows with 77 > 0 small. From (3.47), (3.48), (3.49), (3.50), (3.40), (3.46), 
one obtains
2 ^ l^ fc (<7afe+1)(-’i ) ) l i2(K2) +  (c 1 77(3Af +  1)) (cra^+  ^(*, ¿)) |«-i{R2)
-  ^ l ^ * / i / . ( * > - - i ) l i 2 ( R 2 ) +  ( 4 ^  +  - ^ 2 ' ) l ‘7 a f t + 1 ) ( - > 0 ) l i 2 ( R 2 )
+  ^ l 9 j ( ( T S h  +  1 ) ( ’ > ° ) ) l i 2 ( R 2 )  +  ( ^ 2  +  1 6 ^ 3 ) /  l / l f t ( * > ' > S ) l / / 2 ( R 2 ) d s
(3.51)
and then, as c-1 -  ry(3M +  1) > 0,
dt\9]k {aah+ <  2 ^\&jkfih(ii *^)Il2(r2)
+  +  ^ 2 _) l <jah + 1,('>°)li2(R2) +  ^ l ^ ( £7ah + 1)('> °))li2(R2)
( M  M H \  /** . j .. , |2
+  V V +  8?f ) y0 ^ lh^ , ' , s ^ ffS(Ri)
Integrating the last inequality with respect to ¿, yields 
(^*’^))Il2(ir2) ^  \d‘jk{aah+ )(*5° ))I l2(m2)
+ 2riJo + /  (2  ^+ V -) °)^2(R2)ds
+ /  L  ( ^  +  W ^ fllh{i' ' ' T ^ HHU*)dTdS
f t  AS
+  ^ l ^ ( <:7« h + 1 ) ( ' ! 0 ) ) l £ , 2 ( R 2 ) c i s
^  | d f j f e ( < 7 a f t + ^ ( - , 0 ) ) | £ 2 (R 2 )  +  —  Idjltflhi.h ■) s ) l i 2 ( R 2 ) ^ s
( M t  M 2t2\ .  _X|2
+  ( 2 ^  +  “4 ^ 2 ” ) lCTa/l (■’ °)li2(R2)





H T ,  Iff? (gctft+1)(-,0)) Il2(r2) +  y ,  (<ra|l‘+1)(-,0)) |f,2(R2)
" i=i i,fc=i
/ 2  2 M i  M 2t2\  r l
r] ry2 2r/3 ) J  \flh(h '> s ) lt f2(R2)^5 -
(3.52)
Differentiating with respect to xj,xk,xi  the real component of (3.14), multi­
plying it by ( ^ (c r a j^ 1^ ), noticing that
integrating on M2 and using Remark 3.1.1, we get
d t \ d j k i ( ^ +1]{ - , t ) ) \2L2m
+  a 2 (djhla^i+1\ - , t ) ,  ( -A  +  |* « ( . , i ) |2)djuag+% t ) )
< \djjki(< 4 ‘+1)0> t))tfafih(h t ) Uh«2)
+M\<jo%+1) ('i t)djki (ffSh+1)(-> *)) Um«2)
+  m \ d i  K I+ 1 )(-, t ) )d*kl ( a a ^ i - ,  t ) )  |£ i (r2)
+  3Af («ro^^O , t)) Uhr*,. (3.53)
From [Stu94,I, lemma 9.1] it is known that a constant c >  1 independent of 
i exists such that
c~ 1\djkl ( cr®A+ 1 )('> t ) )  IffHR2)
< a2(d*klaii+1)(-,t), ( -A  +  \(t>{i]{-,t)\2)d^kla^+ 1 ) (3.54)
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By means of the Holder inequality the following holds:
1 *)!*<*>
+  S M \ d i ( a a ^ +1\ - , t ) ) ^ kl{ a a ^ +1\ - , t ) ) \ L i m  
+ 3M\dji{aa^+ ^(•,i))9 |<.i (cra^+ ^(-,i))|Li(R2)
<  \tfjki{™h+1 \ - , t ))\LHm\dliflh(i, •»*)k2(Rs)
+  M\oa^+l) (•, t) |L2(r2) \djkl (aa^+1) (•, t)) |l2(r2)
+  ZM\di (fro|l'+1) (•> *)) U2(R2) (°'®fc+1)(’> *)) U2(R2)
+  3M |d2, (cr4'+1)(-, t)) |L2(R2) | d%t ( a 4 ‘+1) (•, t)) |l2(R2)
(3.55)
and, using Cauchy’s inequality, one obtains
I t ) ) ! w \ d 2M i ,  ; t ) \ L>m
+  M \ a a ^ l) (., t) | ¿,2 (R2} I d]kl ( a 4 i+1) (-,*)) |L2(r2)
+  3M\di (a a t+l) (•, t)) U 2(r 2) \d)H (aa%+1) (•, t)) |L2{R2)
+  3M| d2, (<To4i+1) (•, t)) |L2(R2)\djkl (cra£+1) (•, t)) |£2(RS)
< i?l^7fci((J“A+1)(,>i ) ) l i2(R2) +  "> li2(R2)
+ ~^-\9i(o-a^+l\ - , t ) ) \ 2L2(u2) +  3M r/|3|w(<Ta^+1)(-,i))li2(R2)
(3.56)
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with 77 > 0 small. It should be noticed that 
I djjkl(a0jh+ l i 2(R2)
=  ( -A  +  | ^ i)(-Ii) |2) ^ / 4 i+1)(-.i))
- a 2( ^ a i i+1)( - , i ) , |^ ( - , i ) |2^ 4 i+1)(-,i))- (3-57)
Now, from (3.53), (3.54), (3.55), (3.56), (3.57), (3.40), (3.46), (3.52),
2^t\^ki{aah+1\ ' ^ ) ) \ 2L2(R2) +  a2 ((l ~V)C 1 _  7M?7)|3|A.i (aa |1i+1)( .,i)) |^ i(R2) 
+  ^ 2( ^ ia f 1)( - , i ) , |^ ( - , i ) | 2^ 4 i+1)(-,i))
1 .„2 . 12 ( M  3M2t  3M 3t2\ .  ~(j+i), „Xl2
< ■^\djkfih(‘lr, t)\mR*) + + + ~ w i f r aah ( ',0 )li2(R2)
( 1 M  9M 2t 3MH2\ „2 ,
+  ( V  +  W  ~32rf~ / /o l/lh(i’ ' ’s)l" 2(R2>ds
+  +  _^ _ ) l 5j ( i7aft+L)(-.0) ) l |2(M2) +  l^ * (CTai’+1)( ' , 0)) |22(R2)
(3.58)
follows and then, as (1 — t?)c 1 -  7Mrj > 0
2 T]dt\djkl(aah+l\ - , t ) ) \ 2L2(R2) <  ; H 3 j f c / i / i ( v > * ) I l 2(ir2)
/M  3M2t 3 M 3t2\ .  ~(t+l)/ nM2
2 7 7  2 t7 2  8 7 7 s
/7 M  9M 2i 3M3i2\ „2+  [ — -  H — H — I I \ f h ( i . - . s ) \ i
V 4?72 877s I 6774
+ ( ^ +5l ? ) |9'("5‘+ii(-’o))|™1)
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< | djki(aa[+ 0 ) ) | |2(E2)
\9%flh(h-,s)\l2{ m ds 
[ l ( M  3M 2s , 3M 3s2\ .  _(i+1), 2
I  \ ^ + ^ f ~ + ~ & r ) Wah (-’° ^ ) ds
[ l f $ ( 7M  3M2s 3M 3s2v f l ,. 2
Jo L  ( v + ^  +  l 6 ^ ) l / l f t ( v ’r ) l^ K2)dTds





+  _^ _ l^fc(a “h+1)(‘>0))ll2(R2)
^  (aah+ 0)) li2(R2)
/ I  7Mt m 2t2 3M3t3\  m2 ,
+ \ ^  + ^ f + + / i ,  l/lh(*’ s^ 2(«2)ds
/M i 3M2t2 3M 3i3\ .  ^ (i+i). n, l2
-h
2t? 2r?2 Srjc
3 M 2t2 3 M i \  / v\ .2




4 M i  12 M 2t2 3  M 3 i 3
i2 r,3T) rr V'
2
) l a a i + 0)ll2(R2)
/ 3  M 2 i 2 6  M i
+
r  »? ,=i
+
3 M i
X !  l ^ ( < 7 a h  +  1 ) ( ' ’ ° ) ) l i 2 ( R 2 ) +  ¿  l ^ | i f c l ( c r « h + 1 ) ( ’ . 0 ) ) l i 2 ( R 2 )
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/ 1 7 Mt  9 M 2*2 3 M 3t3
+  V 2 r) + Ar]2 +  8 ? ? 3  +  I 6 7 7 4 ) f  l/lh(V,s)lff2(R2)dS-
(3.59)
Now, adding (3.40), (3.46), (3.52), (3.59), it turns out that there exist a 
constant t small enough and a constant C  > 0 independent of z, for which
la a ii+1^(‘^ )l/r3(K2) -  2|<™4+ H*>0)|tf3(]R2) +  C f  *, ^)|^2(R2)iis
J 0
and then





For the complex component of (3.15) one proceeds in the same way as for 
the real component. Unlike in the previous case, however now the covariant 
derivatives D must be used instead of the usual derivatives and therefore 
one needs to find a constant c >  1 independent of i such that
c 1 | ^ * + 1 H ' ^ ) l i 2 ( r 2) + c  1 V ^ + 1 ^ ( * ^ ) I l 2 ( i r2)
1=1
1=1
In fact, from [Stu94,I, lemma 9.1], it is known that such a constant exists, 
since
c li2(R2) +  c 1 \d [ V ^+1H'>^)1l2(r2)
1=1
=  c~ l \<i>it+1){- , t) \2HHR2)
4- c“ 1 [  (</>^ +1^(x, ¿), i2a^(x, t) • V ^ +1^(x, t))d2x 
Jri
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+  c 1 [  \a^ \x , t ) \2\(j)^l\ x , t ) \ 2d2x 
i t 2
< ( ^ + 1 ) M ) , ( ~ A  +  | 0 ( i ) ( * , i ) | 2 ) ^ + 1 ) ( - , i ) )
+  f  ^ t+l\ x ,  t) , i2a^(x,  t) • V ^ 2+1^ (x, t))d2x 
Jr.2 
+  f  \a^(x,t ) \2\^ l+l\ x , t ) \ 2d2x 
Jr 2
1=1
Moreover, now the partial covariant derivatives D ^  are used where, in the 
previous case, the usual partial derivatives were used, and, exactly in the 
same way as before, one obtains
r n a x  ( | 0 ( i + 1 ) ( - ,  s ) | | 2 (R 3 )  +  J 2  \ D f ]^ {i+1){-, s ) H 2 ( r 2 )
3= 1
+  ¿ )  \ D f )D ^ % , s ) \ h (fe)+ t  &<*))
j,k=l j,k,l=l
<  2 ( | ^ + 1 > ( - , 0 ) H 2 ( r 2 )  +  y  l - D - ° V ( i + 1 ) ( - ,  0 ) | j , 2 ( i r2 >
j = i
+  ¿ ;  \ D f )D ? W +1)( - M 2LHR>) +  E  l ^ O)4 O)A (O)^ + 1 ) ( - > 0 ) | i 2(R2))
<7,/c=l j,k,l=l
.£ 2
H- ~^ f  ( \ f l ( h  *» 5 ) I l 2 ( R 2 )  +  | D ^ 0 ) / i ( ^  *, 5 ) I l 2(1R2)
• ^ °  7 =  1
+ E  !^0)^ 0)/i ft *> *)&<*>))*■ (3-61)
¿,£=1
Since the inequality (3.35) involves the norms | • |3,a(.,9(o)) and I * ka(-,g(o)) and 
the estimate just obtained involves the covariant derivative D^°\ we search
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for a relationship between D ^ ' ,q^ 0^  and D^°\ Using Cauchy’s inequality 
and Remark 3.1.1, we get the result
|£)(<*( ’9(°)))^(., |22(E2) =  | — iaj(-, #(0))tx(-, i ) | i 2(R2)
=  ¡ D f u ^ t f  +  i fa i^ q i t ) )  - ^ • ( • ,g (0 ) ) )n ( - , i ) | |2(M2)
< (1 +  27?)|Z)j0)'u(-, ¿)|£2(K2) +  ( l  +  ^ ) ^ 2k(*5 )^lL2(M2)
< #l(m*,£)|L2(R2) +  |-Dj°^(*,i)|i2(R2))
with jRi > 0 constant and independent of i. Then
l^ ja( ,9(°)))^('^)li2(R2) <  Ri{W{-,t)\2L2(R2) +  |Dj ^u(-,t)|l2(]r2)). (3.62)
In an analogous way
| i 2(R2) < i?l(|w(‘, t)\2L2(R2) +  I D j  ^  ^ ( * , i ) | i 2(R2))- (3.63)
We now proceed analogously for the higher covariant derivatives. Using 
Cauchy’s inequality and Remark 3.1.1, one obtains
I /-)(<*(-,g(°))) r-)(of(-,9(°))) ✓ |2
_  | £>(«(•,?(<>))) (3fcu(-, i) -  <?(0))u(-, t)) | | 2(r2)
=  | Dj“(',4(0)))D^0)u(-,i)
+  j£>j“(‘,,(0))) ( ( a fc(-, g(i)) -  a fc(-, 9(0)))w(-, i))  |i2(K2)
=  i) +*(«j('.9(<)) -  a j(- .9 (0 )))^ i0)w(-,i)
+  idj (a/fc(-, g(i)) -  a k(-, q(0)))u(-, t)
+  i {ak{: , q{t)) -  a k(-, q{0)))Df]u{-, t )
-  “ jO. «(*)))(«*(•> «(*)) -  9(0)))«(-» 0
+ «;(•> 9(0)) (a*(-, g(t))) -  <**(•, g(0)))u(-, i ) ! ^ )
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< (l +  l2Mr] +  8M 2rj) | ^D[ Iz/2(r2)
+  ^ 2 M 2 +  2 4 M 2 7y +  16M3tj H— —  j  |Z ? £  ^ ( - ,  ¿ ) | l 2 ( £ 2 )
/  9 w i  , . 4  2 M  1 2 M 2 1 6 M 3 \ .  ,  . l2
+  ^ 2 M  +  1 6 M  +  1 2 M  H— - — I------- ------1------   J |^(*5 ^)Il 2(e 2)
+  (%M2 +  16M37? +  ^ -  +  l ^ 0)«(-. *)l£»(R*)
< R 2 (|^(* J ll/2(R2) +  I ^ V ^ I ^ )  +  l ^ f ^ i  ^ (* ^ )l£ 2(M2))
with #2  > 0 constant independent of i and then
|D f(-^o )))^ (-^ (o )))u(. , t )li 2(R2)
<  -^2 (|^(*> t) I l2(E2) +  |-^j0)w(*5 ¿ ) l i 2(M2) +  ID j  ]D [  M ’>^)li2(M2))-
(3.64)
Analogously,
\ D f ]
+  I + \ D ^ m D ^ m u ( - M Hm ) -
(3.65)
Using Cauchy’s inequality and Remark 3.1.1, the following holds
=  | D w m ) ) D t o - m ) ) D (o)u (.t
-  ¿JDJ(a(-’9(0)))Z?ia(-’9(0))) ( ( a ;(-, ?(*)) -  «,(-, «(0)))u(-, t))  Ha(R2)
=  +  ¿(«*(-,9(i)) -  otfcC-,ff(0)»£>£io)« (-,t))
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-  i D ^ m (dk(a i(;q(t)) -  ai( ;q (0)) )u(; t )
+  M -> ?(*)) -  a i(-,9(0)))£>*%(•,Í)
+  ?(*))(<**(-, «(*)) -  “ fc(-. 9(0)))«(-, Í)) |£i(R2)
=  |^W M °)))jD(0)D (°)u (.i i ) +  i£>W-,<í(0)))(afc(.!g(í ))jD(0)u(.i í ))
- ¿ D f (-'9(0)))(a fc(-,g(0))Di(0)W(-,í))
-  í D j a( ,í(0))) (d *  (a , ( - ,  g-(í)) -  a ¡ ( - ,  g ( 0 ) ) ) u ( - ,  f ) )
-  (ai(-,q[t))D^u{-,  t))
+  Dja( ,í(0))) (a¡(-, í(í)) (a fc(-, q(t)) -  a k(-, g(0)))u(-, t ))
+  zDw  w(°)))(ai{. 5(0))D (0)u (.
<  |I> j0)2 ? W D l(0)t t ( . , í )  +  i a ^ q W a ^ q m D ^ D ^ u ^ t )
+  d j a k (-, g ( i))£ > ,(0)u ( - ,  t )  +  g (< ))£ > j0).D,(0)w (-, i )
-  «i(-. «(*))«*(•> ?(i))A (0)u(’ì *) +  a i ( ’> 9(°))a fc(‘> 9(*))A(0)«('>*)
-  ¿dJ-a*(-)g(0))I>i(o)«(-,i) -  ia*(^g(0))I>j-0)I>(0)u(-,t)
+  «¿0. q(t))ak(-, q(0))B¡0)u(-, t) +  a j (-, 9(0))a*(-, ì(0)).D,(0)«(-, f)
-  idjk(ai{-, q(t)) -  at(-, q(0)))u(-, t) -  idk(a¡(-, q(t)) -  a¡{-, g(0)))L>jo)u(-, t) 
+  aj(-,9(í))a*(aj(-,g(í)) -  a¡(-,q(0)))u(-,t)
+  a j ( - , q ( 0 ) ) d k ( a , ( - , q ( t ) )  -  a ¡ (- ,  q ( 0 ) ) ) u ( - , t )  -  i d j a ¡ ( - , q ( t ) ) B (k0)u ( - , t )
-  iat{-, 9(i))D j0)L»^ 0)M(-, t) +  aj{-, q(t))ai(-, q(t))D{°]u{-, t)
+  « ,- ( • ,  q ( 0 ) ) a ¡ ( - ,  q ( t ) ) D Ì 0)u ( - , t )  +  d j a ¡ ( -, q ( t ) ) ( a k (-, q( t ) )  -  a k (-, q(0)) )u( - ,  t) 
+  cei{-, q ( t ) ) d j ( a k (-, q( t) ) -  a k (-, q(0)))u{- ,  t)
+ «/(', ?(*))( M ’> ?(*)) -  «*(•, 9(0)))£>f ( ’?(0)))m(-, ì)
+  iOj(-, q(t))ai(-, q(t))(ak(-, q(t)) -  a k(-, q(0)))u{-, t )
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-  *%(•, g(0))a,(-, q(t))(ak(-, q{t)) -  a k(-, q(0)))u{-, t)
+  i d M ■, q(0))Dl0)u(;  t) +  *a,(., < ?(0 ))lf  Z?i%(-, i)
-  <*/(•> 9(i))«((-. «(0))-D*0)«(-i i) -  aj(-, q(0))ai(-, q(0))B(k0>u(-, t )|£2(r2)
< (2CM +  8C M 2 + 4CM3)\u(-,t)\2L,m
+  (2 C M  +  2CM2)\D?)u( ; t ) \2LHR2) +  (2CM +  4C M 2) \D f ]u ( ; t ) \2L,m  
+  (2 C M  +  4CM 2)\Dl0)u ( ; t ) \ l 2{Rl) +  2 C M \D f )D f )u { ; t ) \2L i m  
+  2 C M \D f )D li0)( ; t ) \ lH m  +  C M 2\D ^ D l0)u ( ; t ) \2LHm
+  C \ D f )D f )Dl0)u(- ,t )\hm
<  (|w(-, i) ||,2(1R2) +  |-Dj°^«(-,i)|£2(R2)
+  \D ^  i)|£2(R2) +  I u(-,t)\2L2(R2)) ,
with C, Rs > 0 constants independent of i and then
f)|22(R2) < <)|i2(R2)
+  l-Oj0^ w('i^)li2(R2) +  l ^ 0^ i° ^ u ('>^)ll2(R2) +  \d ? ]d [ d^ [ ^«(•,i)|£2(R2)).
(3.66)
In an analogous way
\D f )D f D ? )u ( ; t ) |£a(R2) < M M ’W hp*)
+  \ D ^  M0)))u(;  i)|£2(R2)
+  |D (a(-,9(0)))D (Q(-,?(0)))u (.) i)|22(R2)
+  j^(«(-^(C.)))^«( ^(Q)))^(«{-M0») w(.^  )^ | | 2(JR2}) . (3.67)
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Now, summing (3.62), (3.64), (3.66) and (3.63), (3.65), (3.67) one obtains 
(1 +  Rl +  R2 +  R3) 1(|w(',i)||2(R2) +  | | x , 2 ( R2)
+  |£)(“( -9(°)))£»(“( >i(°)))u (.) t ) | | 2(RJ)
^  IW( - ! ^ ) I l 2(E2) +  ID j  ^U ( - ) i ) | i 2(R2)
+  I D f ' D ^ t ) ^  + I i f  J J i W V ' .  «)!£.<*.)
<  (1 -I- i?l +  i?2 +  ^ 3 ) ( |M ( ‘>i)ll2(R2)
+  | P j a ( -’? (0)))« ( - , i ) | £ 2 (R2) +  | ^ “ ( ''''(0 ))) JD i a ( ’?(0 )))« ( - , i ) l i 2 (R2)
+  |D (“ ( ^ ) ) ) p ( “ ( ^ ) ) ) jD W - - ’ (0» ) U ( . I i ) | | 2(R2) ) .
The norm involving and the norms involving JD(Q( (^°))) are equivalent
and then for (3.61), (3.35) holds.
Finally an estimate for the 2J/V-parameter family q(l+l) is given by the 
following
L em m a 3.6.3 Let be a solution of (3.15). Then
|<?(,+1)(i)| <  I?(i+1)(0)| + £  f  \f2(i,-,s)\ds. (3.68)
Jo
Proof. From (3.15) one obtains
1)
dt (t) =  £ ? (t+1)( i)  =  e f 2(i, ■, t )■
Integrating with respect to t , we obviously have
g(‘+1)(i) =  g(,+1)(0) + £  [  f 2{ i , s ) d s ,
Jo
from which (3.68) follows immediately.
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Chapter 4 
Upper Bounds for the Iterated  
Functions
Under certain initial condition it is shown that all the iterated functions 
from the previous chapter are bounded for a suitably short time. The esti­
mates proven in chapter 3 serve as the first step of this proof. An induction 
technique is used to prove the boundedness of Oq \  and q^ l+1\
~ ( z + l )
4.1 A New Estim ate for a0
I I I *  nThe aim of this section is to find a new estimate for ||a0 || in terms of
~(i)
||ao ||> and We start with (3.34) and study the form of the
function / 0 (z, -, t).
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Let K  > 2 in Lemma 3.6.2 and 5 < (2 — 1/K)T.  Let us suppose also that 
for any i G N
|| t f % 0 ) | | ,  |?(i)(0)| <  ^
and
! # ( . ,  0 ) -  o)|3>a(.if(o,), k w (o) -  9(0)1 <
Firstly the case with i =  0 is examined. Using the definition of the first 
iterated function one obtains
| | ^ (0 )( - ) | |  =  | | ^ ( - , 0 ) | |  =  IV’(-,0)|3 ,a(-,</(0))
<  |V>(-, 0 )  -  V’( i ) ( - > 0 ) |3 ,aC,<i(0)) +  |V’( i ) ( - , 0 ) | 3 , a ( , i (0))
and
k (0) (t)\ = |?(o)| <  |<?(,)(o) -  g(o)| +  | # ( o ) |  <  |  ^  <  r .
Now, let us suppose that for any I < i  the following inequalities hold:
l?(0W I < r .
Then the aim is to show that
I I ^ M I I ,  \q{i+1)( t ) \ < T .  
for some t. From Lemma 3.6.1 one knows that
| |« o +1>(*» *) || ^  l / o ( * . - , s ) l f f 1(R2)
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with C > 0 constant independent of i. To have a more precise estimate of
one looks at the form of /o(z, •, s) in (3.10). Using the Schwartz 
inequality and the Cauchy inequality one obtains
( ~ (z)ff2k  (■» s)lifi(R2):(«)maxo <s<t
+  §  E I W - .  i w (*)). A (0)? (i)(-, s )) |2f f W  
1=1
+  ^ 2  E  I S )> 5 i A (0V ( ' ,  # ( s ) ) )  | t f i ( R 2 )
Z=1
+  ^  E  I M ->  W ). S)) |2„ 1(k2)
i=l
2
+  ^  E  s )  M ’ > 4 W ( s ) ) ,  9 W ( s ) ) )  Ih 1(R2)
Z=1
+  ^2  E l ( ^ (i)(--S) - ^ (0)^ (->9(i)W )) |2if1(R2)
Z=1
+  e 2 | 9 ( i , ( s ) ) .  s ) )  In  H « 2)
C V2
+  ^ | | 0 ( , # ( S))|2M . , # ( S)),0W (-)S) ) |2il(R2)
+  E  s ) ( ^ ( , ) ( ’ > s ) ’ 5 i ¥ ’( i ) ( - - 9 W ( s ) ) ) l f f ' ( R 2) 
1=1
+  ~  E  9 W ( 5 ) )>  9 ^ ( i ) ( - .  « ) )  l f f l ( R 2 )
Z=1
/"V2 2 _ _
+  ^  E  I ( * a ^ ( i ) (-> s )> A (V ° 0 .  a ) ) | 2h 1 ( r 2 )
1= 1
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+  É s)’ ^ (0W - >  s))Ih ‘(R2)
a  Z=1
2iV O
+  Ce4 V  I (0{¿)(-, s),i-^-(-, q{i]{s)))q^{s)\2HHm
in= 1
+  ^ l M - , f f (0(a )),? (4)(-.»))lîr»(«*)
4Ce4 2
+ ^  E  l2^ ’ s) s)’ s)) 'W 2)
a t í
+  ^ l l ? w (-,®)laM - , 9 (0(* )),?w (-.»))lip(R*))
2N
(tíi5í‘’(-,*)p¡„m +ci:tóowi!< max“  0<s<t . fi=1
+  C ¿  |L»,(0)# ( - ,  s)|2hi(r2) +  C |0 %  S)|2H1(R2)
Z=1
-I- C 'È  I s ) | j f i ( K 2 )  +  C E  s)Ih'(R2)
¡=1 1=1
+  C |d ¡(^(-, s)|/fi(R2) +  Ce2\dt<t>^ {-, s)|^fi(R2) +  C |*M (-,s)I/j-i(r2) 




+  E  S) H ’ 9 (Í)(S )) ,  « ) )  lífl(R2)
a  Z=1
+ c  E  i (a¡^(<)(-, s), D fW \-, a)) |2Hi (r 2)
1=1
2





+  ^ j - |  (<P(-, Q(i)(s)), 0(t)(', s)) (i<p(-, qM(s)), s)) |^ i(R2)
4 Cei 2
H 2“  E  5 ) 0 ^ ( ’> S)> s ) )  l tf i(R2)
°  1=1
Ce6\ \ ^ ( ;  S)\2(i<p(; «»(«)), *« (-, s))|ffi(R2)) • (4-1)
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Here C > 0 is a suitable constant independent of z.
Now every component of the right hand-side of (4.1) is estimated. For 
example, using the Schwartz inequality and the Cauchy inequality, one finds 
a constant C > 0 independent of z such that
|ai(i)( .,S) ( ^ ( - , S))al¥) ( - , # ( S))) |2fl(R2)
< C7|a,W(-, s) (0(i)(-, s), %>(•, gw (s)))l!2(R2)
+  c  Y j I5iW('> s)(a^ (i)(’> s )> ?W(s)))li»(*2)
i=i
+  C  E  S) S)’ 9W(S))) |22(R2)
3= 1
+  c  E  | ^ ( - ,  *) ( ^ ( - ,  *), %>(•, # ( * ) ) )
J=1
Then, because of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and Remark 3.1.1, the 
terms on the right-hand side are smaller than
C M  f  \a[t\ x , s ) \ 2\(j)(l\ x , s ) \ 2cl2x 
J r 2 
+  C M V  f  \a[l\ x ,  s)\2\dj(fil\ x ,  s)\2d2x
j=i
+  CM  [  \a[l\ x ,  s)\2\ftl\ x ,  s ) |2d:
J R2
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+  CM\a[ s ) |ioo(R2 ) 5 3  I 5)l i2(R2 )
j = i
+  C M \ ( ’ , 5 )  | | o o ( R 2 ) \a® (* , S) | i 2 ( R 2)
2
+  CM\</)^(-, s)|!oo(R2) 5 3  s ) li2(^2)*
j = 1
Prom [Eva98, page 292, ex. 18] it follows that | • | l ° ° ( r 2) <  | • | # 2( r 2) 5 s o  that 
the last terms become smaller than
s)|#2(K2)|a[ (^*, s)|^-3(R2)
+  CM\a[l\ - ,  5)||r3(R2)|0^(*» 5)If3(R2)
+  5)||r2(R2)|a^(-, s)Ih3(r2)
+  s)|tf2(R2)|a[ (^-, s) |^ 3(R2).
Now, since | • \h*(r2) with fc G N is equivalent to the norm involving D (Q(' (^o))) 
and, using the fact that | | ^ ( - , T ) | |  <  T for any I < i, it turns out that the 
last sum is smaller than a constant C ( r )  > 0 independent of i.
In the same way one proves:
|S;{i)( . ,S) ( ^ - >gW(S) ) , ^ W ( - , S) ) |2Hl(K2) <  c ( r ) ,
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< C ( T ) ,
< c(r),
i(i?w (-,s),5n>«(0)i w (-. *))&»(«*) <
| {<p(;q®(s)), *«(•,« )) (<?(•, # ( * ) ) ,  * « ( ., s)) |2ifI(K2) < C(T),
* )(? « (• ,* ) ,ak?w (-,«))liri(R*) < c ( r ) ,
and
| | ? w ( - , * ) | 2 M - , 9 ( 0 ( * ) ) . ? W ( - .* ) ) l i r ‘ (R*) <  0 {T ) .
Now, using all these estimates for the right-hand side of (4.1), one obtains
||5o+1)M ) | |  <
2N
+  2CC2(r)( max E  I^WD2 + 8Gc3(r)
11=1
+ £2CC(T) max \dt$ %\- ,  s)|^i(r2) H 
4e2CC3(r) " 4 e2CC3(T)
+  — - 2—  + c c  ( r )  +  a 2 
+  8e4c c 3( r )  +  £6c c 3( r )
<j2 a 2
and, possibly with a redefined C(r) > 0 independent of ?, (4.2) can be written 
as follows:
P o +1)(-,o || <
+  C(r) max |g(i) (s)|2 +  e C (r )  max \dttpM{-, s)|i,a(-,«((>))• (4.3)
Q < S < t  0 < S < t
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4.2 An Estim ate for g(*+1) and g(*+1)
 j
The equation (3.15) is the starting point to improve the estimate for a0 
Here the aim is to find an estimate for q(l+1) in terms of ||aQ + ^||. We then 
use such an estimate to evaluate clq  ^ in terms of ||a [/|| and \dtip^\ as well 
as to evaluate by means of [|ao+ ^||.
From here on we use the notation A^(t)  for A t y ^  (t), q^ (t)) and ars(i,t) 
for ar8(xlf^(t),q^(t)). In (4.3) we need an estimate for q^(s). It should be 
noticed that, since
^¡)(*) =  (arsl (i , t) )r<s€{1,...,2N} 
exists, then for any r, s G { l , . . . ,  27V} the functions
a rs  : A. ----- > R
are continuous in ^ l\ q ^ \  Here A is a compact subset of (R2) x R2N
as, by induction hypothesis, | | ^ | |>  \Q \^ < F. Then a“ 1 is bounded by a 
constant C(T) > 0 independent of z, for any r ,s E  { 1 , . . . ,  2N}. From (3.15) 
we obtain
2 AT 2 N
i9(i+1)wi = E i ^ +1)wi = E i^^ - , i ) i
u=l u=l
2N 2N r
= E lo E v 'f^ ) / (*))(!-
„=1 2 „=1 •/®2
2Ar
+ e E  a^x(*> «o’+1 (•> *), ?(i)W)> «#<(•> ?(<) (*)))!
2N /•
+  e E  1°^m (*> *) 0 '(^ (<) (•»*)> 5o*+ (•»i)»9(<)(*)).n/i(-,9W(*)))l
fjL,V= 1
2iV
+  £ C '(r)E lO '(V ,W(-.i).ao+1)(-.i ) .9 (i)W ).n/*(-.#W )>l-
/i=l
Hence, up to redefining C ( r ) ,
2N
| ^ +1> ( i ) | < C ( r ) ] T |
n=l 
2N
+ £ C ( r ) E l O - ( # ( - , i ) Is r 1,(->i) I# ( i ) ) , n , ( - , # ( i ) ) ) | .
/x=l
(4.4)
The first term on the right-hand side of (4.4) is estimated as follows:
I [  M z . # ( i ) ) ( l  -  \(f>(x,q{i)(t))\2) ,n2{x,q{i)(t)))d2x\
J r 2
<  f  \{1 -  \(t>(x,qM{t))\2)(ip(x,q{,){t)),n2(x,q{i]{t)))\d2x.
Jr2
We use the Holder inequality and the fact that 1 -  |0(-, g ^ ( t) ) |2 is expo­
nentially decaying as x tends to infinity [JT80, 3.8, theorem 8.5], to show 
that
I [  (<^ ’(a;,g(i)(i))(1 -  \4>{x,q[i)(t))\2) ,n2(x,q{l){t)))d2x\ <  C(T) (4.5)
J R 2
for some constant C (r) > 0 independent of i.
[  {<p{x,q{t)(t))(l -  \<j>(x,q{l){t))\2) ,n2(x,q{l](t)))d2x\ 
J r2
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In a similar way one proves an estimate for the second term in the right- 
hand side of (4.4):
t), 4 +1)( ;  t), ? % ) ) ,  n„(-, ?w (*)))l
2
- È  f l i i (x,t ) ,ao+1>(x , t ) ,q (i)(i))^ [x,q(l){t))\d2x
+  [  \(j3(^{' \ x , t ) , a o +1\ x , t ) , q (ti{t)), ^ ( x , q {l\ t ) ) ) \d 2x. (4.6) 
J r  2 cfqiu
Now, considering the form of jf (^ ^ (- ,t) ,a 0 (•,t) ,q ^ (t))  in (2.21) and (2.18)
and using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, the right-hand side of (4.6) is 
shown to be smaller than
C Y ^  [  I«!0 (*>*)!I (<P(^ > 9(i)(*)), ^ (i)(ar, t)) ||^^(a?, g(i)(i))|d2ar 
+  C 'E  [  \ i}ft’)(x,t) ,Dl°)4>M(x,t))\\^-(x,q(l)(t))\d?x
iZi ■'R2 ^
+  C Y 1  i  ^ (iW ) l 2l | ^ ( z , 9 w W)M2z 
¿=1 ^ 2 ^
2
+ C Y 1  [  I ( ^ ( z ,  9(i) (i) ) > 0 (i) (M ) ) 1 1 ( z ,  9W W) |d2z
+  C ^ 2  [  \(i<p(x,qM{t)),di^M( x , t ) ) \ \ ^ - { x ,q M(t))\d2x
i=i •'R2 ^
+  C Y '  [  \dla['\x,t)\ \(ift ')( x , t ) , ^ - { x , q M(t)))\d2x 
1 = 1 ^
+  C E  [  \ r f \ x , t ) \ 2\(Dl0)^ ( x , t ) , ^ ( x , q M{t)))\d2x 
1=1 JR2
+  C ? E  [  $ ' \ x , t ) \ 2\ ( i< p (x ,q V \ t ) ) ,^ (x ,q {i)(t)))\d?x
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+  C '5 2  [  t)\2\( i^{i)(x , t ) ,  j ~ { x , q {i)( t) ) ) \d2x
1=1 ^ R2 ^
+  C  [  | 1  -  \(/){x,q^(t))\2\ \ ( ^ { x , t ) , ^ ( x , q M(t)))\d^x
Jr 2 Oqfj,
+  C  [  \((p(x,q{l\ t ) ) , f t ' \ x , t ) ) \ \ ( < j ) {l\ x , t ) , ^ ( x , q {l)( t) )) \d2x  
J R2
+  C  [  I (<p(x, q(l) ( i ) ) ,  4>{x) {x, t))  11 (<p(x, q(t) ( i ) ) ,  q(l) ( i ) ) )  \d2x
J R  2
+  C  [  \^{i){x , t ) \2( v ( x , q W ( t ) ) , ^ { x , q {l)( t) )) \d2x  
J R2 OQfi
+  C  [  \ ^ ( x , t ) \ 2\ ( ^ { x , t ) , ^ { x , q {l\ t ) ) ) \ d 2x
J R 2
+  C  [  \a(Q+l\ x , t ) \ \ ( ^ { x , t ) , ^ - { x , q (i){ t )) ) \d2x,  (4 .7 )
J R 2
w ith  C  >  0  c o n s ta n t  an d  in d e p e n d e n t o f  i. N o w  ev ery  s in g le  c o m p o n e n t  
o f  (4 .7 )  is  e s t im a te d  b y  u sin g  R em ark  3 .1 .1 , th e  H o ld er  in eq u a lity , th e  e x ­
p o n e n tia l b eh a v io u r  o f  th e  zero  m o d e s  as x  te n d s  to  in fin ity  a n d  th e  fa c t  
th a t  | • |l° ° (r 2) <  | • |tf2(R2), in  order to  find  th a t  a  c o n s ta n t  C ( r )  >  0  e x is ts ,  
in d e p e n d e n t o f  i ,  for w h ich  (4 .7 ) b e c o m e s  sm a ller  th a n
2
C ( r ) | < ^ ( - , i ) | L 2 (K2 ) ^ 2  |a ^ ( - ,£ ) | jy 3 (R2)
1 = 1
+  C ' ( r ) | < ^ ( ‘, t ) |^ 2 (R2 )
+  C ( r ) | ^ ) ( . , i ) | 2f3(R2)E | a [ <)( - , i ) | L2(K2)
1= 1
2
+  c ( r ) | 0 (i)( * , t ) |L2 (M2) +  c ( r )  5 3  L2(R2)
1=1
2
+  |0 w ( * ^ ) I l 2 (r2 ) 5 3  i5 f ) ( - ^ ) i i / 3(M2)
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+ c(r)|ÿW (.,t)|La(Ra) E  + c,(r)l^w(-^)Uw>
i=l
+  c ? ( r ) |ÿ » ( . ,  i ) | ff3(R2) | 0 « ( . ,  i ) U 2(R2) +  C ( r ) | 0 « ( - ,  t ) \ m
+  C 7(r) |^*> (-, t )  I JTSC^ I) |^ W C-, t )  |£»(Ra) +  C l( r ) | ^ ( - , i ) | j rs(Ra ) | ^ ( ‘,t)|La(R î)
2 -4- X ^
+  C ( r ) | 0 (i)( - , t ) | fir3(M2) |a o ( ■•, t )  | ¿ 2  (r 2 )
< C 7 ( r )  +  C ' ( r ) | | ÿ h l)( .>i ) | | l /2 . (4 .8 )
P u t t in g  to g e th e r  (4 .6 ) , (4 .7 ) an d  (4 .8 ) it  tu rn s  o u t  th a t
IO '(^W ( - . i ) > 4 I+1)( - . i ) > 9 W W ) . % ( - . 9 W (i ) ) ) l
< c ( r )  + c ( r ) p o +1)(-,i)||1/2. (4.9)
N o w , s u b s t itu t in g  (4 .5 )  an d  (4 .9 ) in to  (4 .4 ) , o n e  o b ta in s  th a t  tw o  c o n sta n ts  
E (T ) ,F (T )  >  0 e x is t , in d e p e n d e n t o f  i, for w h ich
\q(i + l \ t ) \  <  E ( T )  + e F ( r ) p i i + 1 ) ( - , i ) | | 1 / 2 . ( 4 . 1 0 )
B y  th e  sa m e a rg u m en ts ,
| 4 ( i ) ( s ) l  < £ ( r )  +  e i ’( r ) | | ÿ ( . , i ) | | 1 / 2 . ( 4 . i i )
~(i)
N o w  w e w an t to  u se  (4 .1 1 ) to  im p rove  th e  e s t im a te  for a0 . S u b s t itu t in g
(4 .1 1 ) in to  (4 .3 )  lea d s  to  th e  resu lt
+  C ( r )  m a x  ( £ ( r )  +  sF (T)  ||So (*, s) | H
+  e C ( r )  m a x  s )  11,<*(•,,(<>))•
T h en , u s in g  th e  C a u ch y  in e q u a lity  an d  red efin in g  th e  c o n s ta n t  C ( r ) ,  o n e  
o b ta in s
||5o+1)(-,ì)|| < c ( r ) + ¿ c e n i l i (-,i)||
+  e C ( r )  m a x  s ) | i , «(.,,(<»). (4 .1 2 )
M oreover w e u se  (4 .1 0 ) to  find  an  e s t im a te  m o re  su ita b le  to  ou r p u rp o ses . 
A p p ly  (4 .1 0 ) to  (3 .6 8 ) an d  it  fo llo w s th a t
\q^+1\ t ) \  <  -  + e C ( T ) J ^  ( l  +  e | |a 0 ( - , 5 ) || ’ )ds  (4 .1 3 )
for so m e  c o n sta n t  C ( r )  >  0  in d e p e n d e n t o f  i.
4.3 A New  Estim ate for
T h e  a im  o f  th is  se c t io n  is to  find  a  n ew  e s t im a te  for | | /0 ^ +1 |^| in  term s o f
ii- W m , ii~(*+1)| |a0 || an d  ||a 0 
fu n c tio n  / i ( z ,  •, t).
. W e s ta r t  w ith  (3 .3 5 ) a n d  s tu d y  n e x t  th e  form  o f  th e
U sin g  th e  d e fin it io n  o f  || • || g iv en  a t th e  s ta r t  o f  s e c t io n  3 .6 , (3 .3 5 )  ca n  b e  
w r itte n  as
| |^ (<+1) M | |  < * | | t f (,+ 1) M ) | | + C  f  \ M i , ; s ) \ 2,ai, q m ds  (4 .1 4 )
Jo
w h ere K  >  0 a n d  C  >  0 are su ita b le  c o n s ta n ts  in d e p e n d e n t o f  i. T h e  n e x t  
s te p  is  to  e s t im a te  f i ( i ,  - , s )  in  order to  im p rove  (4 .1 4 ) . It fo llo w s from  th e
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d e fin it io n  o f  | • |2 ,a(.,9 (o)) a n d th e  C a u ch y  in e q u a lity  th a t  a  c o n s ta n t  C  >  0  
e x is ts  in d e p e n d e n t o f  z, for w h ich
2
\ f l{h  5 )ka(-,g (0)) =  5 3  *5 S) lt f2 (R2)
1=1
+  | / l  f t  *5 5 ) l L 2 ( E 2 )  +  5 3  ’9 ( 0 ) ) ) A 2 f t  *5 5 ) l i 2 (IR2 )
3= 1
J,*= 1
<  c  ¿ | ( ^ ( . , « ) ,  A (V - >  # ( * ) ) )  I W )
Z=1
2 2iV
+cEEi^(->«cow)i9w )i^ w i:
j= l M= 1  ^
+ c  5 3  Yj 5)Ih2(r2) + ^ 5 3  ^ ( 5))j s))i^2(r2)
/= i ¿=i
+ c  5 3 1 (^(*> s)) Ih2(r2)
Z=1
+  C ¿  |2|*} (•» 5) H ,  <7(i) W ), ? « ( • ,* ) )  I2h2(r2)
1=1
+ c 5 3 i ^ )( ^ ) , ^ o)0(i)(*,5))i2H2(R2)
z=i
+  c E i i ? » ( ^ « ) | ^ ° ( s i ) i 2 ri(^ ) +  c E l ^ 0 ^ ® ) A (0V ( - . « w W ) l l » ( ^ )
Z=1 Z=1
+ C |^ ( - ,  s)(l — |0(-, gW(s))|2 ) | i 2 (R2)
2iV ~
+ ^ 5 3 1 o~-(*j^^(5))ii2(R2) i ^ ( 5)!2
u=l ° q^
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+  C |^ ( - ,g w (s ) ) ( l  -  |0(-,ÇW(s ) ) |2) I l2(b2) + C | 4  (• ,s )¥,( ' j 9 ^Hs ) ) I l2(r2)
+  C'|9?(-,?(i)( s ) ) ( î V ( - > 9 W ( 5 ) ) , ^ W (->s ) ) l i 2(R2)
+  C  ¿  \ d r f \ - ,  s m - ,  s)\l ,m  + C ¿  s ) D [ ° W \ ;  s ) l i 2(R2)
1= 1  ¡=i
+ C ¿  115[¿)(•, s)| V(-, g(¿)(s)) |Í2(R2) + C ¿  I |á|¿) (-,»)|2^ (¿)(•, s)IÍ2(r2)
¡= i '= i
+ C|ÿ«(-!S )(l-|ç i(-,?(i)(5))|2)||2(R2)
+  C |^ (¿)(-, s) (<p(-, <7w (s)), 0 W(-, s))  |Í2(R2)
+  C\(p{-, qU(s)) {v i;  « » (« )) ,  0 W(-, «)) |!2(R2)
+ C7| |^>(-, s) |2^ (-, g(i) (s)) |i2(R2) + C| |0(i) (-, s) |2^ (i) (*, s) ll2(K2)
+  eC\a0 (•, s)(¡>^\-, s ) | 2 2(k2)
+  C ¿  \ D ^ m ( á « ( , S ) D \ \ ( ; ¿ 0 (8 ))) |22(R2)
i,/=l
i= l  
2 2iV
j= l
+  C ¿  |D j“(-'9(0))) (¥»(-, # ( S))(1 -  |¿(-, 9 (¿)(«))|2)) I l2(r2)
3=1
+ <7 ¿  | í f  <’9(0))) (a0Í+1)(; * ) < p ( ;  <?«(*))) | | 2(r2)
J=1
+ c  ¿  |D'Q(-'í(0))) ( V(., <?«(*))(tV(-, g{i)( f» , s )))  \ l H m
3 =1
+ C ¿  |Dj“< (3 l« ¡ '> ( - ,» )?"( ',.» l ì .« .,
i, 1= 1
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+ C ¿  I D f ' 9 m {àf(- ,s)D\0)^ ( - , s ) ) \ l Hm 
j , l = 1
+  C ¿  ID ^ ’q m (lâfH-, s ) \ M ;  9(i)(s ))) li2(R2)
Í,í=l
+  C ¿  |D ' a(-’í(0)))( | á |¿)( . , S ) |2^ ( . , s ) ) |¿2(R2) 
j,¡=i
+  C ¿ | D f ( ' l í ( 0 ) ) ) ( ^ ) ( • , « ) ( !  -  ^ ( - . # W ) r ) ) I Í 2 ( R 2 )
J=1
+  c  ¿  |£> f-’î(0))) (*»(■, s) M -, 9(i)(s)), ^(¿)(-,s) ))  lx*(R*>
j = l
+  c  ¿  |Dj“(-’9(0))) ( V(-, g(i)(s)) (v(-, 9(0(*))> «))) I2l2(R2)
j= l
+ c  ¿  |DjQ(-’,i(0)))(|0(i)(-, s)lV(‘, 9W(*)))lí/2(R2)
i = i
+ c j 2 \ D f ’9 m \ \ ^ H - , s ) \ 2^ H - , s ) ) \ h m
i = 1
+  £ C ¿  |5Ím ) (-, s ) \ l H m
3= 1
+  c  ¿  I £ ) ( “ ( ’« ( 0 ) ) ) £ » ( q ( , ' « ( 0 ) ) )  ( 5 w ( . ,  Ä) Z > { ° V ( - ,  # ( * ) ) )  l l 2 ( R 2 )
+ c  ¿  |z?(a(-',(0)))4 a('’9(0)))(^{i)(--s)(i -  l* .« « W > n ) liw  
j , f c = l  
+ c  ¿  E i D l “ ('’9í0)))^ a('’,<0)))^ ( ‘,9Í¿)(s))|2i2(R2)l^ ) ( s ) |2
j , f c = l  / X = l  ^
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N ow , use  a  tech n iq u e  s im ila r  to  th a t  em p lo y ed  to  prove (4 .9 ):  ev ery  s in g le  
c o m p o n e n t o f  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (4 .1 5 )  is e s t im a te d  in v o k in g  R em a rk
3 .1 .1 , th e  H old er in eq u a lity , th e  e x p o n e n t ia l b e h a v io u r  o f  th e  zero  m o d e s  as  
x  te n d s  to  in fin ity , th e  fa c t th a t  | * |z,°°(r2) <  I * |h 2 (m2) a n d th e  in d u c tio n  
h y p o th e s is . T h u s  o n e  find s th a t  a  c o n sta n t  C (T )  >  0 e x is ts ,  in d e p e n d e n t o f  
for w h ich  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (4 .1 5 ) is sm a ller  th a n
c ( r )  +  c ,( r ) | g w (s ) |2 +  e c ( r ) | s i i+1)(., S) |2W  
+  c ( r ) l® o  (■> s )l/f3(R2) +  c ( r )
1=1
+  G ( T ) |? W ( . 5 5 )Il 2(M2)
j = 1
+  C{T)  £  |D ‘Q(-’?(0 ,))4 “ ('’, ( 0)))^ ) ( - . 5 ) | i 2(R2)
j,k= 1
+  c ( r )  |i>j“ ('’,(0)))^ i a(‘’,(0)))A (a(‘’,(0)))^ (i)( - . s )l£2(R2)-
j,k,l=l
(4.16)
A g a in , in v o k in g  th e  in d u c tio n  h y p o th e s is , o n e  o b ta in s  th a t  a n o th e r  c o n s ta n t  
C ( r )  >  0 e x is ts , in d e p e n d e n t o f  z, su ch  th a t  (4 .1 6 ) is sm a ller  th a n
C ( r ) ( l  +  \ q ^  (5 ) |2 +  || a 0 (*5s ) | |  + e | | a 0 ( ‘’ 5) | |) -  (4-17)
H en ce , u s in g  (4 .1 7 ) , (4 .1 1 ) , th e  C a u ch y  in e q u a lity  a n d  th e  h y p o th e se s  on  
th e  in it ia l d a ta  in  (4 .1 4 ) it  tu rn s  o u t th a t
| ^ ( t f l ) ( - , < ) | | < ^  +  C ' ( r ) j i ‘ ( i  +  | | i 0 ( . |S ) ||
+  e | | a o ) ( - , s ) | |  +  | |a o +1)( ’>s ) | |  + £ | |« o +1>( - . s ) | | ) d s  (4 -1 8 )
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for so m e  c o n sta n t  (7(1") >  0  in d e p e n d e n t o f  i.
4.4 An Estim ate for
A n  e s t im a te  for <9£^ z+1) is d iscu ssed  in  th is  se c t io n . S u ch  an  e s t im a te  w ill  b e  
co u p led  w ith  (4 .1 2 ) in  order to  m ake \\a0* ^|| b o u n d e d  for a n o n tr iv ia l t im e  
in terv a l.
W e s ta r t  our d iscu ss io n  for th e  real c o m p o n e n t o f  F rom  (3 .1 4 ) ,
by  u s in g  th e  C a u ch y  in eq u a lity , it  is k n ow n  th a t  a  c o n s ta n t  C  >  0  e x is ts ,
in d e p e n d e n t o f  z, su ch  th a t
* ) ) & ( * )  =  \A{aa^+1\ - , t ) )  -  2 (aa<m ) ( - , i ) )
+  f l h i h
<  C \ A { a a ^ +1\ ' , t ) ) \ 2Hi ^  +  C,| |< />^(- ,i) |2cra ^ +1^ (* , i ) | | i-i(R2)
+  C \ f l h ( i i  ’>*)!^ (M 2)
=  C\A(aa%+1\ - , t ) )  | i 2(M2) +  ^ 5 3  \^3^(a a h+l\ ’ ^ ) ) \ l {^r2)
3= 1
+  C | |0 (i)(-, t ) | 2 a a ^ + 1) (* ,i ) |^ 2(M2) +  C 5 3  \ d j ( \ ^ l\ ’^ ) \ 2a a [ + (^ • ,^))Iz,2(r 2)
j=l
+  C\flh(h  •» ^Ihhr2)- (4 *1 9 )
A g a in , u s in g  th e  C a u ch y  in e q u a lity  an d  R em a rk  3 .1 .1 , th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f
(4 .1 9 ) can  b e  b o u n d e d  by
c  E  I d l  + C j 2 K k ('- <)) l£W
¿=1 ii*= l
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4- C M \a a h +l\ - , i ) \ 2L2(R2) +  C M \a a ^ +l\ ' ,  t ) \2L2^
+  C M  5 3  |9j(crS[l+ 1) ( - , i ) ) | 2 2(M2) +  C \f {h(i, - , ì ) |h i ( r 2) (4 .2 0 )
j = i
w h ich , b y  d e fin in g  a  n ew  C(r) >  0 , is  sm a ller  th a n
C ( r ) k a ^ +1)(., i )  11, 3^ 2) +  C7(r) 1/ ^ ( 2 , t ) |^ x (M2). (4 .2 1 )
P u t t in g  to g e th e r  (4 .1 9 ) a n d  (4 .2 1 ) , it  y ie ld s
l$(*4 + — C (r)|aai+ )( ^ ) |2H3(M2) + c (r) |/i 1, ( z , , i ) |^ (M2)
(4 .2 2 )
w ith  C(r) >  0  c o n s ta n t  an d  in d e p e n d e n t o f  i.
T h e  c o m p le x  c o m p o n e n t o f  dt^ 1^  is e s t im a te d  p r o c e ed in g  in  th e  sa m e  
w ay  as for th e  real c o m p o n e n t, e x c e p t  for u s in g  th e  co v a r ia n t d er iv a tiv e  D  
in s te a d  o f  th e  c la ss ica l d er iv a tiv e . T h en
\ d t ì (i+% M * m  +  E  \ D f ]d tp + l \ - , t )  | | 2(R2)
3= 1
<  C |0(ì+1)( ' ! Ì ) I l2(R2) +  ^ E  I^ ,j0)^ (!+1) ( ’>ì ) I l2(R2)
j = 1
+  C E | D f D f ^ +1) ( - , i ) | | 2(R2)
j,fc=l
+ c  £  I
j,k,l=l
+  C\fUl, •>*)! ¿2(R2) +C'^ 2 \Pf^ fl(l, *, *)lx.2(R2)
j = 1
(4 .2 3 )
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fo llow s. H ow ever, an  e s t im a te  w ith  n orm s in v o lv in g  D ^ ’^ 0))) in s te a d  o f  D ^  
is requ ired  d u e  to  th e  d e fin it io n  o f  | • |i ,a (.,9 (o))- B e c a u se  th e  n o rm s d efin ed  
w ith  th e  tw o  d ifferen t co v a ria n t d er iv a tiv e  are e q u iv a len t, from  (4 .2 3 )
ia?(<+1)M)li*(R») + E  \Df-’q{0)))dtfti+1\ - M > m
3=1
<  c |0<i+1> (-, *) li,2(R3) +  cJ2 \DfM0)^ i+1)(-,t)\l*m
j = 1
+  c  E  l ^ “ (-’9 (0)))^ ( ’9 (0)))^ + 1) ( - , i ) l i 2(R2)
j,A:=l
+  C  E  | ^ “ ( ’,( 0 )))^ “ ('’9 (0 )))I»i(a('', ( 0)))^ (i+ 1) ( - , i ) | | 2(R2)
j,fc,Z=l
+  ^ l / l  (*» * ^ ) l i2(R2) +  l ^ Q( ,9(0)))/ l2(^  ' ^ ) l i2(R2)
j=l
(4 .2 4 )
fo llo w s, for a  c o n s ta n t  C  >  0  in d e p e n d e n t o f  i. N o w , a d d in g  term  b y  term
(4 .2 2 ) to  (4 .2 4 ) , it  tu rn s  o u t th a t
|0 i# +1)(-,i)|l,a(-,?(O)) < C\lp{i+1\-,t) \3i0l{.Mo)) + C |/i(v ,i) |i ,a(.l9(0))
(4 .2 5 )
for C  >  0 c o n s ta n t  an d  in d e p e n d e n t o f  i. In s e c t io n  4 .3  it  w a s p roven  th a t
~(i)
\fi{h •j^ )|i,a(-,i(o)) < Cf(r)(l + ||a0 (•,£)||
+  £ j |a o ) ( - , i ) | |  +  | |^ o +1)( ’> 0 | |  +  £ ||®o+1)(') t )  | |)  (4 -2 6 )
for so m e  c o n s ta n t  C(r) > 0 , in d e p e n d e n t o f  i.
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l ^ (i+1)(-,i)li,a(,9(0)) < c{^~  + C(r) jT  ( 1  + p i +1)(-,s)||
+  £ ||a o \ ' > s ) | | ) ^ s )  +  c ( c ( r ) ( l  +  | |a0 (*,i) | |  + f f | |a 0 (*,¿)||
+  ||«o+1)M ) | |  + e | | « o +1)(-»i ) | | ) )
<  C ( r )  +  C(T) f  ( 1  +  p i + 1) ( - , 8)11 +  e p o + 1) ( - , s ) | | ) d s
JO
+  C ( r ) ( l  + | | a 0 ( - , i ) | | + e | | a 0 0 >0 || +  ||°o  ( ' > 0 1 1  + £ | |a o ('>0 1 1 )
from  w h ich , p o ss ib ly  w ith  a  red e fin itio n  o f  C(T),
\dt^ i+1\-,t) \1M.,q m < c (r )  + tC(r)
+ tC(T) ||So+1) (•, t) || + etC{T) p i +1) (-,011
+ c ( r )  p f  (-,0 || + eC(r) p f  (•, 0 1|
+  c ( r )  ||oo+1) (-,0 || +  eC(r) p j +1)(-, o || (4 .2 7 )
fo llow s.
4.5 Convergent Sequences and Upper Bounds 
for and q(l+1)
T h e  la st  e s t im a te s  for a g + \  ^ t+1\  q(t+l) a n d  d er iv ed  in  se c t io n s
4 .1 , 4 .2 , 4 .3  an d  4 .4  are now  u sed  to  prove th e  co n v erg en ce  o f  a  p a r ticu la r  
series. It is  sh o w n  th a t  th is  is  e q u iv a len t to  p ro v in g  th a t ,  a fter  c h o o s in g  th e  
p a ra m eter  e sm a ll en o u g h , th e  fu n c tio n s  a n d  are b o u n d e d  for a
su ffic ien tly  sh o rt t im e .
Using (4.18) and (4.26) in (4.25), one obtains
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l ^ w ( - , i ) | i , « ( ^ o ) ) < c ( r ) + t c ( r )
+ tC(T) ||3j° (•, *) || + etC{Y) p o ' (•,*)!
+  C ( r )  | | a 0i _ I )  ( • ,  i )  | |  +  e C ( r )  l l ^ - 1 ^ .  t )  II 
+ C(r) p f  (., i) ||+ e(7 (r) ||3 fl1 (•,*) II (4.28)
for so m e  C(r) > 0, in d e p e n d e n t o f  i. N o w , u s in g  (4 .2 8 ) in  (4 .1 2 ) y ie ld s
p i i+1)M )|| < c ( r ) ( i  + 2ec(r) + eic(r))
+ eC7(r) (2 +  tC{T) +  etC(T) +  e tC(T))  p J V ,  t) ||
+ eC2(r)(l + £)\\a0 M )|| 
= p l {e, r) + eP2(e, t, r ) p „ )(-) t)|| + eP3(e, r) p ^ G ,  t)|| (4.29)
w h ere
Pi(e,r) -.= c ( r ) ( i  + 2eC(r)), 
P2(e, t, r) :=  C(r) (2 + iC(r) + e t C { r) + etC(r)), 
P3(s,T) := C2(r)(l + e).
U sin g  (4 .2 9 ) for i a n d  z — 1  i t  fo llo w s th a t
P ? +1)M ) | |  <  Pl(£ ,T)+£P1(£,T)P2( £ , t , r ) + £ P 1(£,T)P3(£,T)
+  £2Pi(£, r)P2(e, t, r) + (£ 3 P 3 (e , t, V) + e22P2(e, t, T)P3(e, T)) ||So_2)(-, i) || 
+ (e3p2(£,i,r)P3(e,r)+£2p 2(£,r))pST3)M )||. (4.30)
Replacing i with i — 1 in (4.27) one obtains
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A g a in , e s t im a t in g  \\a0 t)  || an d  \\a0 ^(v<0|| a c co rd in g  to  (4 .2 9 ) it  fo llo w s
th a t
| | i +1)( - , 0 | |  <  P i ( e , T )  +  e P 1( £ , T ) ( P 2( £ , t , r )  +  P 3(e , r ) )  
+  £ 2p 1(£,  r )  ( p 2(e ,  t ,  r )  +  p 3(£,  r ) ) 2 +  ¿ p ^ e ,  r  ) ( p 2(e , t ,  r )  +  p 3 (e,  r ) ) 3 
+  £ 4 ( 2  p 2 (£, t ,  r  ) P i ( £ , r )  p i !" 3)(-, i ) | |  +  3 p 2 (e, t ,  t ) p 3(£ , r )  p j " 4)(.,  t ) | |  
+  2  p 2{e,  t ,  r ) P j  (e ,  r ) p o ” 4)(-, t ) | |  +  P 2 ( e ,  t ,  t ) p 3(£ , r ) p o  _ 4 )(-, i ) | |  
+  4 P 22(e , t ,  r ) P i ( £ ,  r )  p i " 5)o ,  t )  II +  2 P 2(£,  t r ) p 2 (£ , r )  p f ' ~ 6)(-, t )  ||
+  P34 (£ , r ) p i ~ 7)( . , i ) | | ) .  ( 4 . 3 i )
B y  ite r a tio n  o f  (4 .2 9 ) , o n e  o b ta in s  th a t
p ? +1)G,i)|| < Pi(e,r) + £Pi(£, r)(p 2(g,t ,r)  + p3(e, r))
+  e 2P i ( e ,  r ) ( P 2(e ,  t ,  T)  +  P 3(e ,  T ) ) 2 +  e » P x(e ,  T )  ( P 2 (e ,  t ,  T)  +  P 3(e ,  T ) ) 3 
+  e 4P i ( e ,  T) ( P 2(e ,  t , T) +  P 3 (e ,  T ) ) 4 +  . . . .
N o w , if  e is ch o sen  su ch  th a t
P i ( e , r )  <  P [ { T )  : =  2 C ( r ) ,  
P 2 ( £ , t , r )  <  P 2 ( t ,  r )  : = C ( r ) ( 3  +  t C ( T ) ) ,  
P 3 ( £ , T )  <  P 3 (T)  : =  2 C 2( r ) ,
th en
P i i+1)M ) | |  <  P | ( r ) ( i  +  e ( p 2 ( i , r )  +  p 3 ( r ) )  
+  £ 2 ( p 2 (t ,  r )  +  p ^ ( r ) ) 2 +  £ 3 ( p ; ( i ,  r )  +  p ; ( r ) ) 3
+  £ 4 ( p 2( i , r ) H - p 3 ( r ) ) 4 +  . . . ) .  (4 .3 2 )
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S in ce  th e  series on  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  sid e  o f  (4 .3 2 ) is a  g e o m e tr ic  series , it  is  
co n v erg en t, w h en
e < (P '( i ,  T) +  P'^T))-1.
In  th a t  ca se , th ere  e x is t s  a  c o n s ta n t  A(t,  T) >  0 , in d e p e n d e n t o f  z, n a m e ly  
th e  su m  o f  th e  g e o m e tr ic  series in  (4 .3 2 ) , su ch  th a t
Po+1)(-,i)|| <  A { t , r ) .  (4.33)
N ow , u s in g  (4 .3 3 ) in  (4 .1 8 ) , o n e  o b ta in s
| | ^ (<+1)(-, *)|| <  ^  +  ^ ( r )  jT ‘ (1  +  H ^ i - ,  a ) | |
+  £ | |a 0 (* ,s ) | | +  \\a0 ( • ,s)\\ +  £ | |a 0 ( • ,5 ) | | j a s
r
<  -  
-  2
+  C ( r )  [  ( l  +  2 A { t , r ) + e 2 A{t ,T ) )d i  
Jo
=  £  +  tC(T)  ( l  +  2 A(t,  r )  +  e2 A(t,  T ) ) .
B y  d e fin in g
T l T l ^ ^ : 2 ( l  +  2 i4 ( i , r ) + e 2 i4 ( i , r ) ) ’
it  tu rn s  o u t  th a t
| |t f (<+l)M | | < r  (4 .3 5 )
for a n y  t  £  [0 , 7 \ ] .
F u rth erm o re , u s in g  (4 .3 3 ) in  (4 .2 7 ) , w ith  th e  sa m e  ch o ice  o f  X i, o n e  o b ta in s
\dt^ i+1)(;t)\1>ai.,q{0))< 2C(T)+tC(r)
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+  tC(T)  | | s i i+1)(-, t) || +  e t C ( T ) | |S o + 1>0 , *) II +  C ( r ) \ \ t \ ;  s
+ ec(r)||5o)(-,i)|| + C(r)||sii+1)(-,i)|| + £c ( r ) | | i +1)(-,i)||
< 2C(T) + c (r)7 \(r) + a { t u r)c (r)T i(r) + eA(Tu r)C7(r)ri(r) 
+ 2A ( t u r)C (r) + e2A{Tu r )c (r )
for a n y  t G [0 , T i], an d  th e n
m ii+1)( ; t ) \ M 0 ) ) < B (Ti>r )- (4 -3 6 )
T h e  c o n s ta n t  B { T i , T ), in d e p e n d e n t o f  i, is  g iv en  by
b (t u r) := 2C(r) + c?(r)ri(r> + a {t u r )c (r)T x(r) 
+ eA(Ti,r)C'(r)Ti(r) + 2A{TU r )c ( r )  + e2A{Tu r)C (r).
F in a lly , u s in g  (4 .3 3 ) in  (4 .1 3 ) , o n e  o b ta in s
\q{i+1)(t)\ < ^ + e C ( r ) j \ l  +  e \ $ +1)(-,s)\\1/2)ds 
i  + e C ( T ) I  (1 + ey/2A{Tu T))ds<
T h en , d efin in g
~ +  etC(T)(l + e2A(Tu T)).
t2 t 2(r ) : e 2 C ( r ) ( i  +  £ 2 ^ ( T i , r ) ) ’ 4^ '3 7 ^
w e have
|g(i+1)(i)| < r  (4.38)
for any t € [0, T2],
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We can collect all the results of this chapter in the following
T h e o r e m  4 .5 .1  Let K  >  2 as given in Lemma 3.6.2 and 5 <  (2 — 1 /K ) T .  
Let us suppose also that for any i £  N
\ \ ^ \ ; 0 ) \ \ ,  |9 (i)(0 ) |  <  ^
and
| # ( - ,  0 )  -  ll>(; 0 ) | 3,a ( ,9(0 )), k W ( 0 )  -  9 (0 )1  <  | .
Then there exists T  :=  m in { T i ,T 2} >  0  with T\ and T2 given respectively by 
(4.34) and (4.37) such that for any i €  N
| | l # ( i ) l < r  Vi € [o, t ].
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C hapter 5
C ontraction  Estim ates
5.1 A Mean Value Theorem
A  n ew  B a n a ch  sp a ce  is d efin ed . T h e  ch o ice  o f  its  n orm  is b a sed  on  th e  n orm s  
p r e v io u sly  d iscu ssed . It is  stra ig h tfo rw a rd  to  see  th a t  th e  se q u en ce  o f  th e  
q u a n tit ie s  an d  g en era ted  by (3 .1 3 ) , (3 .1 4 ) a n d  (3 .1 3 ) are in  su ch  a  
sp a ce . M oreover a  m ea n  v a lu e  th eo rem  is p resen ted  in  a  g en era l case .
T h e  fo llo w in g  sp a ce  is defined:
X(T) := {(50{■,T),ip(-,T),q(T)) £ H3{R2) x H3’q(''«(0))(K2) x M2JV| 
| | S 0 ( - , T ) | |  < < r ,  m a x _ \q(t)\ < T,
ii 0 < i< T
m a x _  \dt ip(-,  i ) | i , a ( - , i ( o ) )  <  B { T U T ) } ,
0 <t<T
w ith  th e  norm
|(5 0( ; T ) ^ ( . ,T ) ,q ( T ) ) l x m  :=  ||5 0(- ,T ) | |  +  ||t/>(-,T)||
+  m a x  |9 t^ ( - , i ) | i ,a ( - >i(o)) +  m a x  |g ( i ) |
0<t<T 0 <t<T
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an d  T  as in  T h eo rem  4 .5 .1 . F rom  T h eo rem  4 .5 .1 , from  (4 .3 6 )  a n d  from  
(4 .3 3 ) o n e  d er ives th a t  £2 >  0  e x is ts  su ch  th a t , for a n y  e <  £2 , th e  seq u en ce
*z€N is  in  X ( t ) ,  for a n y  t  €  [0 ,T ].
It is k n ow n  th a t  th e  cross p r o d u c t o f  B a n a ch  sp a c e s  is c o m p le te . In par­
ticu la r , s in ce  H 3(R 2), H 3,a '^,q^  (R 2) an d  R 2N are B a n a ch  sp a ces, [E va98, 
th eo rem  2 , p. 249], it  m u st fo llow  th a t  a lso  X ( T )  is  c o m p le te  as it  is a  c lo sed
su b se t  o f  a  c o m p le te  m etr ic  sp a ce . T h en , i f  o n e  p ro v es th a t  T  =  T(T)  >  0
*ieN
~(i)
e x is ts , sm a ll e n o u g h  su ch  th a t  ( (a 0 ( x , i ) , ^ ^ ( x ,  t ) , q ^ ( t ) ) ) .  N is a  C au ch y
seq u en ce , it  fo llo w s th a t  su ch  a seq u en ce  is co n v erg en t in  ^ X ( i ) ,  | • |x ( t) )  
an y  t  G [ 0  ,T ] .
for
In th e  rem a in d er  th e  fo llo w in g  th eo rem  w ill b e  u sed  to  find  th e  c o n tra c t io n  
e s t im a te s  w e need:
T h e o r e m  5 .1 .1  ( M e a n  V a lu e  T h e o r e m )  Let  (A 'i, | • | * i ) , . . . ,  (.Xv , | • \xp) 
and (Y, I • |y) be normed spaces and let
f  : X x x  • • • x  X p — > Y
such that d j f  G L °° (R 2) exists for j  =  1 , . . .  , p.  Then
\ f ( x \ , . . . ,  xp) -  f{x'v . . . , x p)\Y <  s up  I d i f f f l b l x x  - x [ \ Xl
xeXi x--xXp
+  • • • + _  su p  I dpf(x) \Y \xp -  x'p\x„-
x£XiX--’XXp
Proof  T h e  p r o o f  is s im ila r  to  th a t  o f  L em m a  3 .5 .1  w ith  th e  u su a l E u c lid e a n  
norm  rep la ced  b y  th e  n orm s in  X i , . . . ,  X p, Y.  For d e ta ils  see  p r o o f  o f  L em m a
3 .5 .1 .
Ill
In our case  th e  p a r tia l d e r iv a tiv es  are sh o w n  to  b e  sm a ller  th a n  1 for a  
su ita b le  ch o ice  o f  e an d  t. T h en  th eo rem  5 .1 .1  p ro v id es  a  co n tra c tio n .
5.2 An Estim ate for
A n  e s t im a te  o f  in  term s o f  th e  in it ia l  d a ta , | — q^~^ | an d
| / i ( 5 W ,^ W ,5 o + 1), 9(<), 9(<)) -  / i ( a (!_1), 0 (i_1), « o \  9(i_1))l^.°<-.i«»)(R2) is
g iv en . T h e  p roced u re  is s im ila r  to  th a t  fo llow ed  in  s e c t io n  4 .3 . T h e  real c o m ­
p o n e n t a n d  th e  c o m p le x  c o m p o n e n t o f  are co n sid ered  sep a ra te ly .
W e s ta r t  th e  d iscu ss io n  w ith  th e  real c o m p o n e n t. W rite  th e  real p a rt o f  
(3 .1 4 ) in  th e  form
dt { < ja l \ x , t ) )  -  A  (c r a ^ O M ))  
+  \ 4 > ( x , ( t ) ) \ 2a a ^ ( x ,  t) =  f t h(i -  1  , x , t )
and
-  A(aa%+1\ x , t ) )
+  l < K z . # ( i ) ) | 2|74 t+1)(;M )  =
T h en , su b tr a c t in g  o n e  from  th e  o th er , w e o b ta in
dt (aa^+l\ x , t )  -  a a ^ \ x , t ) )  -  A (aa%+1)(x , t )  -  a a {^ { x , t ) )  
+  \4>{x,q{l\ t ) ) \ 2(aa^+l){x , t)  -  a a ^ { x , t ) )
= aa(t\xM<l>(x,Q{i-1)m 2 -  \4>{x,q^ {t))\2)
+  f L i h  t) ~  f ihi i  ~  1, x, t). (5 .1 )
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N ow , a p p ly in g  to  (5 .1 )  th e  sa m e  a rg u m en ts  as in  th e  p r o o f  o f  L e m m a  3 .6 .2 , 
on e  o b ta in s  th a t  tw o  c o n sta n ts  K , C(r) >  0  in d e p e n d e n t o f  i e x is t  su ch  th a t ,  
for 0  <  t  <  T ,
| < 4 i+1)( - , i )  -  |2H3(r2) <  K \a c% +1\ ; 0 )  -  o t i X  0 ) |^ 3(R2)
+ c (r)  / V ^ M i W - ,® ^ » ) ) ! 2 -
J O
+  f lh ih  *5 s ) — flh(i  ~  *> S) I h 2(R2)^S
h o ld s. T h en
\a a h + 1 \ ' i i )  ~  a a h \ ' ' > t ) \ 2H * (R 2 ) -  K \ a a h +  ^(*’ 0 )  -  & C l h \ ' i  0 ) | h3(R2)
+  C ( r )  [  |aû4°(-, s) (</?(•, q^{s))  -  <p(-, q{l~l){s)), <p(-, ç (î}( s ) ) ) |tf2(K2)ds 
Jo 
+ C(r) [  Wa{t \ - ,s ) (v ( - ,q^ \s ) ) -v ( - ,q{i- l\s)),ip{-,q{l- 1){s))) \2H2m ds
Jo
+ C(r) [  *? 5) “  flh{i ~ 1» *> 5 )ltf2(R2)dS (5.2)
Jo
for so m e  c o n s ta n ts  i f ,  C(r) >  0 , in d e p e n d e n t o f  z, for 0  <  t  <  T.
N o w  ev ery  c o m p o n e n t o f  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .2 )  w ill b e  e s t im a te d .  
For e x a m p le , b e c a u se  o f  C a u ch y ’s in eq u a lity , a c o n s ta n t  C  >  0 e x is ts ,  in d e ­
p en d e n t o f  ij su ch  th a t
s ) ( < p ( - ,  q ( i ) ( s )) -  <£>(•, «(*- 1 )(s)), ¥>(•, 9('_ 1 )(s))) I W 2)
< s) (<?(•> 9W(S)) -  ¥>(•. 9(!_1,(s ))> 9 (i_1 )(s))) | | 2 (R2 )
+  C E  I ^ O . s) ( ^ 0 . # ( « ) )  -  ?(i_1 )(s)). ¥>(•» 9it_1 )(s))) l£»(tf>)
i = i
+  c  E  r f ( - ,  s ) (*>(•, < ?«(«))  -  ¥>(., « ^ ( s ) ) ,  « ^ ( i ) ) ) | l 2 (R2)
j = 1
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+  C J 2  Wa{h \ ' , s ) ( d ] kip(-,q(i)(s))  -  d 2^ ( - ,  9 ( i - 1) ( s ) ) ,  ¥>(•, g ( i_ 1) ( s ) ) ) l | 2(R2)
j , k = l
+  C  E  s ) # ( s ) )  -  fy p (-> g ( ,_ 1) ( s ) ) , % > ('> 9 ( i_ 1) ( s ) ) ) l i 2(R2 )
j,fc= l
+  C  E  l^ * (cr«ft) (->» )) (^ i¥ >(*. 9(<)(»>) -  ^•¥’{ - .9(i" 1)s ) ,^ ( - ,9(l“ 1) ( s ) ) ) l i2(R2)
j , k = l
+  c  E  lcrSi, ) (->s ) ( ^ ( - , 9 w ( s ) )  - ^ ( • , g (l_ 1) ( s ) ) , ^ ( - , 9 ('- 1) ( s ) ) ) |£ 2{R2)
j,fc= l
+  C  E  l ^ ( cr5 ft) (->s ) ) ( v J( - ,9 W( s ) ) - ^ ( - . 5 (l''1) ( s ) ) . ^ ^ ( - , 9 ( ,_ 1) ( s ) ) ) |£ 2 (R2)
j , k =  1
+  s ) )  # ( « ) )  -  </>(', 9 ( i_ 1) ( s ) ) ,  ¥>(•> 9 (i_ 1) (s)))|£2 (R 2) .
j,A:=l
(5 .3 )
N o w , for th e  first term  o f  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .3 ) , u s in g  R em a rk  3 .1 .1  
an d  k n o w in g  th a t  E X (T ), w e find  th a t  a  c o n s ta n t  C(r) >  0 e x is ts ,  
in d e p e n d e n t o f  z, for w h ich
k a i ! ) ( - > s ) # ( s ) )  -  ¥>(•> 9 ( l _ 1 ) ( s ) ) .  <p{-, 9 ( l _ 1 ) ( s ) ) )  l i 2 ( R2 )
=  /  ^ ^ ( ^ ^ ( ^ - ^ ( s ) )  - ^ ( x , g (i_ 1) ( s ) ) , y ( x , 9 ( l_ 1) ( s ) ) ) | 2 ci2x  
JR*
^  /  k 4 ' ) ( x » s ) l 2 b ( a ; » ? ( i _ 1 ) ( s ) ) l 2 k ( ; r » ® w ( 5 ) )  - W ^ 8 - 1 ^ ) ) ! 2 ^7E2
< C { F )  [  |<^(a;,gw (s ) )  -  <^(a;,g(i_ 1) ( s ) ) | 2 ci2 a: (5 .4 )
JR  2
for 0  <  t  <  T.  U s in g  L em m a  3 .5 .1  an d  th e  fa c t  th a t  th e  zero  m o d e s  are  
e x p o n e n t ia lly  d e c a y in g  as x  te n d s  to  in fin ity , it  tu rn s  o u t  th a t  th e  r ig h t-h a n d
j =i
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C(r) f  A x , q ' ) \ 2\qU(s) ~ q(i~l)(s)\2d2x < C(r)|9«(s) -  q ^ s ) ! ,
J R2 oq^
for so m e  C(r) >  0 in d e p e n d e n t o f  z, for 0 <  t  <  T . A p p ly in g  th e  sa m e  
a rg u m en ts  to  th e  o th er  term s o f  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .3 )  o n e  o b ta in s  th a t
-¥>(•.9(,_1)(s))>VJ(-,9(‘~1)(s)))lff2(R2)
< C (r)|9W(s) - g (i_1)(s)| (5.5)
for so m e  c o n s ta n t  C(r) >  0  in d e p e n d e n t o f  z, for 0  <  t <  T.
In th e  sa m e  w ay, for th e  seco n d  term  o f  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .2 ) on e  
proves th a t
-  </J( - .9 ( , - 1) (s))»V ?( - .9 (i)(s)))lff2 (R J) 
< C ( T ) \ q ^ ( s ) - q ^ 1\ s ) \  (5 .6 )
for so m e  c o n sta n t  C(T)  >  0  in d e p e n d e n t o f  z, for 0  <  t  <  T . T h u s , (5 .2 )  
b e c o m e s
side of (5.4) is smaller than
l ^ r ' M )  -  <  K \ a a > r ’( ; 0 )  -
+  C(r) [  m a x  \q ^ \r )  -  <^_ 1) ( r ) |d s  
J o  ° < r < s
+  e 'e r )  [  If i h(i, ;  s) -  f l h{i -  1, -, « ) & , ( , , ) * ,  (5 .7 )
Jo
for c o n s ta n ts  if, C(r) > 0 in d e p e n d e n t o f  z, for 0 <  t  <  T.
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A  sim ila r  lin e  o f  rea so n in g  is fo llow ed  for th e  c o m p le x  c o m p o n e n t o f  
_  ^ (0 . F rom  th e  c o m p le x  p a rt o f  (3 .1 4 ) o n e  o b ta in s
dt $ i+1\ x , t )  -  £ « ( x , t )) -  £  (D\«>)2$ i+1Hx,t) -  *«(*,*))
1= 1
+  \4>{x, 9 (i) ( i ) )  |2 (^ (,+1) (x, t) -  4>(l\ x , t ) )  =  f i ( i , x , t )  -  f i ( i  -  1  , x , t )
-  i '^2<fli)(x , t ) (d ia i (x ,q (i)(t)) -  d i a ^ q ^ i t ) ) )
1=1
-  i 2 yj r / D [ 0)4>{l){ x , t ) ( a l ( x , q {t){ t ) )  -  a i ( a : ,g (i_1)( i ) ) )
1=1
+  E  4>(i) (x ’ 0  ( a ‘ (x ’ ?W (*) ) ~ a i ( x > Q(t~ 1} ( * ) ) ) 2 
1=1
-¿U(x,t)(l<fi(x,qM (t))l2  -  I ¿ f a q ^ m 2). (5.8)
N ow , a p p ly in g  to  (5 .8 )  th e  sa m e  a rg u m en ts  as in  th e  p r o o f  o f  L em m a  3 .6 .2 , 
it  tu rn s  o u t  th a t  th e  fo llo w in g  in e q u a lity  h o ld s  for 0 <  t  <  T:
I$(*+%t) -  + 1  -  ¿ (t)(-,i))llw
j = 1
+  E  |z}jQ(-',(0)))4 a(-’,(0)))( ^ ( i+ i ) (-I i )  -
j , k = l
+ £  (^ + 1)(., t) -  t)) |i . (IP)
j,/e,Z=l
< ^ | ? (4 + 1 ) ( - , o ) - ? » ( • ,  0 ) 1 ^
+  K '5 2  | I > j Q(' ’, (0 ) ) )  (</>( i + 1 ) ( - ,  o )  -  0 ( i ) ( - , O ) ) | | 2(R2)
3=1




+  <7(0 J *  ( \ f i i h  ;  s )  -  f l ( i  -  1 , -, s ) | |2(R2) 
+  E  |Dj“(-’9(0))) (/?(*, -, *) -  f ì ( i  -  1 , «)& (*)
3 = l
+  ¿  |P («(-.i(°)))D (“ ( ^ (°))) - , S) -  /? (*  -  l ,  -, 5 )) | | 2(R2)
j,k= i
+  E  | ^ ( ' > s ) ( ^ Q ¡ ( ' i  é ' \ s ) )  -  5 ( 0 : ¡ ( - , g ( , - 1 ) ( s ) ) ) l l 2 ( R 2 ) 
í = i
+  ¿  |£ ) “ ) ) ( ^ ) ( - , s ) ( ô , a i ( - , g {i)( s ) )  - ^ ( • . 9 (i_1)(a ) ) ) ) l Í * ( * * )
i,«=1
+  ¿  |D j a ( '-í(0)))D Í Q(',(0))) ( ÿ « ( - ,  s )  9 W ( s ) )
j ,k , l= l
- di<xi{-, <?( í-1Hs) ) ) )  I l2(R2)
+  E  I A ( 0 ) ^ w ( ‘ ’ s ) ( a , ( ' ’ 9 W ( s ) ) -  a K ’ > 9 ( ' _ 1 ) ( s ) ) ) l i 2 ( R 2 )
i=i
+  E  s )  ( a ¡ ( - ,  <JW ( S ) )  -  a ¡ ( - > 9 ( í _ 1 ) ( s ) ) ) ) l i , 2 ( R 2 )
i , 1=1
+  ¿  |D W -^ (0)))D W ^ 0)M s )  (<*,(•, 9 (¿,( s ) )
j ,k , l= 1
-  a¿(-, ç(î_1)(s) ) ) }  I l2( r2)
+  E  l^w ( ’> s ) ( Qi ( ' i 9 W ( s ))  -  a i i ’i <7<',_1H s ) ) ) 2 | l 2(r2)
1=1
+  5 3  IDja(’,9(0))) ( 0 (<)( - ,« ) ( o : j ( - ,9 (t)(« ))  -  a i O . g ^ W ) ) 2) ^ ^ )
j,Z = l
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+  £  | P j “ ( '9(°))) i ? f  ’i(0))) ( ^ ( - , S) ( a i (-># ( S))
j,fc,Z=l
-  a l(-,«(<- 1)(*)))2)  |2W  +  |0 Ci>( - ,s ) ( |^ ( - ,g (i)(S) ) |2
- i 0 ( ^ g (i- 1H«))i2) i V ) + E i ^ ’,(o)))( ? (i)( - ^ ) ( i ^ ( - . 9 (i)(s ) ) i
i = i




N o w , b y  e s t im a t in g  ev ery  term  o f  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .9 ) , a s in  th e  
ca se  o f  (5 .2 ) , on e  o b ta in s  th e  eq u iv a len t o f  (5 .7 ) for th e  c o m p le x  co m p o n en t:
| ¿ (* + U (.,t)  _  ¿ M (.,  i ) | 2 2(R2) +  £  |£ )(q(--9(0») ((/>(i+1) ( . ,  t)  -  |£ 2(r2)
i = l
+ £  | ^ ( ^ ) ) ) £ ) W - ^ ) » ( ^ + i ) ( , i ) - ^ ) ( , i ) ) | 22{R2)
i,fc=i
£  |i ) (a(->i(0)))z ) (o(-,?(0)))p(a(-,i (0))) ^ ( i + 1 ) ^  t)  _  ^  t ) ) | | 2(r2)
+ k £  id!“1'"«» (?«>(•, o) -  i«(-, o)) I V ,
J = 1
+  *  E  |2?w - ^ ° ) » d W - ^ ) » ( ^ ) ( . , 0) -  ^ ( - , 0 ) ) | £ 2(r2)
j , k = 1
+ a: E  |i)jQ('i(0)))D f - ’?(0)))i) 'Q(-9(0)))( ^ +1)(-,o) -  ^> (-,o ))||2(R2)
j , k , l = 1
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+ C(r) [  m a x  k ^ ( r )  -  5 ^  1 ^ ( r ) | c i s
Jo °^s
C(T) [  ( \ r f ( i , ; s ) -  -,s)IÌ2(R2)+
2
+  1^7° ìQ 0 ( / l (* >  *’ 5 ) ”  / l ( *  1> *5 5 ) ) ! l 2(R2)
j = 1
+  è  |Z )W ^ 0>>>4“(-’9(0))) (/2 (j , 5) _  / 2(j -  1, -, , ) ) \ l m )
j,k=l
ds
(5 .1 0 )
for c o n s ta n ts  K , C(r) > 0 in d e p e n d e n t o f  ¿, for 0 <  t  <  T.
5.3 An Improved Estim ate for
In th is  se c t io n  an  im p ro v em en t o f  th e  e s t im a te s  (5 .7 )  a n d  (5 .1 0 ) are p resen ted .
T h e  m ea n  v a lu e  th eo rem  is th e  m a in  to o l  u sed  here w h ich  h e lp s  to  e s t im a te
b y  XlSil
a n d  \qW -  q(l~ ^ |.
^ (*+1) _ t/,(2)  u s in g  th e  in it ia l d a ta , | | ^ ^ — \\% —5 0 ||, |
F ir stly , w e fo cu s  on  im p ro v in g  (5 .7 ) . T h e  m ea n  v a lu e  th e o re m  is a p p lied  
to  prove an  e s t im a te  for <fi%\  &o + \ q ^ \ q ^ )
—fih{o^~l \(t>^~l \ ' a 0\ q ^ ~ l\ q ^ ~ 1^ ). F o llo w in g  th e  n o ta t io n  o f  T h eo r e m  5 .1 .1 ,  
w e d efin e
X x x  X 2 x  X 3 x  X A :=  X ( T ) ,  X 5 :=  R 2" ,  Y  : =  H \ R 2), /  :=  f \ h.
N ow , p ro v id ed  th a t  a ll th e  p a r tia l d e r iv a tiv es  o f  f \ h w ith  r e sp e c t  to  a , (¡), 
a 0, q an d  q are b o u n d e d  in  L 2 (R 2), a p p ly in g  th e  m ea n  v a lu e  th e o re m , an  
e s t im a te  for ~  fih(a{l~l\ ^ i~1\ a 0\ q ^ - 1\ q ^ )
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is stra ig h tfo rw a rd ly  o b ta in e d  in  term s o f  th e  q u a n tit ie s  ^
| | 4 +  ^ — 2 q ^ ||, | — q^ ~ 1 |^ an d  \q^  — q^ l~^\.  I t is  k n o w n  th a t
/ -  E£=:i <l)% + ad^a ~ *oax (¥>(•, q), 4>)
f i ( ip ,a0,q ,q)  :=
V E m=i § £ ( ■ ,  Q)Qn +  ?)(1 -  !</>(•. 9 ) |2) +  ?)
( —e{i<t>, D^<j>)  +  y c r a j l ^ p  
- £ { i 4 > , D f )'$) +  ^ c ra 2 | ^ | 2 
*f^E?=i 5'(a5') +  E L  o-a;D,(0)^  +  i j i < p ( - , q )  E f= i(cr«i) 2
¿ ^ 1  E f=i 9 t ( a a i )  ^
f a  E?= 1 ^ (^ i )
* ^ E f = i ( ^ O 2 -  f ? ( i  -  W - .? ) l 2) +  ^ ( i  +  e)4>{<p(.-,<i)A)
-2(i<j>, D {°}ip(-,q))
-  2 ( # , ^ ° V ( - , 9 ))
£¥>(•> ?) (^(-. ?), +  e ( 5  +  | )  M VO, ?) +  ( |  +  | )  101V
E?=i d i ( a a t )  
} ~ A  E L i 9 i(CT«i)
| ^ ( 1  -  | 0 ( - , 9 ) | 2) +  * ¿ < ^ (- ,9 )  E L i ^ O ™ ;)  +  i e a o0
D iffe r e n tia tin g  w ith  re sp ec t to  ao, q a n d  (7 , w e o b ta in
/Q /I   Of _  c~2 ^
g ( g S * ) ( ^ ’ 5 ° ’ g ’ ^) =  ~ — Shk(<p(-,q),<l>) -  — ihfcl^l2,
d ^lh{tp,a0,q ,q)  =  ~ a a h(<p(-,q), l )  +  e ( i ,  D ^ )
2£
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W e n o tic e  ^4*-, a n d  are b o u n d e d  in  H 2(R2) for 0 <d(<™fc) ’ d(f) ’ dao °Qv ^  \ / _
t  < T .  B e c a u se  o f  C a u ch y ’s in e q u a lity  a  c o n s ta n t  C  >  0  e x is ts ,  in d e p e n d e n t  
o f  i , su ch  th a t
d f 1 — •—■ — /v
I g ^ ~ Ly(V?) °o? 9? 4 ) | / f2^2) <  C \ (<£(•, # ) ,  0 )  Ih2(m2) C \ (</>, 0 )  | h 2(r2)-
(5 .1 1 )
B e c a u se  o f  R em a rk  3 .1 .1  a n d  s in ce  ( ^ a o , # )  €  X ( T ) ,  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f
(5 . 1 1 ) is b o u n d e d  for 0  <  t  <  T.  A n a lo g o u sly , w e find  th a t  a  c o n s ta n t  C  >  0
e x is ts , in d e p e n d e n t o f  i , such  th a t
d f l ~ _
| — y - ( ^ ,  a 0 , (?, ^ ) |h 2(r2) <  Cf|cra/l ((^(*, 9 ), l )  ^ 2(^2) 
ocp
+  C| (¿, V) ltf2 (IR2) +  <?) (05 l)  lif2 (K2 )
+  C lcra /j^ , 0 )  |/ f 2(E2) +  C | (z, # ) )  l?f2(E2)- (5 .1 2 )
W e u se  R em a rk  3 .1 .1 , ( ^ , a 0 ,g )  G -X"(T) an d  th e  fa c t  th a t  th e  co v a ria n t  
d er iv a tiv e  o f  th e  s ta t ic  H ig g s fie ld  an d  an y  o f  its  d e r iv a tiv es  w ith  re sp ec t to
x  is  e x p o n e n t ia lly  d e c a y in g  as x  te n d s  to  in fin ity , [S tu 9 4 ,I , c o ro lla ry  2 .4], w e  
find  th a t  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .1 2 ) is b o u n d e d  for 0  <  t  <  T.  O b v io u sly
\ - ^ - ( ip ,a 0 ,q,q)\2H2{K2) = 0 
da  o
is b o u n d e d  for 0  <  t  <  T.  M oreover, b e c a u se  o f  C a u c h y ’s in eq u a lity , a  
c o n sta n t  C  >  0  e x is ts , in d e p e n d e n t o f  z, su ch  th a t
fi= 1
+  C lc r a / j ^ ,  ^ - ( • 5^ ))I h 2(ir2) +  C,| ' ^ ‘( , ^ ) ( 0 ? 0 ) I h 2(]r2)
+  Cr|(3 /l0 , z ^ - ( - , ^ ) ) | ^ 2 (]R2) +  C | ( i 0 , ^ )i° ) ^ - ( - , ^ ) ) | / f 2(M2)
+  «) ( ^ >  <?(•> 9 ) )  |ff2(R2) +  C l ( 5 / l ^  ? ) )  |^2(R2).
(5 .1 3 )
U sin g  a g a in  R em a rk  3 .1 .1 , (?/>, a 0, O') G -X"(T) an d  th e  fa c t  th a t  a ll th e  d er iva ­
t iv e s  w ith  r e sp ec t to  x  an d  q o f  th e  zero  m o d e s  are e x p o n e n t ia lly  d e c a y in g  
as x  te n d s  to  in fin ity , th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .1 3 ) is seen  to  b e  b o u n d e d  for  
0 <  t  <  T.  In  an  a n a lo g o u s  way, a  c o n s ta n t  C  >  0 e x is ts ,  in d e p e n d e n t o f  i , 
su ch  th a t
l_0 ^ LW,5a o ,<7, q)\2h 2(r2) ^  ^\~^~(^Q)\ 2h 2{r2) (5 -1 4 )
A s in  th e  p rev io u s  ca se , th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .1 4 ) is b o u n d e d  for 0 <  t  <
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T h en , a p p ly in g  th e  m ea n  v a lu e  th eo rem  to  th e  fu n c tio n  o>Q,q,q) ° n e
o b ta in s
\flh(i,;s)  -  f \h(i -  < C (r)||^ (i)(-,s) - ^ M U
+  C ' ( r ) | | S o + 1 ) ( - , « ) - 2 j ’ ) ( - , « ) | |  + C ,( r ) om a x  | i w ( r )  - i (’ _ 1 ) ( T ) |
+  C ( T ) \ q ^ ( s ) - q ^ - 1\ s ) \ .  (5 .1 5 )
F in a lly , u s in g  (5 .1 5 )  in  (5 .7 ) , it  tu rn s  o u t th a t , for 0 <  t  <  T
Ia a h+l\'->t) ~  a a h \ ' i t ) \ 2H*(R'2) ^  K \ a a t  ^(*j0 ) ~  a a ^ (* > ^ lf r 3(R2)
+  C (r ) [  ( l k W ( - . s ) -  ^ (i" 1)(-> 5 ) | |  +  ||«o'+1)(-, s )  -  a {Q ’(-, 5 ) ||
Jo
+  m a x  |q^Hr) -  q^~l\ r ) \  +  |< /^ (s) -  q^ l~1\ s ) \ ) d s  (5 .1 6 )
0 < T < S
for c o n s ta n ts  K ,C ( F )  >  0  in d e p e n d e n t o f  i.
N o w  th e  m ea n  v a lu e  th eo rem  is a p p lied  to  th e  c o m p le x  p a rt o f
f x(d^,4)^,ao+1),gw,4W) -  /i(a(,_1)»?(‘_1).ao)»9(,_1)>9(i-1))- In this case> 
w ith  th e  sa m e  n o ta t io n  as in  T h eo rem  5 .1 .1 , w e d efin e
X 1x X 2 x X 3 x X i :=X(T),  X5 := E 2N, Y := H 2(R2), f  := / 2\
w h ere  H 2(M?) is eq u ip p ed  w ith  th e  co v a r ia n t d e r iv a tiv e  £ )(a ('’9(°))) in s te a d  o f  
th e  n o rm a l d er iv a tiv e . A fter  d iffe r en tia tin g  f l  w ith  r e sp ec t  to  t/>, a 0 , q and  
q , w e o b ta in
d f l  , ~  -2 £ n ( ° ) I  ~  ( \ - 2 ^ 2 ~ Zao, q, q) =  - i — D l  \p  -  i — a a k(p(-, q) -  i — a a k(\),
o (a a k) o  <7
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^ r { i p , d o , q , q )  =  — E  di(aai)  -  — J ^ a a ^ ^ q )
d<P a  £ ?  a  t !
o2 2
-  *—  ^ 2 { a a t)2 -  e ( l  +  s)ip{-, q)(<t>, l )  -  e 2 ( l  +  e)<t>((j>, l )
G  1= 1
d f 2 ~ ~
-^ r { ip ,a 0,q ,q)  =  icp{-,q) +  is<f>, 
da  o
H— 1
+  ^ ( i  - l <M- > ® ) l 2 ) | ~ ( ' ’ ® )  ~  ^ ( - > ® )  M - ’ ®)> ! “ ( • ’ « ) )  +
-  (1 + £)^(v?(-, 9), 9)) -  £ ( 1  + £)4>{4>, J^ (-, q))
-  £ «) M ‘> «)> ¿ )  -  £lp('’ 9 ) (0> 9 ) )
-  s L r ^ w ^ ? ) + , )  | r  a ‘ (" 5 ,)
an d
df? ~ dtp , \
W e n o tic e  th a t , w h ile  an d  are b o u n d e d  in  # 2 (R 2) for
0 <  t  <  T , ^  is u n b o u n d ed  s in ce  <p(-,g) & L 2 (R 2). In fa c t , b e c a u se  o f  th e
oao
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C au ch y  in eq u a lity , a  c o n s ta n t  C  >  0  in d e p e n d e n t o f  i e x is t s  su ch  th a t
I d ( 4 ) ( ^ ’ "O’ ^ )I^ 2 (R2) — V | / f 2(M2)
+  (7|(jaife<^(*, (7)Ih2(r2) +  ^ l^ fe ^ l^ C R 2)* (5-17)
F rom  R em a rk  3 .1 .1  an d  s in ce  (^ , a0, q) e  X (T ) th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .1 7 ) is 
b o u n d e d  for 0 <  t  <  T.  M oreover, b e c a u se  o f  C a u ch y  in eq u a lity , a  c o n s ta n t  
C  >  0  in d e p e n d e n t o f  i e x is ts  su ch  th a t
d p  ~  _  _
| — ¿ ( ^ , S 0 , g , g ) |^ 2(R2) <  C,|9z(<j^ ) I h 2(R2) +  C\aaiai(- ,q)\2H2(R2)
Oq)
+  C\(aai )2\2H2^ R2) +  C\ip(-, <?)(</>, l )  | # 2(R2) +  C\(j)[(j), l )  |tf2(R2)
+  C | ( 0 ,  </>)|/f2 (R2) +  C |1  -  | 0 ( ‘,^ ) |2 |h2(K2) +  ^ |« o |h 2(E2)- (5 .1 8 )
B e c a u se  o f  R em a rk  3 .1 .1 , s in ce  (V s^ o ,# )  £  ^ ( T )  a n d  s in ce  1 — | 0 ( * , # ) | 2 an d  
i t s  d er iv a tiv es  w ith  re sp ec t to  x  are e x p o n e n t ia lly  d e c a y in g  as x  te n d s  to  
in fin ity , th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .1 8 ) is b o u n d e d  for 0  < t < T .  O n  th e  o th er  
h a n d
9 / 2 ~  ~
a ° ’ o) \ 2h 2(r 2) =  £1^(*> q)\ ?f2(R2) +  ^ H h ^ r 2)
aao
is u n b o u n d ed  s in ce  <p(-,q) ^  L 2 (R 2). A g a in , u s in g  th e  C a u ch y  in eq u a lity , a  
c o n sta n t  C  >  0  in d e p e n d e n t o f  i e x is ts  su ch  th a t
M ~ *\i2 « V^ - ( ' 0 ,  a 0, 0f) |^ 2(K2) <  C  I'g ^ " ( * ’ ^ ) ^ I ^ 2(1R2)
¿¿=1 ^
+  ”  l^ ( ‘’ ^ ) |2)lfl'2(R2) +  V?(*j 9 ) ( ^ ( ‘^ ) ’ 0 ^ ( ’’ # ) ) l t f 2(K2)
2
+  ^ K a 7 ( ‘^ ) l f f 2(R2) +  lcr^ 0 ^ “ ( , ^ ) l / i 2(iR2)
Z=1
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+  C \ 0 ( 0 ,  g “ (*> ^)) |^ 2(R2) +  C | ^ - ( ‘, (?) (<£>(*, q), 0 )  | t f 2 (R 2 )
+  C,| ^ ( >, o)  (0> ^ ( ‘5 ^)) l^ 2(K2) +  ^1 ¿ j ^ ' ’ ^  ( ^ ’ l ^ 2(K2)
+  |9 / ( a a / ) ^ - ( - , ^ ) | ^ 2(R2).
1 = 1  O Q v
2
(5.19)
B e c a u se  o f  R em a rk  3 .1 .1 , s in ce  ( ^ , a 0,</) G X ( T )  an d  a ll th e  d e r iv a tiv es  w ith
r e sp ec t to  x  a n d  q o f  th e  zero  m o d e s  are e x p o n e n t ia lly  d e c a y in g  as x  ten d s  
to  in fin ity , th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .1 9 ) is b o u n d e d  for 0 <  t <  T.  F in a lly , 
in  an  a n a lo g o u s  w ay, w e see  th a t  a c o n sta n t  C  >  0 , in d e p e n d e n t o f  z, e x is ts  
such  th a t
S in ce  a ll th e  d er iv a tiv es  w ith  re sp ec t to  x o f  th e  zero  m o d e s  are e x p o n e n t ia lly  
d e c a y in g  as x  te n d s  to  in fin ity , th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .2 0 ) is b o u n d e d  for 
0  <  t  <  T .
S u b tr a c tin g  from  f i{ i> ,ao,q ,q)  th e  c o m p o n e n t p r o d u c in g  th is  u n b o u n d ­
ed n ess , n a m e ly  icio<p(',q), th e  m ea n  v a lu e  th e o re m  ca n  b e  a p p lied . T h en , 
b e c a u se  o f  th e  C a u ch y  in eq u a lity , a  c o n sta n t  C  >  0  in d e p e n d e n t o f  i e x is ts  
su ch  th a t
(5 .2 0 )
l / i  ( v , « ) - / i  «)!£»(»»)
2
+X> i, (« (• .9 (0 ))) /  f 2 ( -( / l  ( * >  • .  s) -  / l 2 ( *  -  1 ,  • ,  s ) ) | £ 2 { R 2 )
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2+  E  i ^ a ( ’,(0)))^ a('’9(0))) ( / ? ( * .  •> 5 ) -  / ? ( *  - 1> •> s ) ) i £ w
j , k = 1
2 N
, dq
fJ L =  1
2
+ ¿4*+1)(-> » M - .  9 w ( s ))  -  s )  E di  (ctS¡w ('> s ))
/=1
-  E  a a ¡w ( ' ’ s ) A ( 0 ) ^ ( i ) ( - - s )  -  ? ( 0 ( s ) )  E  ( < j a /w ( ‘ ’ s ) ) 2
¿=1 Z=1
-  s ) E  (<™,w ( - , s ) ) 2  +  |< £ w ( - ,s ) ( l  -  |«£(-,gw (s)) |2)
Z=1
-  s (  1 +  e ) ÿ w (-, s ) (<p(-, « w (« )) .  0 (ì)(-, s ) )
-  £¥>(•. 9 W ( s ) ) (<?(-. # ( « ) ) >  0 W ('» «))
-  » ) | V ( * . 9 W (* ))  -  « ) | 2? W ( - , «)
+  ^ > (<)(-.s)(l. -  l^ ( - ,9w (s) ) l2) +  * ^ : ^ ( - ,5ii) ( s ) ) E 0, (t7“ iW(--s)) ^ fcC/
/=1
2 N  «
+  i e à 0' + 1  ( • ,  s ) 0 w ( - ,  s )  +  E  « ( < _ 1 ) W ) 9 Ì ’ - 1 ) ( S )
M= i ^
-  ^ ( -> 9 (i_1 )(s))(l -  |^(-,«(<_1 )(s))|2) -  i a Ò \ - , s ) < p { - , q { i - l ] { s )
+ s) E  s)) +  E  ctS!(ì_1)(•> s)D(i°)^ {i-1\-, s)
1=1 °  1=1
+  i é ; < p ( ' , 9 ( ! _ 1 ) ( s ) )  E  ( a S i I _ 1 ) ( ' > s ) ) 2
Z=1
+  i ^ - D ( . , a ) ¿  ( a o ^ M ) 2 -  -  |^ (* ,« (i- 1>( s ) ) | 2)
¿=1
+  e ( l  +  e )0 (i_1)(-, « )(^(-,  9(ì_1)(s ))- «))
+ <?('_1)(s)) (<P(', 9(ì_1)(s))- «))
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+  e ^ y £ |< /> (i 1)( - , s ) | V ( - . 9 (* ^OO) +  e 2 ~ ^ — 10(’ l ) ( - , s ) | V *  1)(-»s)  
- ^ f- l ) ( - , s ) ( l - | ^ , ^ ( S) ) | 2)
Z=1
2 2AT o
J=1 A*“ 1 ß
r i  %
+ ^ (- ,Ç (i)(s))(l -  l^(-,9W(s))|2) + «âo+1)(->s)^(-.9W(s))2
2e
-  i~4>(i){-, s) E  9¡(<7a[!)(-, «)) -  i— Y  <7a(W(-> s)ß i0)^ W(->s)
a  Z=1 ¿=1
-  # (* ))  Y  (<jSiW(’>s))2 _ s) E  (aSfl)('>s))2
a  z= l Z=1
+  s ) ( !  -  liH->9W(S) ) |2) -  e ( l  +  e ) 0 W(-.s)(<p(-,# ( « ) ) ,  0 (i)( - ,s ) )
-  ^ (-» #(«))(¥>(•.#(«))>0(i)G, s)) -  e ^ y ^ l0 W(-, «)lV(->9W(s))
-  e 2 ^ | 0 « ( - , S) | 2^ ( ^ )  +  -  | 0 ( - , # ( S) ) | 2)
+ ¿— ^(•,9W( s ) ) ¿ 0i(cra[°(-,s)) +¿e50 (-,s)0w(-,s)
£(T j= i
2JV „ -,
+  E ^ ( - , 9 (î-1)( s ) ) ^ T 1)(s) -  -¥>(•,g(i_1)(s ) ) ( l  -  |^ ( - ,9 (î_1)(s )) |2)
n=i ¿
-  m o }(-, s)<p{-, g ( i_ 1) ( s ) )  +  s )  E  (cral(l_1 )(-, s ) )
i= l
+ * —  Y  <t5¡í_1)(’> s )ö !0)^(*_1)(-. s )(7 z—'
1= 1
2 2
+ ?(i-1)(s)) ¿  (aô},-1)(-, s))2 + s) ¿  (crai*-1)(-, s))
G 1=1 °  ¿=1
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-  §4>( , - 1 ) (-»s ) ( l  -  ^ ( • . 9 (i_1)(s ) ) | 2)
+  e ( l  +  e)<£(í_1)(-, s) (<p(-, 9 (>_1) ( s ) ) ,  0 (i_1)(-, s ) )
+  e^(-> 9 (l_1)( s ))  (¥>(■, s ) )
- ¿ < À ( ‘ _ 1 ) ( - , s ) ( l  -  l ^ ( - . 9 ( i _ 1 ) ( s ) ) | 2 )
2
-  i— <p(-, ? (i_1)(-s)) 5)) -  5) ^ (¿_1)(-, s ) )  |£*(R2)
Z=1
2 2AT ~
+  y , |D « - » D « - » ( - E | £ ( , , « ) ( S )) ^ w
l=1¿,*=1
+  ^ ( • > 9 W (S) ) ( 1 -  l^ ( - . 5 (,)( s ) ) | 2) +  *ao+1)(->s M - , # ( s ) )
.2e 2
-  s)'^2 d¡(aa¡li(: , s)) -  i ^ '¿ T c r a íj') (■, s)D\0 )<j>{t){-, s)
°  1=1 1=1
- i ^ < p { - , q {l]( s ) ) Y ^  (<™,W ( - , s ) ) 2 - ï ^ 0 W ( - , s ) E  (ctSîW ( - , s ) ) 2 
/=1 1=1
+ | ÿ W ( . , S) ( l  -  |<¿(-,g « ( 5 ) ) |2) - e ( l  +  £ ) ? « ( • , 8 ){<p( ; *))
-  etpi; g(i)(s)) (¥>(•- # ( « ) ) >  ^ W(-> s)) -  e ^ | ? W ( - ,  s ) |V ( - ,  # ( s ) )
-  e 2 ^ | 0 « ( , s ) | 2^ ( - , S) +  ^ W ( - ,5 ) ( 1  -  | ¿ ( - , g « ( s ) ) | 2)
2
+  Î— <p(-, gw (s)) ¿  9 ¡(^á[!)(-, s)) +  ieHo+1)(-» «)0W(-> «) 
ff<7 i=x
2 N  
+  ^ ^  ^
i a o {''>S) (P('->Q(<Î ^ { s ) )  +  1\ - , s ) y^ 2 d i ( t T a [ l ^ ( - , s ) )
i=i
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+  i — ' Y l aa<ì' 1 ) ( - > s ) - D f V ¿ 1]( ^ s )  + i - ^ i p ( - , q (l ^ ( s ) ) E  i aa<i' 1 } ( - > s ) ) 2 
G 1=1 1=1
+ 4 ^ - 1)o,«)¿ - f ^ M d  - w-,^-1^ ))!2)
(7 ^
Z=1
+  e ( l  +  e ) ^ (ì_1)(-, s) (v?(-, g(l_1)(s)), s ))
+  £¥>(•■ 9 (¿_1)( s ) ) ( ^ ( - ,  9 (!_1) ( s ))- s ) )
+ *)lV(-> 5(ì_1)(s)) + e2^ y^l^(!_1)(-. s)|20(,_1)(->s)
- ì ^ - i ) ( . , s) ( l - | ^ ( . , ^ - i ) ( s))|2)
^ ( • , ? ( i _ 1 ) ( s ) ) E 9 ' ( ( j S ' t _ 1 ) ( ‘ > s ) )  - * £ S o ) ( - > s ) ^ ( ' _ 1 ) ( - > s ) ) l ì 2 ( R2 )
e<7 i=l
<  C | ^ + 1)( - , S) ^ ( - , g « ( S) ) - ^ i ) ( . , s ) ¥7( - , 9 (i- 1)(5 ) ) | | 2(R2)
+ C \ D f { 'q m (a j+1)(-. s)<p(-,q(i)(s)) -  aò\-,  s)<p(-, ?(ì_1)(5)))||2(R2)
J =  1 
j , / e = l
27V
-  %  (•, «)<*>(•, 5 (i_1 ,0)))lL>(R2) +  C |  -  E  ä ~ ( ’>9 (<)( s ) ) í¿ 0 (®)
„ = i
+  ^ ( - , 9 ( i ) ( s ) ) ( l -  l < / >( ->9( i ) ( s ) ) l 2 )  - * - 0 W ( - > s ) E 9 l ( c r S /W ( ' ’ s ) )
z  a  i=i
- i — J 2  cr“ (W(-’ * ) A (0)^ (i)(-> «) -  ? (0(s )) J 2  5) ) 2
/=1 ¿=1
-  * ^ > W ( - , s ) E  (cr5/W(‘’s))2 _£(1 +e)^ W(->s)M->9W(s)),^ W(-,s)) 
a  /=1
+  ^ -y ^ 0 w (-,s )(l -  q{i)(s))\2) -  £<p(-, q{l](s)) (<p(-, q{l)(s)),4>{i)(-, s))
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-  ~l<A(i)G> s)lV(-,Ç(l)(s)) -  e^ y ^ W(-> «)IVW(-, «)
2
+  *— ¥>(•> 9 W ( s ) )  ¿  ô ( (a à [ !)(-, s ) )  +  ¿eàôî+ 1)(-. s ) ^ W ('» s )
£<r 1 = 1
27V
M=
+  î - 0 ( î _ 1 ) ( - ,  s )  E  <h s ) )  +  î —  E  <7« i ! _ 1 ) ( -> s )  A ( 0 ) ^ ( ! _ 1 ) ( - .  s )
°" ¿=1 °  1=1
2 2 2 
e  Á Í - D ( n\ \ \ ^  ( - ' Z i i - V t  „W2 . A6
a  Z=1 Z=1
+  e ( l  +  e )^ (i_1)(-, s) (v?(-, 9(,_1)(s)), s))
-  ^ y ^ ^ ( i _ 1 ) ( - - s ) ( l  -  l 0 ( - > 9 ( i _ 1 ) ( s ) ) | 2 )
+  e<p{-, Q{l~ l ) ( s ) )  (<p(-, g ( l _ 1 ) ( s ) ) ,  </>( j - 1 ) ( - ,  s ) )
+  s ) \ M ;  q ^ \ s ) )  +  ^ i ± £ | ^ - i ) ( . ; s)\2^ - l \ - ,  s)
- i j - < p ( - , q {i % ) ) t d ^  1]{-,s))  -i£aÔ\- ,s)<f>{i l ) ( - , s ) | | , 2(R2)
1=1
2 2 N
+ c £  |i,w-<»)»(-2gL(,,«)W)i«(s)
J = 1 M=1 ^
+  ^ ( ' . ? W(5 ) ) (1  -  | ^ ( - , Ï W ( 5 ) ) |2) -  * ^ W (-, S) (•»»))
1=1
-  E <j5¡W('’ s ) A (0)^ (¿)(->s ) -  5 W ( s ) )  E  ( crS¡í ) ( ->s ) ) 2
z=i a  Z=1
-  s) E  (cr“iW('’s))2 "  £(1 + £)^(i)(-> s)(^(-. # (« )) , s))
a  1=1
+  ^ y ^ 0 (<)( - . s ) ( l  -  l<A(-.9( ,) ( s ) ) | 2) - £ ¥ > ( • , 9 W ( s ) ) ( ^ ( - , ? W ( s ) ) , 0 W (-, s ) )
-  * ) |V ( - , # ( * ) )  -  s ) \ 2f t % , s )
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+  Çw (s ))  E  d ‘ (aa<i l ) ( ' ’ s ) )  +  i s a 0 +  V »  s ) 0 W (->s )
£ a  1 = 1
2 N2I\ r, ,
+ E  i r ^  <i(i~ l ) ( s M ~ l ) (s ) -  \ v { ' ,  q {i~ l ) m i  - 10(-, q ^ i s ) )  i2)
«= i o q i‘ ¿ili
2 0 2
+  ¿ - < £ (i 1)( - , s ) ¿ 9 / ( a a I *  X)( - , s ) ) + i — E a a í '  1)( , >S) A (<V ‘
a  i= l a  Z=1
<7(í-1)(s)) y '  ((xá,(,_1)(-, s ) )2 +  i-
G‘+ i-^<fi{-,q(t 1)( s ) ) E  (aai* 1)(‘-s))2+ ¿T2^(Í ' ’( ' - Æ K  X)(-.s))a  Í=1 1=1
+  e ( l  +  e)<£( í-1 ) (-, s) q(t~1]{s)), s))
1 +  €
2
+  £¥>(•, 9 (’_ 1 )( s ) )  (<*>(•, q,(l_1)(s))> 0 (t_1)(-> « ))  
+ e -^y l^0(i_1)(-> s)lV(-> 9(¿_1)(s)) + e2^ y^l?(i_1)(-> s)l s)
-  i — y > ( - ,  ç ( i _ 1 ) ( s ) )  E  9 ¡ ( a S ¡ í _ 1 ) ( - > s ) )  “  ¿ e « o ! ) (-> s ) 0 ( l _ 1 ) ( ‘ . s ) )  l í , » ( R » )  
e a  i= i
2 2 N
+ C £  |D<«1’'»»D í“«"»> ( -  2  f í ( - , # (» ))< « (.)
j,fc= l ß=l 9/í
+  ^ ( - . ^ O O X 1 -  W W ) W ) l 2 ) - i £ ^ , ( - , . ) E « K ^ ) ( - . - ) )  
z  1=1
2 e  2
-  É ^ O -  * ) A (V ° ( - ,  5 ) -  # ( * ) )  E  K w (-’ s ) ) 2
a  ¿=1 Z=1
-  í ^ 0 (¿)(-. s) E  (crS¡W('>s))2 _ £(X + £)^W(-. s)(¥>(•, 9w(s)), 0w(-, s))
Z=1
-  eip{‘, q{l\s))( (p{- ,  q{'](s)),  <éw (-, s))  -  <j>(l){-, s ) | V ( - ,  q(%\ s ) )
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-  s ) | 2^ W (->s ) +  i j z V i ' i 9 W («))  E  s ) )
2
£ a  i= i
2iV
+  ieao+ 1 )(-,s) 0 (!,(-,s) +  ^ (s))^ ’ 1}(«)
M= i Qti
-  ^ ( • , « (4- 1)( « ) ) ( i  -  + ^ 1)M £ M * 2 i<" 1)M )
1 = 1
+ i — J 2 s ) D <i0)f t i~1)(-, s) + i ^ 2 <p(-, 9(t_1)(s )) E  (aSii_1)('>s))2 
G  1=1 1=1
+  s) E  (c ra (’ - 1 ) ( - ,  s ) ) 2
47 i= l
+  e (l +  e)0 (t-1)(-, s) (</>(•, g(t_1 )(s)), 0 Ci_:)(-,«))
-  ( - , « ) ( !  -  | 0 ( - , g <!_1)( s ) ) | 2)
+  ey>(-, 9 (i_ 1) ( s ) )  s ) )
+  * ) IV ( - ,  Q{i-1](s)) + e2“ Y ~ | ^ i-1 )(") s)|2^ (i_1)(-, *)
« W J E f t K  1}(- ,s))  -  iea^ {-,s)4>{i 1}(-, s ) )  |£2(r2).
(5 .2 1 )
£ a  ¡=i
T h e  first th ree  n o rm s in  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .2 1 ) are n o w  ex a m in ed . 
B eca u se  o f  th e  C a u ch y -S ch w a rtz  in e q u a lity  a c o n s ta n t  C  >  0 e x is ts ,  in d e ­
p en d e n t o f  z, su ch  th a t
|2o’+1)(-> * M - >  ? (<)(« ) )  -  «0 V .  « M - .  4 (‘_1)(5 ) ) | 2 *(Rs)
+  E l £ , l a( ’,(0)))(5 o +1)( - . s ) ^ ( - , 9 (i)( s ) )  - a o ) ( - . s )¥J(-»9(,_1)( s ) ) ) | 2 2(R2)
j = i
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j , k = 1
<  C |a o + 1) ( - , s )  (y>(-,g(i)( s ) )  -  ¥>(-,g(i_ 1) ( s ) ) ) l i 2 (R2)
+ C|v?(-,9^ x)(s))(ao (’>s) — ao (■> s))li2(R2)
+  C  £ ID ^ m  ( 4 +1)(-, s )  (<p(; qU (s) )  -  <p(; <P~lH»))))  \ h m
3= 1
+ c x; l»f',l#,,> (*>(•, .)-??(•,.))) II.«.)
J = 1 
j,/c=l
+  C - £  | O f  - D i «  (» > ( ,  „ » - ’ M X r V , ») -  S ? \ ' ,  » ) ) ) l l , R . , .
j , k = 1
(5.22)
U sin g  R em a rk  3 .1 .1 , L em m a  3 .5 .1 , th e  fa c t  th a t  ( ^ z\ a Q , q™) €  X ( T )  and  
th a t  a ll th e  d er iv a tiv es  w ith  re sp ec t to  x  o f  th e  zero  m o d e s  are e x p o n e n t ia lly  
d e c a y in g  as x  te n d s  to  in fin ity , o n e  o b ta in s  from  (5 .2 2 )
|a o + 1)('> SM ‘> 9 W ( S)) -  “ o V .  s)<p{-, 9 ( ,_ 1) ( s ) ) l i 2 (R2)
+  E  l^j“('’,(0))) (%+1)('> 9W(«)) “  “o’ 1 (•. s)^(-. 9* ' ' 1 1  (s ))) Il2 (r»)
j = i
+ £  I *)*><•. «“<•>)
j,k= 1
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- < £ \ - , s ) < p ( - , q {i 1}( s ) ) )  | l 2(R2)
<  ( 7 ( r ) | |ô o +1)( - . s ) -  à o }(-, s ) | |  +  C(T)  m a x  |q{i\ r )  -  ç?( i_ 1) ( r ) |
(5.23)
for so m e  c o n sta n t  C (T ) >  0, in d e p e n d e n t o f  i, for 0 <  s < T .
T h e  n orm  in  th e  rem ain d er  o f  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .2 1 ) sa tis fie s  th e  
c o n d itio n s  o f  th e  m ea n  v a lu e  th eo rem . T h erefo re , it  is b o u n d e d  by
C ( r ) | | V ’(i)( - - s ) - V ’( i_ l ) ( - , s ) | |  + C ' ( r ) | | 5 o +1)( - - s ) - « o ’V . i O l l
+  C ( r )  m a x  19 W (r )  -  « (’_ 1) ( r ) |  +  C ( r ) | g w (s )  -  ç (î~ 1} ( s ) |
0 < T< S
(5 .2 4 )
for so m e  c o n sta n t  C (T ) >  0 in d e p e n d e n t o f  i, for 0 <  s <  T.  T h en , u s in g
(5 .2 3 ) an d  (5 .2 4 ) to  e s t im a te  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .2 1 ) , y ie ld s
I/12( V , S )  - / l 2( * ~  l » - , s ) | i 2 (R2)
+  |Z>j“(',ff(0))> ( /i  (*, *, *) — / i  (* — 1 , *, «)) lia(Rs)
3 = 1
+  E  P l a(',i(0)))^ a( ’,(0))) { f l i h  -, s )  - / ? ( * -  1 , -, * ) )  | | 2(R2)
j j k = 1
<  C ( r ) | | # ( - ,  s) -  V'(i- 1)(-> * ) || +  C ( r ) p o + 1)(-, s)  -  a t \ ;  8 ) ||
+  C ( r )  m a x  | # ( r )  -  ^ ( r ) !  +  C {T ) \q^ (s )  -  ^ ( s ) \
0 < T < S
(5 .2 5 )
for 0 < s < T.
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3 = 1
+  £  |£>l“ ('’,(0)))4 a('’?(0)))( ^ (i+1)( - . i ) - ^ (i)( - » i ) ) l i 2(R2)
j,k=l
+  £  _  0 W ( . , t ) ) | | 2{R2)
j , k , l = 1
< X | ^ +1) ( - , 0 ) - ^ ) ( - , 0 ) | | 2(R2)
+  i ^ E  lD f ('’?(0))) ( ^ (i+1)( ‘> 0) -  0 (i)(-> 0 ) )  |i,J(R2)
3 = 1 
2
Now, using (5.25) in (5.10), one obtains
+ / c  £  |£ > ja ( ' ,?(0 )))r > i Q(' ’? { 0 ) ) ) ( ^ ( i + 1 ) ( - , o )  -  ^ ( i ) ( - , o ) ) i i 2(R2)
j,fc=l
+  ( ^ +D(.) 0) _  £ » ( ., o )) \ l 2 { R i )
+  C ( T )  f  (||V>(i)(-, s )  -  s ) | |  +  W % +1\ ;  *) -  ? ( • -  *
Jo
+  m a x  19 W (r) -  i (*"1) (T )| +  |g (i)( s )  -  « <<- 1> (s ) |)d s  (5 .2 6 )
0 < T < S
w ith  K,  C(r) >  0 c o n s ta n ts  in d e p e n d e n t o f  z, for 0 <  £ <  T .
A d d in g  (5 .1 6 ) to  (5 .2 6 ) term  by term , w e fin a lly  o b ta in
+  C(T) (  ( H ^ O . s )  -  V’(<-1)( - .« ) | |  +  | |« o + 1) 0 . s ) - « o ) ( ' . s ) | |
Jo
+  m a x  | # ( r )  _  q(i - 1) ( r ) |  +  |q®(s) -  ^ { s ^ d s  (5 .2 7 )
0 <T<S
w ith  c o n s ta n ts  K , £7(r) >  0 in d e p e n d e n t o f  z, for 0 <  t  <  T.
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5.4 An Estim ate for gW — q(%  ^ and — q^>
H ere an  e s t im a te  for in  term s o f  ||^ (*- 1 ) — ^(*~2) | | ,  ||So* — S q *||
an d  — q^~2^ \ is  p resen ted . T h en  th is  e s t im a te  is  s u b s t itu te d  in to  (5 .2 7 )  
in  order to  m ak e it  sm a ller  th a n  a lin ear  c o m b in a tio n  o f
l l ^ - D - ^ l l ,  | |o o + 1) —Oq^I, I l i - S o  1} ||, k (i)- g (,_ 1 )| a n d  |g (i_ 1) —g (i-2) |. 
In th e  sa m e  w ay  a lso  an  e s t im a te  for |^ i+1) — q^ \  is  d er iv ed  in  ter m s o f  
| |^ (J) — '0 (* -1) ||)  ||^o  ^ — a g 1^1 an d  \q^ — q^ l~l \^.
F rom  (3 .1 5 ) it  is  k n ow n  th a t
2 N
i /= l
=  \  [  M a;. 9 (,“ 1,( s ) ) ( l  -  I 0 ( ^ 9 ( i -1 ) ( s ) ) | 2) , n 2 (a; ,9 (i- 1)( s ) ) ) d 2a;
* Jr2
+  e ( i ( à (t_1)(-, s), s),ào\-,  s), g(!_1)(s)), n ^ - ,  c?(i_1)(s))}
an d
2 N  
u=l
= \  [  ('p{x>(}{t~2)(s))(1 - \ (l>(x,q{l~2){s))\2 ) ,n 2 (x,q^i~2 )(s)))d2x  
£ J r 2 
+  e ( j ^ - 2\ ;  s ) , ^ - 2\ ;  s ) , ^ ~ l\ ;  s),q{i- 2]m  n M(., g(i- 2)(s))>.
S u b tr a c tin g  from  each  o th er , in v ertin g  th e  m a tr ix  i4 (* _ i)(s) a n d  i4(*_2) ( s )  an d  
ta k in g  th e  n orm , o n e  o b ta in s
2 N
\ q U ( s ) - t i- 1\ s ) \  = Y / \ t f )( s ) - q t 1)(s)\
T =  1
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2 N  2 N
=  | a r/i (z — 1, s )  ( a ^ z  — 1, s )  — a Mi/(z — 2 , s ) ) g i  ^(5 )
r = l  n ,v = l  
2 N
+  Y a r » ( i  ~  1>S)
fl= l
( I  f  ((1 ~ I0(^.9(i_1)(s))|2)¥,(^ 9 (,“1)(s)),n2(a:,g(,_1)(s)))ii2a;
JR2
+  e O '(a (‘_ 1 )( - , s ) , 0 (l- 1)( - , s ) ,  a o ) ( - , s ) , 9 ( , -1 ) ( s ) ) ,  n M(-, g (,_1)( s ) ) )  
f  ((1 ~ | ^ , 9 (,_2)(s))|2)^(a:,g{l_2)(s)),n2(a:,i(l_2)(s)))c?2^
* JR2
-  e(j(a(i_2)(-,s),0(l_2)(-,s),5o X)(-,s),g(i_2)(s)),%(•,?(!_2)(«))))I
2 N
< J 2  K ^ - M l K v ^ - M ) - V ' ( * - M ) l l 9 * ~ 1,(s)l
T,fl,V= 1
2 N
+  £  k - ^ - M ) |  
r , M =  1
15 [  (0 -~\<l>(x,q(i~1)(8 ))\2 )<p{x,q{i- 1)(s)),n2 {x,q^- 1)(s)))<^x 
* Je2
+  £ '0 ( « (,_1)(-> s )> « ). « 0  ’'(•> 5 )> ? (’_1 )(s))>  » „ (• , <?(t_1)(s))>
- I f  ((! -  l ^ . « ,(i_2)(s))|2) ^ !9(i_2)(s))>n2(a;,i(i_2)(s)))rf2a;
* J l 2
-  ^ 0 ' ( « ( i _ 2 ) (-> s )> ? ( , _ 2 ) (-> s )> « 0  1 ) ( ’> s )> 9 (8 _ 2 ) ( s ) ) >  « /* (•»  ? ( i _ 2 ) ( s ) ) ) | .
(5.28)
U sin g  th e  fa c t th a t  for every  r , s  e  { l , . . . , 2 i V }  th e  en try  a~}(i — 1 , s)  is  
b o u n d ed , as w as sh o w n  in  th e  p r o o f o f  L em m a  3 .6 .3 , a n d  u s in g  th e  d e fin it io n  
o f  th e  n orm  in  R 2N , from  (5.28)
2 N
|gw (s) - 9 (i_1)(s)| <  C ( r )  K>'(i - 1 r S ) - a flv( i - 2 ,s)Hqit~1)(s)l
H , v = l
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+  e ( j { a {i 1 ) ( - , s ) , 4 ' ) ( * » s ) . 9 ( i  1 } ( s ) ) >
- I f  ( ( 1 - 1  ^ , q {i~2\ s ) ) \ 2) ( p { x , q {%- 2){ s ) ) , n l ( x , q ^ 2){ s ) ) ) d 2x
Z J R2
-  £ { j (d {i~2)(-, s), 4>(i~2\ - ,  s ) ,« o  X)(-, s ) ,  g (i_2)( s ) ) ,  « „ (• , <?( ,-2 ) ( s ) ) l
(5 .2 9 )
fo llo w s for so m e  c o n sta n t  (7(1?) >  0 in d e p e n d e n t o f  i, for 0 <  5 <  T .
N o w  ev ery  s in g le  term  on  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .2 9 ) w ill b e  e s t im a te d .  
B y  a p p ly in g  (4 .1 1 ) to  th e  first su m  on  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .2 9 ) a n d  u sin g  
th e  d e fin it io n  o f  a MI/, o n e  o b ta in s
= C(T)
y '  CTK 0 . 9 (i_1)( s ) ) - « 2('»9 (i_2)(s ))) \  f  «¿(•»9 (<_1)(«)) V
+ , (  n i ( ' ’ ? (i_1)(s)) -  < ( • -  q(i~2 ](s)) \  i  crnl(-,g(i~2 )(s)) \
_  V « * " > ( , . ) - c r f M > ( , , ) \  /  ^ ( - , g ( i -1 ) ( s ) )  \
y 0(<_i)(-,«)-0(<-2)(-,s) J \  S(-’?(i_1)(s)) /
/  aa^~2 \ - , s )  \  /  g ( , g( - i ) ( s ) ) - g ( , ^ - 2 ) ( s ) ) \
\ 4i(i_2)(-,s) y ’  ^ Jf(-,9(i_1)(s))-^(-,i(i“2)(s)) /
(5 .3 0 )
for so m e  c o n sta n t  C'(r) >  0 in d e p e n d e n t o f  z, for 0 <  s <  T.
N o w  for th e  first term  on  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .3 0 ) th e  fo llo w in g  in ­
e q u a lity  holds:
, , [  o-(ni(-,^-1)(s))-ni(-,g(i- 2)(s))) \  /  nj,(-,9(i-1)(s)) V
\  n l ( - , q {i~ l){s)) -n2(-,g(i-2)(s)) J \ (^-,9(i_1)(s)) /
+  l^ ( ’ 9 ( i _ 1 ) ( s ) ) "  ^ ( • - 9 (i- 2)W ) l ^ ) l ^ ( - , 9 (i- 1)( « ) ) l w .
(5 .3 1 )
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B e c a u se  o f  R em a rk  3 .1 .1 , L em m a  3 .5 .1  a n d  th e  fa c t  th a t  th e  zero  m o d e s  are  
e x p o n e n t ia lly  d e c a y in g  as x  te n d s  to  in fin ity , (5 .3 1 ) y ie ld s
a
«*(•> 9(i_1)(«)) -  nli-><l{i~2)(s)) J \  n\ (•, g(i-1)(s))
<  C(T)  m a x  |g (,_1)( r )  -  9 (‘“ 2)( t ) |  (5 .3 2 )
0 < T < S
for so m e  c o n sta n t  C(r) >  0 in d e p e n d e n t o f  z, for 0 <  s <  T.
E x a c t ly  in  th e  sa m e  w ay  it  is sh o w n  th a t
K
nl(-,q{i 1}(s)) 2 )(s)) \  I a n l ( - , q 2>(s))
< C(r) m a x  |g (i" 1,(T) -  9 ( i-2 )W I
and
l(
< C(r) m a x  | ^ - x) ( r )  -  q ^ 2\ r ) \  (5 .3 4 )
0 < T < S
for a c o n sta n t  C(T) >  0 in d e p e n d e n t o f  z, for 0 <  s <  T.
N o w  w e w an t to  e s t im a te
^  aa<‘ 2> (- ,s )   ^  ^ ^ f ( - > 9 (i 1}( s ))dqv
<t>{i~1](-,s) -  4>(%- 2){-,s) I \  S f - ( - , 9 (i_1)( s ) )dq,
W e try  a p p ly in g  th e  m ea n  v a lu e  th e o re m  to  th e  fu n c tio n
U i : i f 3 ’“ ( -’? ( 0 ) ) ( E 2 )  — > E
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U i ( a a ,  4 > ) ~ {
defined as follows:
>
F irst  o f  a ll w e have to  check  i f  th e  c o n d itio n s  o f  th e  m ea n  v a lu e  th e o re m  are  
sa tis fie d  in  th is  case . It sh o u ld  b e  n o tic e d  th a t
du,
d (a a k)
(era, <j>) =  {
(  r \
Oik 
$2k
\  0 /
d2(*l (.
; q W )d2Oi2 dQudQi*
an d  th en
d u i i ~  2 \ \  s'  I d 2 a >(era, 0) I < •>9(*” X))l L l ( R2)- (5 .3 5 )d(aak) dq^dqu
T h e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .3 5 ) is b o u n d ed  by a  c o n s ta n t  in d e p e n d e n t o f  z, 
for 0 <  s <  T , s in ce  a ll th e  d e r iv a tiv es  w ith  re sp ec t to  q are e x p o n e n t ia lly  
d e c a y in g  as x  te n d s  to  in fin ity , [S tu 9 4 ,I , co ro lla ry  2 .4]. For th e  sa m e  reason , 
g iv en
/  a(i-1)) \
da..an.. \ ’ y )






dq^dqu V »  ^ /
\  dq^dq,, ’ ”  '
>,
on e  o b ta in s  th a t
LHK2): (5 .3 6 )
w ith  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .3 6 ) b o u n d e d  b y  a  c o n s ta n t  in d e p e n d e n t o f  z, 
for 0 <  s <  T . T h e n , s in ce  th e  m ea n  v a lu e  th e o re m  ca n  b e  a p p lied , o n e
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obtains
/  a a ^ 1^ -,« )-aa^ ~ 2\ - , s )  \  (  ^ f(- ,? (i-1)(s)) V
^ ( T J I I ^ M - ^ M I I  (5.37)
for so m e  c o n sta n t  C(T)  >  0 in d e p e n d e n t o f  i, for 0 <  s <  T.  N o w , u s in g
(5 .3 0 ) , (5 .3 2 ) , (5 .3 3 ) , (5 .3 4 ) an d  (5 .3 7 ) , o n e  o b ta in s
2 N  2 N
E l E  ~ 1,s)_ a^  ~  2’s))^_1)(s)l
fi= 1 i/= l
< C,(r)||V'(i_1)(-, 5) -  # - 2)(-, *)|| +  C (r) max |gC<-D(T) -  qW ( T)\
(5 .3 8 )
for a c o n s ta n t  C(r) >  0 in d e p e n d e n t o f  2 , for 0 <  5 <  T .
N o w  w e e s t im a te  th e  seco n d  term  in  (5 .2 9 ) . T h e  a im  is to  a p p ly  th e  m ea n  
v a lu e  th eo rem  to  th e  fu n c tio n
: X ( T )  — > R
d efin ed  as follow s:
Vp(a,(j>,ao,q) : = \  [  (<p(x,q){l -  \4>(x,q)\2) ,n 2(x ,q))d2x
* JR2
+  e{j{a,<j>,a0,q ) ,n li(-,q)).
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A ll th e  p a r tia l d er iv a tiv es  o f  m u st b e  sh o w n  to  b e  b o u n d e d  in  R  in  order  
to  a p p ly  th e  m ea n  v a lu e  th eo rem . From
Qy    ~  £)j   ~  —
£^(a, <fi, ao, q) =  N(a, 4>, do, q))
d{aak)
=  - e (
it  fo llo w s th a t  
dv
d{aak)
%S2k{<p(-,q),<i>) +  f ^ 2 * |0 |2 
i ^ D f ]4> +  i-^o-akip{-, q) +
\
1
d ( a Z k )
M fa,<f>,a0,g)|  < - V  i
2e
? ( s ) ) | d 2x
R2 OQ/t
a  £ ^ - ' k2
-  i  | £ l ° V ( z , s ) l l f ^ ( z , ? ( s ) ) | d 2z
^  7 r2
[  | a a A:( a ; , s ) | | v 5 ( a ; ,5 ( s ) ) | |^ - ( a : , 9 ( s ) ) | c ! 5 
+  ^  f  \aak( x , s ) \ \ $ { x , s ) \ \ ^ { x ,q ( s ) ) \ d 2x.
O1 J R2
X
(5 .3 9 )
U sin g  th e  C a u ch y  in eq u a lity , R em ark  3 .1 .1  an d  th e  fa c t  th a t  ('0 ,a o ,< z) G 
X  (T ) , it  tu rn s  o u t  th a t  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  sid e  o f  (5 .3 9 ) is b o u n d e d  for 0 < t  < T .  
From
Q y  — — Q j  — —
M(a,<t>,a0, q ) =  e ( - ~ ( a ,  </>,a0, q ) , n J - , q ) )
d(f> d(j)
1 (<£>(•, g ) , l )  ^
%oa2(<p(-,q),i) 5
\  ^  E l l  di(™i) +  1 E j L i  va ia i t ,  q) ) V )
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1 ~ ( i , D i0)$  ^ ? £ ( ' • « > '
£< - ( i , D 5 £ < • ■ « >  >




« i (  > 9) ! )
(1 +  £)<•%(•, 9), 1) +  (1 +  e) (p(-, 9), 4>)
*  ( ? , a o i )
* ( ? , < r o i )  
¥ > ( - ,9 ) ( v ( - ,9 ) » l )  +  (1 + e M - .  ? ) 0 U )  
(*&¥>(•, ? ) ,l)
(*% > (- ,  g ) , l )  





\  *£(•>«) 
^ ^ ^ S lf .  o') ^
dq„ *• > Q)
d a 2 (-,q)
\  dq
d q M
§^(■ > 9 )
it  fo llo w s th a t
d(j)
\ ^ r ( a , ( j ) , a o , q ) \ < ~ y ]  I |a a i(x ,s ) | |< ^ (a ; ,9 ( s ) ) | | |^ (a ; ,9 ( s ) ) |d 2a:
¡= 1
dq.
+ eYl i  IA(0)<K*>s)lll^ (a;-9(s))l<i2 
■'R2
2
+  eE  / M z , g ( s ) ) | | ^ ( z , s ) | | ^ ( : r , g ( s ) ) | r f 2z








E  [  \d‘ip(x >q(s ) ) \ \ ^ i (x ^ ( s ))\d2x 
1^1 J R2 q»
2
V  f  \d i { a a i ) { x , s ) \ \^ - (x ,q { s ) ) \d 2x
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+  [  W a . i {x ,s ) \ \a , {x ,q {s ) ) \ \^ - {x ,q {s ) ) \d2x
a  R2
+  ^ Y l [  \™i{x ,s ) \2\ ^ ( x , q ( s ))\d?x 
iZi JR2
+  £-  [  \ l - \ d > ( x , q (s)) \2A x , q ( s ) ) \ d 2x  
i  J u 2 OQp
- 3 e ( l + e )  f  \ ip(x,q(s))\\^(x,  s)||^ -(a ;, g(s))|d 2 a;
J R2 oq^
- £  [  \tp(x,q(s))\2\ ^ ( x , q ( s ) ) \ d 2x  
J R2
- ^ ( l + e ) i  | ^ )S) | | ^ 9 (S))|d 2 a;
 ^ Jr2 Cfq^
+  s [  \a0{ x , s ) \ \ ^ - { x , q ( s ) ) \ d 2x.  (5 .4 0 )
J R2 a Qfi
U sin g  th e  C a u ch y  in eq u a lity , R em a rk  3 .1 .1  a n d  th e  fa c t  th a t  { ^ ,a 0)q) €  
X ( T ) ,  o n e  fin d s th a t  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .4 0 ) is b o u n d e d  for 0 <  t  <  T.  
F rom
f j l )  /'W'
■^(a,<f>,a0,q)  
da  o
it  fo llo w s th a t  
, dv,
d j  —  
f ( ^ ( « >  «0. 9 ) .  «■/*(•»«))
aao





* £ ( • . « )
\  dQ,
da(
■ (a ,0 ,a o,g ) |  < e  [  s ) \ \ ^ - ( x ,  q{s)) \d2x. (5 .4 1 )
Jr2 o q n
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U sin g  th e  C a u ch y  in e q u a lity  an d  th e  fa c t  th a t  (^ , a 0, q) G X ( T ) ,  it  tu r n s  o u t  
th a t  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .4 1 ) is b o u n d e d  for 0 <  t  <  T.  F in a lly , from
^  (a , 4>, a0, q) =  -  [  (<p(x, q), ^ - ( x ,  q)) (<p(x, q), ^ ~ { x ,  q))<& 
OQv r2 oq^ oqv
+ l [  i1 —
+  5  [  i 1 -  9 ) l2) 9 ) , f l f  I r f o ^ 7r2 oq^oqu
x
Qj ~  ~  ^  dfi
+ «0 ,9), «„(•, 9)> +  e(j(a, <t >,  a 0 ,  q ) ,  q ) )
=  - e {
I*7“ 1 ( & l £ ( ' > 9 ) )
I t Y L l  * * £ ( • .  9) +  < * £ ( • .  9) E f= i(< T« i ) :
\ (  d a  i 
dQn
- e (
9)> I ^ ( ‘> 9 ))  +  i 1 +  £ )^ (^ i  ! £ ( • .  ? ) )
(?> ^ 1 ^ 7  (■’ ?))
( ^ > * ^ 2  ^ ( - > 9 ) )




( • ,9 )
f t  0 . 9 )
/  \
( • ,? )
\  ¿taw x \
( • ,9 )
- e (
\ £ ( • , « )
- e (
f<rai(<p(-,9),</>)
l < J a 2 ( i p { - , q ) , 4 > )
*¿0 E li + *f Ef=i oaiDf]4>
(  J h * i (. ^  
dq»dq„ \ > 9;
dqtidqv  ^ ’ 'U
\  dq^dq
d2(f  , (. 0 ) 
n.. 8a,, V ’ V)
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+  £<
+  e (
- \ c t 5 i | 0 | 2 
- ^ c r a 2 |^ |2
| ^ ( 1  -  |?!’( - , i ) |2) -  (1 +e)'<j>((p(-,q),'<j>) )
(idM-,q),<t>)
(id2 </?(•, <?),<£)
¥>(•,?)(¥>(•> 9 ) . ^ )  +  i ? ¥ > ( - !









\  ^  J P a i_ r  \ \
dq^dqu ' 5
dqJdqS''^
* * - M )
dq^dqv ( ’ ^0
\  dq^dqu 
\  (  d 2 a \  ( „ \ \
V dqJqS’'  ^J
(i<p(-,q),d i4>) 
(i<p(-,q),d24>)
l+e (j)\(j)\2 +  iao<j)





\  dq^dqu ( • . 9 )
(5.42)
it  fo llo w s th a t  
,dv
- ( a , 4>,a,Q,q)\< f  \<p(x,q(s))\2 \ ^ - ( x , ? (s ) ) | |  jp - ( a r ,q(s))\d‘ 
v J R2 oq^ oqv
\  [  I1 “  IH x ,q ( s ) ) \ 2\ \ ^ - ( x , q ( s ) ) \ \ ~ ( x , q ( s ) ) \ d 2x  2 Jr2 oqiu dqu





~  y  ] I \ ° M x , s ) \ \ & ( x , s ) \ \ ^ ( x , q ( s ) ) \ \ ^ ( x , q (s))\d2x~ Y  I
+  e Y  [  W * > s ) |2 l | i “ (z > 3 (* ) ) |2d2a:
^^ JR2




£-  [  \ ^ s ) \ \ l - \ ^ q { s ) ) \ 2 \ \ ° ^ { x , q { s ) ) \ d 2x  
z  J r2 o q ^ o q u
j ( l + £ )  [  \(p{x,q{s)) \\^{x,s) \2\ - ^ - ^ - ( x , q { s ) ) \ d 2x
* J r  2 o q p d q u
s [  \^(x,s) \\ (p(x,q(s)) \2\ - ^ - ( x , q ( s ) ) \ d 2x 
J r  2 oq^oqu
7 ( 1  + £) /
*  7 r 2  oqpOqu
[  M s , s ) | | 0 ( s , g ) | k 5  r - {x ,q { s ) ) \ d 2x.  (5.43)
J r  2 v q u d q v
2x
U sin g  th e  C a u ch y  in eq u a lity , R em a rk  3 .1 .1  a n d  th e  fa c t  th a t  (ip,ao,q)  G 
X (T ) , it  tu rn s  o u t th a t  th e  r ig h t-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .4 3 ) is b o u n d e d  for 0 <  t <  T.  
T h en , a p p ly in g  th e  m ea n  v a lu e  th eo rem  to  th e  fu n c tio n  v^, o n e  o b ta in s
2N i r
E l o  /  (v, (a;. 9 (i“ 1)(s ) ) ( l  -  I0 (z ,g (i-1)(s )) |2) , n 2 ( x , i (*_ % ) ) ) d 2x
M= i Z J «-2
+  eO '(a (i_1)(-> s )> s ) , a [o \ - ,  s ) , q i'‘~1\ s ) ) ,  n M(-, g (<-1)( s ) ) )
~ \  f  M ^ ,9 (i_2)(s )) ( l-  |0(a;,g(i-2)(s))|2))n2(ar,g(i- 2)(s)))ci
^ JR2
- e ( j ( a (i-2)(-,s),0(i_2)(-,s),ao \ , s ) , 9 (i_2)( s ) ) , ^ ( ^ (i_2)(s))>l 
< c(r) | | (•>«)- ^ (i_2)(•, s) || + c(r) p o }(•, s) -  So-1)(•, s)||
+  C(r) m a x  k (i_1)( r )  -  g (i_2)(r)I  (5 .4 4 )
0 < r < 5
for so m e  c o n sta n t  C'(r) >  0 in d e p e n d e n t o f  z, for 0 <  t  <  T . N o w , u s in g
(5 .2 8 ) , (5 .2 9 ) , (5 .3 8 ) a n d  (5 .4 4 ) it  tu rn s  o u t  th a t
\q{i)( s ) - q (i- 1\ s ) \  <  C ' ( r ) | |^ (i- 1)(-jS ) -  ^ (i- 2)( - , s ) | |
+  C ( r ) | |o o ) ( , . » ) - « o  l \ ;  ®)|| +  ^ ( r )  m a x  \ ^ ( t ) -  q{'~2)(r)\
(5 .4 5 )
for C(r) >  0 c o n sta n t  in d e p e n d e n t o f  i, for 0 <  t  <  T.
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U sin g  (5 .4 5 ) in  (5 .2 7 ) a n d  th e  h y p o th e se s  on  th e  in it ia l d a ta  as in  T h eo rem
4 .5 .1 , o n e  fin d s
<  C ( T ) ^
+ C(r) f  ( | |^ {i)(-, s) -  * ) || +  l l ^ o ,  s)  -  v>(i- 2)(-,
Jo
||~(*+1) /  \ ~{i) , v II || ~{i) , V+  K  (•, 5 ) — a0 (*,«)  +  a 0 ( * , s ) - a 0 ( - , s
+  m a x  |<?w (r )  -  q(l 1}( r ) |  +  m a x  \q{i 1](r)  -  q{i 2)( r ) | ) d s
0 < T < S 0 < T < S
(5.46)
for so m e  c o n sta n t  C'(r) >  0 in d e p e n d e n t o f  i, for 0 <  t  <  T .
F u rth erm ore , an  e s t im a te  for |q(%+l) — q^\  can  b e  e a s ily  d er iv ed  from  th e  
p rev io u s  in e q u a lit ie s . F rom  (3 .1 5 ) ,
4
qW ( t )  =  <F+» ( p ) + e  [  M i , ; s ) d
Jo
an d
9 W (i) =  9 W (0) +  e  f  f 2(i -  1, -, s)ds  
Jo
fo llow . T h en , su b tr a c t in g  th e  seco n d  e q u a tio n  from  th e  first a n d  ta k in g  th e  
norm  o f  R 27V, o n e  o b ta in s
|g(i+1)(i) -  9w (i)| <  |g(i+1)(0) -  g(i)(0)|
+  £ f  l / 2 ( i , - , s )  -  / 2( * -  l , - , s ) \d s .  (5 .4 7 )
Jo
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W ith  th e  sa m e  rea so n in g  th a t  lea d  us to  prove (5 .4 5 ) , b y  r e p la c in g  i w ith  
2 +  1, o n e  o b ta in s
|<j(i+1) ( i )  — <?(*)(£)! <
+ C'(r)||5o+1)(-,i) -aoV-i)!! + c '(r )max k W(s) - ? (,-1)(s)l 
(5.48)
for a  c o n s ta n t  C(r) >  0 in d e p e n d e n t o f  z, for 0 <  t  <  T.  W e n o tic e  th a t  
th e  in teg ra n d  in  (5 .4 7 )  c o in c id e s  w ith  th e  le ft-h a n d  s id e  o f  (5 .4 8 ) . U s in g  th e  
h y p o th e se s  on  th e  in it ia l d a ta , from  (5 .4 7 ) o n e  o b ta in s
\q{i+l](t) -  9 « ( i ) |  <  C ( r ) ^  +  eC(T)  j '  ( ! ! # ( • ,  s) -  5 ) ||
+ | | « 0 + 1 ) ( - > s )  -  «C|! ) ( - > s ) | |  + max | ? w ( t )  -  5(l-1)(r)|)t/s (5.49)0<r<5 '
for so m e  c o n s ta n t  C(r) >  0 c o n sta n t  in d e p e n d e n t o f  i, for 0 <  t <  T.
~ { i + 1)5.5 An Estim ate for a0 — a0
11 ~(z ) 11
T h e  e q u a tio n  (3 .1 3 ) is th e  key to  fin d in g  an  e s t im a te  for | |a 0 -  a 0 || in
term s o f  3) | |5 | |a [ /  — Sq ^||, ||Sq  ^ — Sq ^||,
|g ( t - i ) _ g ( * - 2 ) |5 |g (* -2 )_ ^ (* -3 )| an(j \dtipW — |i,c(.,^(0)). A g a in  th e  m ea n
va lu e  th eo rem  is th e  m a in  to o l  u sed  in  th e  proof. F rom  (3 .1 3 ) it  is  k n ow n
and, subtracting one from the other, one obtains
-A (a Ô +1\ x , i )  - â (o (x , t ) )  +  \<f>(x,?(,)(i))|2(oq+1)(a:, t) -  â g \ x , t))
-  -  fo(i -  l , x , t )  -ÜQ (x,t)(\<t>(x,qM{t))\2 -  \(/)(x, ç(î_1^(i))|2).
(5.50)
Now, applying the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3.6.1 to 
(5.50), it turns out that
l«0 (■ ,* )-%  (•,i)lff3(K2 ) < C'(r ) l / o ( î > - , Î ) - / o ( î - l , - IÎ)lHi(R2)
+ C ( r ) ^ )(.,i)(|0(,g(i)(i))|2 -  |i/>(-,g(i_1)(i))|2)|lfi(K2)
for some constant C (r) > 0  independent of i for 0 < t <  T, and then
—(¿-f-l) ~(i)
\a0 — a 0 ( ’> ^ ) l t f 3(R2) — *51) ~  fo ( i  ~  1» ’j ^)lfl-i(R2)
+  C (T ) \ Q {t)(*))> </>(•>9(0W ) -  ¥ > ( * > W))Ihi (R2) 
+  C(T)\(V(., «»(*)) -  *(., ¿ ‘-« (t)) , „(., g (« )( t)))  | | 1(r2)
(5.51)
for some constant C(r) > 0 independent of z, for 0 < t < T.
Now every component on the right-hand side of (5.51) will be estimated. 
For example, for the last two components of the right-hand side of (5.51), 
proceeding as for (5.5), one obtains
| (*>(., «« (* )), <,«(*)) -  *>(., ^ ( i ) ) )  |2Hl(R2)




I(¥>(•, gW(* ))-¥>(•»9(‘ 1}(*)))llfi(R2)
<  C(r) max |gw (s) -  g(i_1)(s)| (5.53)
0 < s< t
for some constant C(T) > 0 independent of z, for 0 < t <  T.
Now, on the right-hand side of (5.51), also the term / 0(z, *,£) - / 0( z - l ,  -,t) 
must be estimated. We try to apply the mean value theorem to find such an 
estimate. Following the notation of this theorem,
Xx x X2 x * 3  X X4 x * 5  := X { f )  x i i 1’“^ 0» ^ 2), 
X 6 : = R 2N, Y-.= H \  R2), / : = / 0.
Then it must be checked if the partial derivatives of fo{'ip,aQ,dt'ip,q,q) are 
bounded in H l (R2). From the form of / 0 it turns out that
df° (ip,ao,dtilJ,q,q) =  -^ (< p( - ,q ) ,dk(p(-,q))
d(aak) a
-  ^((¡>,dk<p(-,q)) -  ^ (< p { - ,q ) ,d k4>) -  ^ -(0 ,d * < £ ) ,
^ { ' i p , a 0,d tip,q,q) =  - - ¿ a i ( - , 9 ) ( % > ( - , g ) , l )  
d(t> a  i=i
2 2
+  “  È  (*• diD\0)<p{-,q)) -  - ^ 2 d ia i ( - , q ) ( ( p ( - , q ) ,  l )
a  *—' ' ai=i i=i
2 2 2 _
-^ 'Y^,vai{i,d i<p{-,q)) ~  - ^ 2 a i ( - , q ) ( d t(j),l)
G 1=1 °  1=1
2 2 
£  ~ ~ \ £
+  -  E  (*i diD i0)4>) -  -  E  q) (<£> !)
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CT ' <J ,Z=1 Z=1
2e2 ~  2 e2
— (<p(-,q)A)(i<p{-,Q),<l>) -  — (*¥>(•>?)> !)(</?(•> ?)><£)
O p2  2 _  0 - 3  _  _  ~
^â -(i> ,à0,d tip,q,q) = £ ,
da o
d °^ (ip,a0,d tip,q,q) =  0,
d(dtip)
^ W , S j , a , v , « , 4 )  =  - \ Y ,
/i—1
+  s  ¿  (* •  «»  -  ? « ' •  «)' Í )  È ■«)
2 2 
-  ^ (?• «)) E  ä«i(-> «) -  1  ¿  9 )(% (•>  9). $
~ ~  E  9) (£> «)> ) +  ^  2  (ftA (0)?. 9))
a  {=1 a ç „  a  (= j  oqv
2 2 
E a¡(-’ 9)(9l^ ’ «)) +  ^ (¥»(•» ®). «)) E  9'(ct5¡)
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and
ip ,a0, d tip ,q ,q ) =  - ^ ( i i p { - , q ) , ^ - ( - , q ) ) .
While a jfe »  § f  ’ a f e  %; and | £  are bounded in ¿^ (R 2) for 0 < i <  T, 
H2- is unbounded since a constant function not zero is unbounded in H l (R2).
dao v 7
Because of Cauchy’s inequality a constant C  > 0 exists, independent of z, 
such that
<  C7| 9) , <?)) |?fi(R2)
+  C\{4>,dkip(-,q))I h i ( R2) +  C\{y>{-,q), d k $ ) \2H\ ^  +  C |(< /> ,dk<j>)\2Hi ^ y
(5.54)
Because of Remark 3.1.1, since all the derivatives with respect to x of the 
static Higgs field are exponentially decaying as x tends to infinity, as it has 
been shown in section 3.1, and since (^ >, a0, q) £ X(T),  the right-hand side of
(5.54) is bounded for 0 < t <  T. Moreover, because of Cauchy’s inequality, 
a constant C  > 0 exists, independent of z, such that
d f 2















+  C\(<p(-, q), 1) (i<p(-, q), (/>) Ijf 1 (R2) +  C \ q ) ,  l)  (<p(-, g), 0) |tfi(R2)
2
+  c  \aai (di<j), 1) |^ 1(E2) +  C \ (0, l)  (zy>(-, g), 0) & i(r2)
i=i
(5.55)
Again because of Remark 3.1.1, since all the derivatives with respect to x
of the static Higgs field and the static vector potential, all the derivatives 
with respect to x of the covariant derivative of the static Higgs field are 
exponentially decaying as x tends to infinity, as it has been shown in section
3.1, and since (-0, a0, g) G X(T),  the right-hand side of (5.55) is bounded for 
0 < t < T .  Unlike the previous partial derivatives of / 0,
which is unbounded since a constant function not zero is not even square 
integrable. On the other hand, using Cauchy’s inequality, one obtains that
which is trivially bounded. Moreover, because of Cauchy’s inequality, a con­
stant C  > 0 exists, independent of i, such that
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2N ñ 2
+ c 53l M ’» 9)’ ä r k r ^ '  9)) IW 2)
ß=l
+ ^ 5 3  (^>5¡ ^ ( ’>9))lífi(R2)
2 2
+  C  53 l(*0> ä ^ ( ' >  9))l/fi(K2) +  C  53 1 ^  QT- (‘>9)(v,(-)9)) )^l/fi(R2)
¡=i ^  J=1 oqv
+ C  ¿  | 9 | a j ( - ,  g )  ( 0 ,  g ) ) l ^ )
(=i ^
+  C  5 3  l ^ ( ‘> 9) 9). </>) lffi(R2)
i = i  ° qv
+ c  5 3  w -» ?) (<£> ^ ä ~ ( '»  9)) Ihi (r2)
¡ = i  9 "
+  C 5 3 | ( ö iD i(0)^ z - ^ ( . , g ) ) | 2Hl(R2)
¡=i ?1/
+ C ¿  |aà,(%(•, g), |^ ( - ,  g)) l ^ j
Z=1
+ C 53 (<?(•> 9),di^-{-, g)) Ihm«2)
¡=1 aqv
+  C  ¿  I ( ¿ 0 , 0 ,  d ; | r  (•,  g ) ) | i i (R2)
¡=1 9^
+ ^ E l^ ( - .9 )M - .9 ) .ö ^ ) lW 2)
¡=1 9^
+  C  ¿  | a ¡ ( - ,  g )  (d,<£, J ^ ( - ,  g ) )  | h i (r 2)
1=1 9"
2 d
+  C  5 3  |9i(^äi)(v?(-, g), ö j-O , 9 ) ) l i i (R2) 
í=i 9^
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' i o v 5 q) (0> viV) Ih^ir2) “I" v  /__j iiv^ i o 
¿=1 i=i
+  C'l (?> J^ ( '>  9)) (*V(‘, ?)><£) liri(R2) +  C'l (¥>(•, ?)> 0) (0> ?)) lffi(R>)
+  C ||^ l2(^» 9))If 1(®2)- (5.56)
We use again Remark 3.1.1, the fact that all the partial derivatives of the 
zero modes with respect to q and x are exponentially decaying as x tends to 
infinity and (^ ,a 0,g) G X(T).  It follows that the right-hand side of (5.56) is 
bounded for 0 < t <  T. Finally, because of Cauchy’s inequality, a constant 
C > 0 exists, independent of i , such that
\ - ^ - { i p , a 0, d t^ , q , q ) \ 2Hi { m  < C\( i ip(- ,q ) ,  —  (* ,9 ) ) llrHR2)-
(5.57)
Because of Remark 3.1.1 and since the zero modes are exponentially decaying 
as x tends to infinity, the right-hand side of (5.57) is bounded for 0 < t < T .
Subtracting from /o(^, flo, dt'ip, q, q) the component producing the unbound­
edness, it is possible to apply the mean value theorem to the remaining 
function. This component is eaq. Then, because of Cauchy’s inequality, a 
constant C  > 0 exists, independent of z, such that
2 N
I/o (*, •, t) - M i - 1 , i)i2Hl(K2) < j r  (z<p(., # ( i ) ) ,  g ^ . ,  9w ( t ) ) ) ^ ( i )
n=l ^
0 1=1
-  -  (*?(i)(-> ¿)> d¡A (0V (->?(¿)00))
a  Z=1
-  (^ (•> 9 W(í ))>5¡-D¡0)^ (,)( - .í »
a  Z=1
+  4 1 3  aS / ° ( ‘’ ¿) 9w (<))> % (•>  ?(,)(*)))
°  1=1
a  Z=1 Z=1
-  4 i0 ( - ,9 (,,w ) i2E 0¡(c7Sí<)('>í ))
1 = 1
-  e ( 4  ¿  <Æ«(-, Í) (0(i)(-, t), % (•-  # ( * ) ) )
a  Z=1
+  4  5 3  cr5/W(->i ) (</>(•> t ))
a  /=1
a  z=i a  Z=1
-  ( —  (<?(*,4(î)C O ) , *))(*¥>(•,Q(t)(*))>0W(*>*))
+  4  E  crS¡w (‘> í ) (^ (¿)(-> <)» 0¡^(¿)(-,*)))
a  z=i
+  ^rl0w (-,í)l2( ^ ( - ,9 (,)(í ) ) .^ w (-.í))
2N
- 1 Ë  M - >  9(i_1) W ), ? (i- 1)( í ) ) ) ^ - 1)(í)
a  #1=1
+  ^ (iô ,^ (- ,g (i_1)(i)),£)(o)0{i_1)(-,i)) +  ^ ( í0 (i)(^í),0¡Z?j°V(-,# ( * ) ) )  
+  Î ^ ( - , 9 (i- 1)(i)),ô iI?1(0)ÿ(i- 1)(-Ii)) |
-  ^■crâ|!_1)(-, t) (<p(-, q{l~1]{t)), %>(•,
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+  1)(-)i ) . £>i°V (- .9 (* ^ W ))
a  /=1
2 2 
+  -  ^  didt (aaf?~1) (•, i)) +  \ \ 4>{-, q{l~1] (i)) |2 d; (cra[,_1) (•, t))
G 1=1 °  /=1
+  e ( 4  5 3  cr5i!_1)('> %>(•> 9(i-1)(*)))
a  Z=1
+  4  5 3  ctS/!_1>('> *) (^ (-’ 9(i_1)w)> t ))
a  z=i 
a  i=i
- - 5 3 ^ (i- 1)(-)i ) ,^ A (0)^ _1)(-,<)))
a  i=i
( I  M - ,  i (i- 1)(-. *)) M - ,  <?(i_1)( i ) ) ,0 (i_1)O, *))






-  ^ r l? (i r)(*)),$*  1)(->i ))l/fMR2)
+  C\a0 ( - , t ) - a 0 (-,*)| | a(Rl). (5.58)
Applying the mean value theorem to all the terms bar the last one on the 
right-hand side of (5.58) it turns out that their norms are smaller than
+  sC{T) max \dtipM{-, s) -  <9(V>(,_1)(-, s)li,a(-.«(0))
0 <s<t




for some constant C (r)  > 0 independent of i, for 0 <  t < T. Furthermore, 
for the last term on the right-hand side of (5.58) it follows easily that
- 5 o _1)M ) |t f i (R2) <  - a r \ ; t ) W  (5-60)
for some constant C (r) > 0 independent of i.
Using (5.59) and (5.60) to estimate the right-hand side of (5.58), one ob­
tains
+  t) -  i)||
+ eC(r ) max \dtip(i){-,s) -  dtip{l x)(-, s)|i,a(.i9(0))
U<s<i
+  C(r ) max |gw (s) -  ?(t_1)(s)| +  C (r)  max |g(!_1)(s) -  i (t_2)(s)l
0<s<£ 0<s<£
(5.61)
for some constant C'(r) > 0 independent of i, for 0 < t  < T .
Now, substituting (5.52), (5.53) and (5.61) into (5.51), it turns out that
+ C ( r) f  (||V'<i_1)(-, *) -  Tp[i- 2)( ;  *)|| + W ~ 2){ ;  S) -  ^ - 3\ ;  s  
Jo
+  a 0 ( - , s ) - a 0 ( - , 5 )  +  a 0 ( * , s ) - a 0 ( - , s
4- max 1^ * ^ (r)  — q  ^ 2^ (r)| -j- max | 2\ r )  — q^ % 3^ (r)|)ds
0<t<s  0<r<s 7
+  e C (r )||Ho)(-,i)  - S o _1)(- ,i) ||
+ s C (T )  m a x  |d tip{i)(-, s ) -  ^ (<-1)(-, s)|i,o(.>?(0))0<s<i
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+  c ( r ) ^ + £i c ( r )  || ^  (., t)  -  v-(i" 2) ( - ,i) ||
+  £ iC (r) ||ao )( - , i ) - S o " 1)(-,i)||
+  e t C ( T )  m a x  |q ^ l \ s )  -  q ^ 2\ s ) \  +  C { T ) ^
+  £ t C ( T ) \ \ ^ i- 2\ ; t ) - ^ i- 3\ ; t ) \ \
+ etC(r) po _1) (-,«)- 5Ì”2) (•, t) ||
+  e t C ( r )  m a x  |g ( i_2 )( s )  -  ? ( i_3 )( s ) l  ( 5 .6 2 )
0<s<£
for some constant C(T) > 0 independent of z, for 0 < t <  T.
5.6 An Estim ate for — d t^
An estimate for \dt^ l+l  ^— dt^ \  in terms of | | ^ l+1) — ^ ^ | | ,  \\ip^ —
||«o+1)- à o ) ||. Ifl(0 - 9 (i“ 1)|, ||V,(i_1)- ^ (i_2)||, ||ào ) - « o  ^ll and  |g(i_1)- g (i_2)|
is presented here. Again the mean value theorem is the main tool of the 
proof. As usual, the real part of dt^ l+1  ^ — 8$ ^  is treated separately from 
its complex part.
For the real part of (5.50), by considering the norm in H l (R2) and using 
Cauchy’s inequality, one obtains
\dt(a^h+1)(•>*)) -  3 * ( • > * ) ) Ihhr2) =  | A K +1)(-,i) -  aa^(- , t ))
-  ^ \ - , t ) ( \ 4 > ( - , q {i)( t ) )\2 -  !</>(-,9 (l_1>( i ) ) | 2)
+  / l h ( * >  ' i  *-) —  f l h ( l  ~  1 ;  ' )  O l i / H R 2 )
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< C\A(aà^+1\ - , t )  -  CTà|ìi)(-,i))lHi(R2)
+  C\\(t>(-,q{l){t))\2(aà^+1]{-,t) -  (•>*))lffi(R2)
+  C\aà^(-,  t ) q{l\ t ) )  -  <p{-, q{'~1](t)), <p(-, gw (i))) \2Hi{R2}
+ C\aà^{-, t) (v?(-, q(l}{t)) -  ip(-,g(t_1)(i)), <?(•, «(<_1)(i))) |ffi(R2)
+  ^ l/i/i(^  •>*) “  /i/i(2 “  1? '»^Ilr1^ 2) (5.63)
for some constant C > 0, independent of i. Using Remark 3.1.1, from (5.63)
we obtain
+ g(*>(i))|2(crà£*+1)(-,t) - c r a % \ - , t ) ) \ 2H l [ m
< C \ \ ^ i+l\ ; t ) - ^ ( ; t ) \ \ .  (5.64)
As we saw in (5.5), (5.6), (5.15) and (5.45), for the remaining norms on the
right-hand side of (5.63) the following estimate holds for 0 < t < T :
c W h H - » * ) (<?(•>9 ( i ) ( t ) )  -  <p ( ' , ? ( i_ 1 ) ( * ) ) , < p ( ' , q ® ( t ) ) ) I h i (r ! )
+  C k 4 S)( - >* ) 9 W W )  -  ¥>(•. 9 (’ - 1 ) ( i ) ) ,  ¥>(•> 9 ( ! _ 1 ) ( i ) ) ) | f f i ( R S )
+  c |A h (* , •» *) -  /ih(* - 1, -, ì )Ih i(r2)
< C(r)||V-(<)(.,i) -  ^ (<-1)(-,i)|| +C(r)||5Ìi+1)(.,i) -sfMH 
+ C(r)max|9« (S) -  + C(r)\ \^ - l\ ; t )  -  ^ - 2\ ; t )II
+  C'(r ) ||a o, M )  - « o  1\ - , t )W + C (T )m a x t \ é i- 1\ s ) - q ^ ( s ) \
(5.65)
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for some constant C (r)  > 0, independent of i , and then, from (5.63), using 
(5.64) and (5.65), one obtains
M ) )  -  d t { ™ h \ - , t ) ) |^ , (R2)
< -^»(.,4 )11  +  c ( r ) | |^ « ( . , i )  -  ^ (i_1)(-,*)||
+  C'(r)||Ho+1)(-,i) -  Sq )(-, i) || +  C (r)  max |gw (s) -  g{i_1)(s)|
+  c '( r ) | |^ (i- 1)( - , i ) - ^ (*-2)(.,t) || +  c '(r ) ||§ o >(-,i)
+  C (r)  max |g(i_1)(s) -  g(i_2)(s)| (5.66)
for some constant C (r) > 0 independent of z, for 0 < t < T.
For the complex part, proceeding in a similar way, one finds a constant 
C (r) > 0, independent of z, such that
\dt4>{i+1)(-,t) -  a{0 w (-,i)ll2(K2)
3=1
< c(r)||v> (i+1)M )  - ^ w (-,t)|| +  c ( r ) ||v - (i)(-l i)
+  C ( r ) | | s o + 1 ) ( ' . i ) - « o ) ( - ^ ) | |  + C ' ( r ) m a x  |g w ( s )  - i ( i_1 )( s ) |
+  C ( r ) U ^ o ,  t) -  (.,t) || +  c ( r ) p ® ( . ,* ) -  aii_1)(-, t) ||
+  C ( r )  m ax |g(t_1)(s) -  <7(i_2)(s )l (5.67)
0 <s<t
for 0 < t < T. Thus, adding (5.66) to (5.67) it turns out that
max |9 t^ (,+1)(-,s) - ^ ^ ( - . s ) ! 1,„(.,,(())) < C (r)||V '(,+1)(-,i) -  ^ w (-,
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+  c ( r ) | |# ) ( - ,  t) -  || +  c ( r ) ||So+1)(-, t) - % %  t ) ||
+  C(T) max \q®(*) ~  <Z(i_1)(s)l +  C 7 ( r ) (*,*) -  ^ (i“2)(-,i)|| 
+  C '(r)||oo)(-,i) - f lo  1>(-,*)|| + C ( r )  max \q{i~1](s) - i (i_2)(s)|
(5.68)
for 0 < t < T.
By replacing i with i — 1 and i — 2 in (5.46) we get, respectively,
+  c ( r ) /  ( H ^ M  -  tf (i_2)M | |  +  ||tf (*-2)M  -  tf (<- 8)(-,
Jo
, ||=(‘) , s, =(*-!)/ XII . I l ^ “ 1)/ \ =(*-2)/
+  a „ ( - , s ) - a 0 (•>«) +  K  (•, s) -  a0 (-,s
+  max I q ^ H r )  -  g(i_2)(r)| +  max \q(i~2){r) -  q(i~3)(T)l)ds




+  C(T) f  (||V-(i- 2)(-, *) -  # " 2)(-, s)|| +  s) -  ^ - 4\ ;
Jo
+  | | a 0 (*, s )  — a 0 (•, s )  || +  | | a 0 ( * , s ) - a 0 ( - , s ) | |
+  max |g(i_2)(r) -  g(<_3)(r)| +  max |g(i~3)(r) -  5(i_4)(r) |)d s
0 < r < s  0< t < s  '
for some constant C (r) > 0 independent of z, for 0 < t <  T.
(5.70)
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By replacing z with i — 1 and i — 2 in (5.62), one obtains
+  C (r)  I* ( | | ^ - 2)(-,s) - ^ - 3)(-,s)|| + 1 |^ - 3)( . ,S) -  v>(i- 4)(-,
JO
+  a 0 M ) - a 0 ( * , s )  +  a 0 ( - , s ) - a 0 ( - , 5
+  max \q(i~2)(T) -  g(i~3)(r) I +  max |g(i- 3)(r) -
0 < T < S  0 < T < S  7
+  e C 7 (r) ||^ “ 1)(.| i ) - i " 2)(-,i)||
+ eC(r ) max 19tV’(,_1)(-,«) -  dtrp(l~2){-, s)|i,Q(-,?(o))
+ c ( r ) ^ r  +  e iC (r ) ||^ -2)(.,i) -  # - 3>(.,*)||
+  £iC '(r)||So~1)(-,i) - 5 o “2)(-,i)||
+  etC(T) max |^*_2^(s) -  <^ ,_3HS)I +  C ( r ) ^
o <s<t v / 2*- 2
+  £ iC (r) ||S o"2)(-,i) - a o " 3)(-,
+ etC{T) max | i (i"3)(s) -  ®(i_4)(s)| (5.71)
0 <s<t
for some constant C(r) > 0 independent of z, for 0 < t < T.
Finally, by replacing z with z —1 and z —2 in (5.49) one obtains respectively,
l«(°(i) -  ?(i_1)(i)l < c(r)± +eC(r) j f  f l ^ M )  -  V»(i_2)(-,s)||




|g«-D(t) _ g(«-2)(i)| < C ( r )^ -  + eC(r) jf* (||V,(i_2)(-> a) -  ^ - 3)(-. s
+  ||«o 1)(->s ) -  «0 2)(-> s) || +  m ax |g(,-2)(r)  -  q ^ - 3\ r ) \ ) d s
(5.73)
for some constant C'(r) > 0 independent of z, for 0 < t <  T.
Now, using (5.46), (5.69), (5.70), (5.62), (5.71), (5.72) and (5.73) in (5.68) 
one obtains
max |dt^ i+1){-,s) -  <9t# (-,s )\i,a(;„m < C(r )^
+  C{T) i  ( | | ^ ( - ,  s) -  S)|| +  H ^ O ,  s) -  ^ ~ 2\ ;
U~(*+l), v ~(0, XII i !-(*)/ \
+  | | a 0 (*, 5 ) — a 0 M ) | |  +  | | a 0 (*, s) — a 0 ( - , 5
+  m a x  |<?w ( t )  -  <7( i - 1 ) ( t ) |  +  m a x  |5 ( i_1 )( r )  -  ^ i_ 2 ) ( r ) | ) c i s
0< r < s  0 < r< s
+ c ( r ) ^ L  + C(r) [  ( l lv ^ o ,  *) -  2)(•, *
+ ||^(t-2)(-,s) -  V’(i"3)(->s)|| +  ||So)( - . s ) - a o  1}(-.
+  | |« o  X)( - , s )  -  a 0 2 )( ' , s ) | |  +  m a x  |g ( i_1 )( r )  -  g ( i_ 2 ) ( r ) |
1 1  0<T<S
+  m a x  \q{i~2){r) -  q{i~3){T)\)ds +  C ( T ) ^ r
+  C(r) f  ( H ^ O ,  5) -  ^ ~ 2\ ;  «)|| +  S) -  ^ - 3\ ;  S
Jo
+  a 0 ( * , s ) - a 0 ( - , s )  +  a 0 ( - , s ) - a 0 ( • , *
m a x  |g (i x)( r )  -  q{l 2 )( r ) |  +  m a x  |g (i 2)( r )  -  g (i 3 )( r ) | ) d i
0 < T < S  0 < T < 5
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+  e C '( r ) ||a o )(*,í) — â o _1>(*,i)||
+  ^ ? ( r ) m a x  Id tip{í)(-, s ) -  s ) h , a (.,9(o))
U<s<t
+  C ( T ) j i + e t C ( T ) \ \ ^ i- 1\ - , t ) - ^ i- 2\ . , t ) \ \
+  £ t C ( r ) \ \ â o \ - , t )  - â g  1)( - , i ) | |  + £ i C ( r )  m a x  | g { , - 1 ) ( s )  -  ç ( ,_ 2 ) ( s ) |
+  c ( r ) ^ í  +  eíC,(r)||v>(i_2)(-,í)  -  ^ - 3)(- ,i) ||
+  etC(T) p o  _1) ( • ,* ) -  a¿~2)(•, f) ||
+ e t C ( T ) m ^ y - 2\ s ) - q ^ ( s ) \
0<s<t
+ C{T)j. + eC(r) j f  ( I I^ O ,S )  -  # - 2)(-,
+ llfl^O,«) -«o X)(-, S)|| + rnax |9(- l)(r) -  q^ 2)(T)\)ds
+ C ( T +  C(T) J *  s) -  2)(-,
+ ||^(î-3)(-.s) -  V’(,-4)(-,s)|| + po V )  -àa 2\-,s
+  P o  2) ( - , s ) ~ à o  3 )( - , s ) | |  +  m a x  |g ( i_2 )( r )  -  g(i_3)(r)l
0<r<s
+  m a x  lq (i~ 3)( r )  -  q (i- 4 )( r ) ¡ ) d s  +  C ( T ) ^
+ C(r) I* ( H ^ Í - . í )  -  V ^ M l l  + ||V-(i“3)(-,s) -  r¡>(¿-4)(-,s
Jo
i_ 'i ~ (i ~ 2'>i MI . H = ( i_ 2 ) /  \ = (* - 3) ,+ o0 (•, s) — 0.Q M ) + K  [■,s)-a0 (-,s
+  m ax  Iq(i- 2)(r)  -  q(i- 3)( r )  I +  m ax  I g ^ Í T )  -  q ^ U r ^ d s
0 <T<S 0 <T<S '
+ £ c (r ) i i r i ( ' , « ) - r , (-,.)ii
+  e C ( r )  m a x  | 0 t ^ (<_1)(-, s )  -  d tip(t~2){-, s) |i ,a(-,«(o))
+ C ( r ) ¿ + e t C ( T ) \ \ ^ i- 2H ; t ) - ^ i- 3\ ; t ) \ \
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+ etC(r)||2j*"l)(-, t) -  So_2)(-, t)||
+  etC(T) m ax \q{i~2)(s) -  qf(i_3)(s)| +  C '( r ) ^ ^ -
+  e iC (r ) |j^ (i- 3)C-,i) -  ip(i- 4\- ,t) \ \
+  e t c ( r ) \ \ z l 2)( . , t ) - $ - 3)( . ,t) \\
+ e tC (r )m ax\q(i- 3\ s ) - q(i- i\ s ) \
0  <3<t
+  C (r ) ^ r  +  ^ ( r )  j f  ( | | ^ - 2)(-,s) -  ^ (i- 3)(-, s) ||
+  ||“ o 1)( - .s) - « o  2)( - -s)|| +  “ a^c k (<_2)(T) - q (i~3)(T)\)ds
0 < T < S
(5.74)
for 0 <  t < T.
To sum up, we collect all the main results of the present chapter in the 
following
T h eo rem  5.6.1 Let ((S^(-, t), q®(t)))ieN be a sequence in X(T).
If the initial conditions of Theorem 4.5.1 are satisfied, then exists a constant 
C(r) > 0 independent ofi such that (5.46), (5.49), (5.62) and (5.74) hold for 
0 < t < T.
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C hapter 6
Existence of a Solution
6.1 Contractions for the Iterates
The estimates derived in chapter 5 are shown to produce certain contractions 
in order to prove the existence of a solution of (3.9). W hat we show here is 
a straightforward sequel to (5.46), (5.49), (5.62) and (5.74).
From (5.46) follows
+ c,(r)i||V'(<_1)(-,t) - #"2)(-,t )|| + c(r)tpi,+1)(• , t ) ~  âJV,t)|| 
+ C(r)i||âo)(-,i) -  o-o 1)(-,i)|| +C(r)i max |çW(s) -  ?(î_1)(«)i 
+  C (r )i m ax |g(i_1)(s) -  <?(i_2)(s)l
0 < s< £
and then
| | # +1)(-,i)  -T /’(i)( - ,i) || -  c ,( r ) i | |5 o +1)(--i ) ~ s o) 0>*)||
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+  C(T)t \ \^ i- 1\ ; t )  - ^ (<- 2)(-,t)|| +  C'(T)t||So)(-,i) - a 0i_1)(-,
+ C(T)t max |g«(S) -  ^ ( s ) !  + C(r)i max \ q ^ ( s )  -  q ^ 2\s)\
0 < s < £  0 < s < t
(6 .1)
for a constant C(T) > 0, independent of i.
From (5.62) it is known that there exists a constant C (r)  > 0, independent 
of i, such that
p i i+1)(-,i) - ^ M H  < c ( r ) ^ r  +  c ( r ) A
+ (1 + e)iC(r) ||^(i-2)(•, t) -  ^ - 3)(., t) II 
+ C(r)(e + t + ei)||a0 ('>t)~ao ('>4)11
+ (1 + e)iC,(r)||a0 ( - ,t) -a 0 (-,4)11
+ (l + e)tC(T)maxyi- l\ s ) - q ^ 2\s)\
0 < s < t
+  (1 +  e)tC{r )  max |g(i_2)(s) -  g(i-3)(s)|
0 < s < i
+  £C (r ) max s) -  d ^ (i-1)(-, s ) |1>a(, i(0)). (6.2)
From (5.49) it is known that
max 1 ^ ( 5 )  -  # ( s ) |  <  C ( r ) ^ L  + £t C( D t )  -  *<■*-%, i)||
+ £tC(r) ||oo'f X) (•, t) -  Oo'1 (•, t) || + etC(T) m ax |g(i) (s) -  g(i_1) (s)|
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m a x  |g (t+1)( s )  -  g w ( s ) |  -  e i C ( r ) | | à o + 1 ) ( - , i )  -
< C ( T ) ^  + £tC(T)\\^(;t) -  ^ M l l  
+  ^ C ( r ) max Iq®(s) -  q{i~1]{s)\ (6.3)
0 < s < t
for some constant C(T) > 0, independent of i.
With the same reasoning that lead us to (6.1), except for replacing i with 
2 — 1 and 2 — 2 respectively, it turns out that
||v>w (-,i) — '0 (*_ 1 )(*,t)|| — C,(r) t ||a o >(-,t) - « o  1>(-,i)||
<  C (r ) ^ = i  +  C ' ( r ) i | | ^ (i- 1)(-, t)  -  ^ ~ 2\ ;  i ) | |
+  c ( r ) t \ \ ^ - 2\ ;  t) -  v>(i"3)(-, i)|| +  c ( r ) i p o _1)(-, t) -  si""2)(-, t )|| 




i i ^ ) ( . f i ) -  ^ ( . f t) || _  c (t )ì ||ì " i)(-,ì ) - s r ’i-.on
+ c(r)i||v>(i-3)(-,i) -  v-(i-4)M)|| + c (r ) t\\^ ~ 2\ ; t )  -s?~3)(-,*>||
+  C(T)t max |g(i-2)(s) -  q{i~3](s)| +  C(T)t max |q(i~3)(s) -  ?(i_4)(s)|
0<s<£ 0<s<t
(6.5)
for some C'(r) > 0, independent of i.
and then
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With the same reasoning that lead us to (6.2), except for replacing i with 
i — 1, it turns out that
n~(*)/ /\ -(* -!)/ .x II . S 8a, o v ’ vt\\ — ^ va ) 2i-2 1
+ (1 + e)iC(r) || v>(i_2) (•,*)- V>(i_3) (•> t) ||
+ (1 + e)iC(r)||^(<-s)(-,i) -  ^ (<-4)M )||
+ C(r)(e + 1 + ei)||a0 i ' ^ ) ~ ao (’>i)|| 
+ (1 + e)iC'(r)||So_2)(-,i) — Sq* 3)(-, i)||
+  (1 +  e)tC(T) max \q ^ 2\ s )  -  q ^ 3\ s ) \
0 < s < t
+  (1 +  e )iC (r) max \q{i~3){s) -  9(i" 4)(s)|
0 < s < t
+  eC<(r ) max 1 s) -  dtip{,- 2](-, s)|x,o(.,?(0)) (6-6)
0 < s < t
for some C(T) > 0 independent of i.
Again with the same reasoning that lead us to (6.3) except for replacing i 
with i — 1 and i — 2 respectively, it turns out that
max |gw (s) -  g(l_1)(s)l -  e iC '(r)||a£)(->i) ~  «0 ^ (•>*)!!
0<s<£
and
< C ( r ) |  + etc(r)\\^i- 1\ ; t )  -  ||
+  etC(r )  max |</i_1^(s) — g^_2^(s)| (6.7)
0 < s < £
m a ^ k (t 1)( s ) - q (-i 2)(s)| -  £ iC (r)||ao ^ (-.i) -  a„ 2)(-,<)||
< + S t C ( T ) \ \ ^ i- 2\ ; t )  -  II
+  etC(r )  max |9(i“2)(s) -  ^ " 3)(s)l (6.8)
0 < s < t
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for some constant C'(r) > 0, independent of i. Using (6.1), (6.4), (6.5), (6.3), 
(6.7) and (6.8), from (5.68) it turns out that
max \dt^ i+1\ ;  s) -  dt^ (., s)|i,a(,i(0)) < C ( r ) |  + C (r) ^
+  C ( T ) ^  +  C ( r ) ^ r 3 +  t c ( r ) g +1\ ; t ) - z t \ ; t ) W
+ {e + tC(T) +eiC (r))pii)(-,i)
+ tC(r)max\qM(s)-q^ ( s ) \
0 <s<t
+ eC{T) max \dtip{,)(-, s) -  s)|i,q(.
0<s<£
+  ( 1  +  e)iC (r)||V '(i-1)(-,i) -  ^ (<-2)(*,f)||
+ (l+ 5)iC (r)||a0i~1)( . , i ) - ^ 0 _2)(-,i)||
+ (1 + e)iC(r) max 1tf(i_1)(s) -  q{i~2)(s)\
0 <8<t
+ (1 + e)iC (r)||^(i_2)(-, a) -  ^ (i_3)(-, s)\\
+ (e + tC(Y) + £tC(T))\\aQ (-,t) — a0 (*,^ )||
+  (1 + e ) tC (r )  max |q{i~2\ s )  -  q{i~3\ s )  \
9(0))
0 <s<t
+  eC (r) max :\dtip{l 2)(-, s) -  dtip{l 3)(-, s)|i,Q(-,
0 < s < i 9(0))
+ (1 + e)iC'(r)||V'(i_3)(-, t) -  ^ (i_4)(-, i)|| 
+ (1 +e)iC'(r)po_3)(-,i) -§o_4)('1^ )11
+  (1 +  e )iC (r) max |g(i_3)(s) -  q{i~i](s)|
0<3<£
+  ( i  + £ ) i C '( r ) | |^ <- 4>(-,i) -  tf>(<-5)(- ,t) || 





o <s<t \dt^ i+1\ ; s ) - d t^ ( ; s ) U M.,vm 
<  C (  r ) |  +  C ( r ) i j  +  C ( D ^  +  C (  r ) A
+  i C ( r ) | |^ ‘> ( .,i) - i> <*-')(-,()||
+ (e + iC(r) + £iC'(r))||^(-,i) -  So_1)(-,i)||
+  t C ( T )  m a x  \qM ( s ) - q {i~1)(s)\
0 <s<t
+  £C<(r ) max \df>P{i)( - , s )  -  dtV>(i_1)(-,s)|i,a(.,g(o))
+ (1 + e)iC(r)||V>(i_1)(-,i) -  t/>(i_2)(-,i)||
+ (l + e)iC(r)||ao - 2q 2)(-,i)||
+ (1 + e)tC(T) max |g(i-1)(s) -  g(i_2)OOI
+  ( 1  +  e)iC (r)||V ’(i"2)(->i) -  V’(i_3)(-,i)||
+ (e + iC(r) + £iC(r))||5o ^(-,i)-Oo *(->011 
+ (1 + e)iC(r) max |q{l~2)(s) -  g(i_3)(s)|
0 <s<t
+  e C ( r )  max |d t ^ (i~ 2\ - ,  s) -  d t ip{i~ 3){-, s)|i,a(.,«(o))
+ (1 + e)iC'(r)||V’(<_3)(-,s) -  V(i_4)(', s)||
+ (1+ e)iC'(r)||ao \ - , t ) - a {,
+ (1 + e)tC(r) max |?(i_3)(«) -  ?(i_4)(-s)|
0 <s<£
+  ( 1  +  e)iC'(r)||V>(i_4)(-,i) -  t/'(i_5)(-,i)||
+ (1 + e)tC(r) max ^ ( s )  -  (6.9)
0 <s<t
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6.2 Cauchy Sequence and Existence of a So­
lution
A new sequence is defined. It is shown to be a Cauchy sequence in the 
complete space X( T)  for a time T small enough. The convergence of such a 
sequence is the last step to prove the existence of a solution for the system 
(3.9) and equivalently for the system given by (2.5), (2.3) and (2.4).
A new sequence in K is now defined by
Q('](t) ■■= ||# +1)(-,t) + ||«o+1)(-.<) -
+  max s) -  s)|i,o(-,„(<>)) +  max \q{i+1)(s) -  ?(i)(s)|




In order to show this, we state the following 
T h eo rem  6.2.1 Given r G]0,1 [, T  =  T(T)  > 0 and e2 >  0 exist such that
Q{i\ T )  < c ( r ) j L  +  C ( r ) |  +  +  c ( r ) £  +  c ( r ) - s
2«+i v ' 2i 2i~1 2i~2 2*-3
+  r (Q^-x\ T )  +  Q(i~2){T) +  Q^~3\ T )  +  Q{i~4](T) +  Q ^ { T ) )
(6.10)
for some constant C (r) > 0 independent of i.
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\\^i+1\ ; t ) - ^ ( ; t ) \ \  + (1 -tC(T)  - e iC ( r ) ) p i i+1)(.,f) - s l S)(-
+  max |g(t+1)(s) -  gw (s)l +  max |dtip{x+1){■, s) -  s)|i,a(.,g(o))0<s<t U<5<£
< C(r ) - L  + C( r ) |  + + c ( r ) J L  + c {  r)-*
Proof. From (6.1), (6.2), (6.3) and (6.9) one obtains
2*+i 2* 2 i_1 2{~2 2{~3
+ (1 + e)tC (r)||^«(.,t) - ^ (<- 1)(.,t)||
+ {e + eC{T) + tC(T) + etC(T)) ||sf(-,i) -  ^ -1)(-, t)||
+  (1 +  e)fC'(r) max |gw (s) -  <?(l_1)(s)|
0<s<£
+  eC (r) max |dtip{i)(-,s) -  dtip{i x)(-, s)|i,a(.,
0<s<t 9(0))
+ (1 + e)iC(r) p o  _1)(., i) -  a„ _2)(•, t) ||
+  (1 +  e)tC(T) max |^ '-1^(s) -  <^ i-2^(s)|
0<s<t
+  ( 1  +  e)tC7(r)||^(<-2)(-,i) -  tf>(i_3)(-,i)||
+  (e +  t C ( T ) + £ t C ( T ) ) \ \ a t 2\ ; t )  -  5o~3)(-,i)|| 
+  (1 +  e)tC(T) max \q^~2\ s )  -  </i-3^(s)|
0<s<£
+  eC (r) max \dt^ 1 2)(•, s) -  dt^ {i 3)(-, s)|i,0(.,
0<s<t 9(0))
+  (i +  £ ) * c ( r ) | |# - 3)(-,*) -  ^ (i_4)(-,
+  (1 +  e)tC(T)\\a0 ( - , £ ) - a 0 (•,
+  (1 +  e)tC(T) max | ^ - 3)(s) _  *«-4> (,) |
0 < s< t
+  (1 + e )iC (r ) ||# -4)(-,i) -  rp{i~ 5)i- ,
+  (1 +  s)tC(T)  max |g(! 4)( s ) - g (i 5)(s)| (6.11)
0<s<£
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(1 -  tC(r) -  etC(T))QV(t) < C { T ) ~  + c ( r ) |  + C ( T ) ~
+ C (r)^2  + + (e + ^ ( T )  + tC(T) + etC(T)) ( Q ^ \ t )
+  Q(i“2)(i) +  Q[i~3){t) +  Q ^ ( t )  +  Q(i~5)(i))
for 0 < t <  T. Then
q W (D  <  _ c <r > _  f J -  +  i  +  j L  +  J _  +  J _ ' |
1-T C (r)-eT C (r) V2i+1 2* 2’“1 2’-2 2*“3/
g + eC(r) + TC(r) + eTC{r) Q(i- 2)(T) Qa-Q(T)
1 -  TC(T) -  eTC(r) v v v  1 J t v  y 1
+  <?(i- 4)(T) +  Q<i- 5)(T )). (6.12)
For 2^ > 0 sufficiently small
T  : = ________ r - £ - £g.(H_________ > 0
C(r) + eC(r) + rC(T) + reC{T)
exists such that
e + eC(r) + TC(T) + eTC(T) ^ 
1 -  TC{T) -  eTC{T) ~ r
for any 0 < e <  £2- It is convenient to notice that such a time is 0(1).
Therefore
Q » m  < _______ £ 2 3 _________( —  + -  + —  + —  +  — 1v v -  1 -  TC(T) -  sTC(r) \2i+1 2* 2‘-! 2*-2 2’-3/
+  r(Q (i_1)(T) +  Q(i“2)(T) +  Q^~3\ T )  +  Q ^ i T )  +  Q(i~5)(T))
for 0 < t < T. From (6.11) it follows immediately that
and (6.10) is proven.
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+ 0 0  + 0 0  + 0 0  + 0 0
53 Q(i) (T) -  r 53 (T) -  r 53 Q(i_2) (T) -  r 53 (T)
¿ = 5  i = 5  ¿ = 5  ¿ = 5
+ 0 0  + 0 0
From (6.10) it follows that
— r 53 <2(i_4) (T) ~ r  53 Q(*~5) (^)
¿ = 5  ¿ = 5
y O / T ' \  ,  + O O  r -  +00 r -  + O O  r -  + O O  r -
O (1 ;  ^^   ^ ° ° ®
-  1 -  TC(r) -  eTC(r) V ^  2^ +i + ^  2* + ^  2^  + ^  2 ^2—5 i—5 t—5 2—5





+ 0 0  + 0 0  + 0 0  + 0 0
5 3  QW (T) -  r  5 3  QW (T) -  r  5 3  Q(i) (T) -  r  5 3  Q(i) (T)
2=5 ¿=4 ¿=3 z=2
+ 0 0  4-00 r ^ / p x  + 0 0  ^
- r E « ' ‘»(T)-rg<3<‘>(T) < , _ r c ( r ) ^ c(r) g  g- 
From the last inequality we find
"I- 0 0  r / T ~ ' \  ~t~°° c  4
^ ■ r e ( r . r e | r ) E
2 = 5  V '  V 7 2—0  2 = 0
which, for r  < 1/5, implies
+ 0 0
53<3(0( r )  < + 0 0 . (6.13)
2 = 0
From (6.13) it follows that
+ 0 0
5 3 l |V ’(t+1)M  -  V'w (- ,i) || <  + 0 0 , (6 .14)
5 3 0 ™ *  l ^ (,+1)( ->s) _  ^ W (-> s )ka (-,9(0)) <  + 0 0  (6.16)
¿=0 _5_
+00
5 3 „ I5 a? j9 (i+1)(s) -  9W (S)I <  + 0 0  (6.17)
and
¿ = 0 ----
for any 0 < t < T.
The convergence of these series is equivalent to the Cauchy condition. For 
example, from (6.14) it follows that S exists such that
N + h
Me > 0 3N  such that Vft > 0
¿=0
which is equivalent to the Cauchy condition:
Ve > 0 3N  such that Vft > k > N
N + h  N + k
15 3 1| ^ i+i\-,t) -  v-(i)(-,i)|| -  53 ||^(i+1)(-,i) -  </>%*) III < e.
¿=0 ¿=0
From the Cauchy condition it follows that
Me > 0 3M  such that Mh > k > M  
\ W M+h)( ; t ) - ^ M+k\ ; t ) \ \ < e
which means, by definition, that is a Cauchy sequence in the
complete space X(t )  for any 0 < t <  T. Then (V^(*> * 0 )^ is convergent in
X(t )  for any 0 <  t < T.  In particular, since || • || is a sup norm with respect 
to the series of functions
is uniformly convergent on [0, T}. In an analogous way one shows that also 
are convergent in X  (t) for any 0 < t < T  and




are uniformly convergent on [0, T\.
Moreover, since
1 1— ■> ( ^ w (- ,i) ,o o )( - . i ) ,9 (,)(*)) 
are continuous functions in t uniformly convergent on [0 , T], also 
t '—* / 2(^ (,_1)(-> t) ,q{i~1](t))
are continuous functions in t uniformly convergent on [0 , T ] and then so are
1 1—■> q{i)(t).
Thus, if qW converges pointwise to <7, converges pointwise to q. Then, 





In the Abelian-Higgs model, Stuart extended the local proof to a longer
period of time by means of two almost conserved quantities. Our outcome is
/
still only local because the Gor’kov-Eliashberg equations, unlike the Abelian- 
Higgs model, do not admit a Lagrangian from which one can derive certain 
energies. Perhaps it would be possible to find quasi-conserved quantities also 
for the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations and then use them to 
give an estimate of the time-scale for which the Slow-Motion Approximation 
can be applied in that case. We hope that the local result is the first step 
towards a more complete description of the dynamics of vortices through the 
Slow-Motion Approximation.
Nevertheless we see some immediate application of our result. An expan­
sion in the separation parameters for two vortices close together was given 
in [BK01] up to the third order in the distance parameter. This expansion 
could be used to study some aspects of the scattering of vortices in type-II
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superconductors. In the Abelian-Higgs model vortex scattering was stud­
ied using the geodesic equations for the parameters and 90°-scattering was 
explained analytically.
Since the Gor’kov-Eliashberg equations are first-order in time, the O.D.E.s 
for the parameters are first-order as well. If we want to enhance the under­
standing of the multivortex dynamics, we have to choose initial conditions 
for the exact solution slightly different from a static configuration, otherwise 
the vortices remain in the initial location. Imposing suitable initial condi­
tions to the solution and supposing that the initial velocity of the vortices is 
not zero, we hope to be able to understand the scattering of two vortices by 
means of the local proof we carried out, provided that they are sufficiently 
close together.
To conclude, we want to point out two limitations of our model to de­
scribe the physics of type-II superconductors. The first is that the model 
we considered assumes that the dimensionless conductivity a and the Higgs 
self-coupling constant À are both close to 1. The second is the fact that we 
took into account for our description only infinitely extended materials where 
no boundary effects appear.
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